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Declaration 

Copyright © 2013 Sangfor Inc. All rights reserved. 

No part of the contents of  this document shall be extracted, reproduced or transmitted in  any form 

or by any means without prior written permission of SANGFOR. 

SINFOR, SANGFOR  and the Sangfor logo are the trademarks  or registered trademarks  of 

Sangfor Inc. All other trademarks used or mentioned herein belong to their respective owners. 

This manual shall  only be used as usage  guide, and no statement,  information, or suggestion in  it 

shall  be considered  as  implied  or express  warranty  of  any kind,  unless  otherwise stated.  This 

manual is  subject  to change  without notice.  To  obtain the  latest version  of  this manual,  please 

contact the Customer Service of Sangfor. 
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Preface 

About This Manual  

This WAN Optimization Controller (WOC) User Manual includes the following chapters: 

Chapter Describe… 

Chapter 1 Knowing Your    The  product  appearance, features  and  performance  parameters of 

Sangfor Device Sangfor WOC, wiring and cautions before installation 

Chapter 2 Initial Login 

to Admin Console 

The  configuration steps  required  when administrator  accesses  the 

Web administrator console of Sangfor WOC for the first time 

Chapter 3 Deployment 

and Configuration 

How  to deploy  the physical  Sangfor  WOC and  configure  system 

and network related settings through the administrator console 

Chapter 4 Sangfor VPN How  to  configure   Sangfor  VPN  to  establish   inbound/outbound 

secure VPN connection to a remote Sangfor WOC 

Chapter 5 WAN 

Optimization 

How  to  configure  WAN  optimization  module  to  accelerate  data 

transmitted across the WAN 

Chapter 6 Bandwidth 

Management 

How  to  configure  bandwidth  management  module  to   ensure  or 

restrict bandwidth usage of specific application, user or IP address. 

Chapter 7 Firewall 
How to configure firewall related settings 

Chapter 8 High 

Availability 

How to  configure the high  availability (HA)  feature, which makes 

the system redundant and run more stable 

Chapter 9 IPSec VPN How to  set up IPSec  VPN connection  between Sangfor WOC  and 

third-party VPN device 

Chapter 10 Maintenance     How to  license the Sangfor WOC,  maintain and debug  the system, 

etc. 

Appendix A: Internal 
How to enter and use the internal WOC Report Center 

Report Center 

Appendix B: PACC & 

Mobile VPN Client 

The  installation  and  usage  of  the Portable  Acceleration  (PACC) 

client and Mobile VPN client 

Appendix C: Sangfor 

Firmware Updater 

How to  use  Sangfor Firmware  Updater 6.0  to update  the Sangfor 

device 
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Document Conventions  

Graphic Interface Conventions  

This user manual uses the following typographical conventions for special terms and instructions: 

Convention Meaning Example 

Page/tab name example: 

Navigate to System > Users to enter the User  page. 

Parameter example: 

IPAddress: Specifies the IP address that you want to 

reserve for certain computer 

Page title, 

parameter, 
Menus/submenus example: 

Log in to the Web administrator console and go to 
menu/submenu, 

button, 

key press, 

link, 

System > Network > Deployment. 

Button example: boldface 

Click the Save button to save the settings. 

Key press example: 

other highlighted 

keyword or item 
Press Enter key to enter the administrator console. 

Link example: 

Once the certificate signing request is generated, click 

the Download link to download the request. 

Highlighted keyword/item example: 

The user name and password are Admin by default. 

italics 

> 

Directory, URL Website:  http://www.sangfor.com 

Multilevel menu and    Log in to the Web administrator console and go to 

submenu System > Network > Deployment. 

“ ” Prompt, quotation Click on “This site might require the following ActiveX 

control: ‘WebUI Control’ from ‘Sangfor Technologies 

Co., Ltd’. Click here to install…”. 
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Symbol Conventions  

This manual also  adopts the following  symbols to indicate the  parts which need special  attention 

to be paid during the operation: 

Convention Meaning Description 

Indicates  actions that  could  cause setting  error,  loss of 

data or damage to the device 
Caution 

Warning 

Note 

Indicates actions that could cause injury to human body 

Indicates 

information 

helpful suggestion or supplementary 

CLI Conventions  

Command syntax on Command Line Interface (CLI) applies the following conventions: 

� 

� 

� 

Content in brackets ( ]) is optional 

Content in {} is necessary 

If there is more than one option, use vertical bar (|) to separate each option, for example, 

ip wccp 60 redirect { in | out  } 

CLI command appears in bold, for example: 

configure terminal 

� 

� 
Variables appear in italic, for example: 

interface  e0/1 
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Technical Support  

For technical support, please contact us through the following: 

� 

� 

� 

� 

Website:  http://www.sangfor.com 

MSN, Email:  tech.support@sangfor.com 

Skype:  sangfor.tech.support 

Tel: + 60 3 2282 1206 

Acknowledgements  

Thanks for  using our product  and user  manual. If you  have any suggestion  about the  product or 

user manual, please  provide feedback to  us through phone  call or email. Your  suggestion will be 

much appreciated. 
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Chapter 1    Knowing Your Sangfor Device 

This  chapter  introduces  the   Sangfor  WAN  Optimization  Controller  (WOC)  and  the   way  of 

connecting Sangfor WOC.  After proper hardware deployment  and installation, you can  configure 

and debug the system. 

Operating Environment  

� 

� 

� 

Voltage input: 110V/230V (AC, alternating current) 

Temperature: 0-45°C 

Humidity: 5%-90% 

To ensure endurance and stability of the Sangfor WOC, please ensure the following: 

� 

� 

� 

� 

The power supply is well grounded 

Dustproof measures are taken 

Working environment is well ventilated 

Indoor temperature is kept stable 

This product conforms  to the requirements on  environment protection. The placement,  usage and 

discard  of  the  product  should comply  with  the  relevant  national  laws  and  regulations  of  the 

country where it is applied. 

Product Appearance  

Front Panel of SANGFOR WOC 2050 

Above is the front panel of SANGFOR  WOC 2050. The interfaces from left to right are described 

in the following table: 

Interface Description 

CONSOLE Network  interface  used  for  high  availability  (HA)  feature   or  used   by  device 

supplier to debug system. 

USB Standard USB port, connecting to peripheral device 
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ETH0 

ETH1 

ETH2 

ETH3 

LAN interface, connecting to the LAN network segment; orange LED on the left 

side indicates link status, while green LED on the right side indicates data flow. 

DMZ interface,  connecting to  the DMZ  network segment;  orange LED  on the 

left side indicates link status, while green LED on right side indicates data flow. 

WAN1 interface,  connecting  to the  first Internet  line;  orange LED  on the  left 

side indicates link status, while green LED on the right side indicates data flow. 

WAN2 interface, connecting to  the second Internet line; orange  LED on the left 

side indicates link status, while green LED on the right side indicates data flow. 

POWER 

ALARM 

Power LED 

Alarm LED 

The picture above is just for reference. The actual product you purchased and received may vary. 

Connecting Sangfor Device  

After deploying  the Sangfor WAN  Optimization Controller (WOC)  in your network  (for details, 

please  refer to  the Device  Deployment  section in  Chapter  3), follow  the instructions  below  to 

connect the Sangfor WOC. 

1. Plug the power cable into  the power interface on the rear panel  of the device. Attach and turn 

on power supply, and then watch the LEDs on the front panel of the Sangfor WOC. 

When the  device starts up,  ALARM LED will  turn on and  keep on for  1 to 2 minutes,  then 

turn off;  POWER LED  (in green) will  turn on;  connection status  LEDs (in orange)  next to 

WAN and LAN interface will also turn on. 

After successful bootup, POWER  LED (in green), connection status LEDs (in  orange)  WAN 

and LAN  interface  will stay  on. If  data are  being transferred  through a  port,  the data  flow 

LED (in green, beside connection status LED) will blink. 

If ALARM LED stays on always, please switch off the power supply and reboot the device. If 

ALARM LED still keeps on after reboot, contact SANGFOR Customer Service. 
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If  the corresponding  LED  indicates normal  working status,  turn  off and  unplug  the power 

supply, and perform the following steps. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Use  RJ-45  straight-through  Ethernet  cable  to  connect  the  LAN   interface  to  the  internal 

network. 

Use RJ-45  Ethernet crossover cable  to connect the  WAN1 interface to  the external network, 

(i.e., router, optical fiber transceiver or ADSL Modem for external network). 

If you  want the  Sangfor WOC  to provide  secure protection  for DMZ (Demilitarized  Zone), 

use RJ-45  Ethernet cable  to  connect DMZ  interface to  the DMZ  network from  which Web 

server, SNMP Server are providing services to external networks. 

� 

� 

� 

Use crossover cable to connect WAN interface to the router for external network. 

Use straight-through cable to connect LAN interface to switch in the internal network. 

For direct  access  to administrator  Web console,  use crossover  cable  to connect   LAN 

interface to the computer. 

In case  session cannot be  established but  the corresponding LED  indicates normal  working 

status, please check whether the  right type of cables are being used. The  differences between 

straight-through cable and crossover cable are shown in the figures on the following page. 
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Chapter 2    Initial Login to Admin Console 

Sangfor  WAN Optimization  Controller  (WOC)  provides Web-based  administration.  The  initial 

URL for Web administrator console access is  http://10.254.254.254. 

Before logging in to administrator console of WOC, please ensure the following: 

� 

� 

Deploy a computer in the subnet where the Sangfor WOC resides. 

Connect  the PC’s  network interface  card (NIC)  and  LAN interface  of Sangfor  WOC  to a 

same  layer-2 switch,  or  connect  the PC’s  NIC  to LAN  interface  directly  with a  network 

cable. 

� Ensure  IE  browser  is  installed  on  the  PC.  Non-IE  browsers  Opera,  Firefox,  Safari  and 

Chrome are not supported. 

Logging in to Admin Console  

1. Turn  on the  PC and  the  Sangfor WOC.  Add  an IP  address  on the  PC,  an IP  address that 

resides  in  the  network  segment  10.254.254.X  (for  instance,  10.254.254.100) with  subnet 

mask 255.255.255.0, as shown below: 

2. Open the IE  browser and enter the  URL address (http://10.254.254.254) into the  address bar. 

Press Enter key to visit the login page to Web administrator console, as shown below: 
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3. Before login, you may install the required ActiveX control, as shown below: 

Click  on  “This  site might  require  the  following  ActiveX  control:  ‘WebUI Control’  from 

‘Sangfor Technologies Co.,  Ltd’. Click here  to install…” and then  click on “Install  ActiveX 

Control…” to install the control, as shown below: 

If  no pop-up  appears,  click the  link ActiveX  on  the login  page  to download  the  required 

ActiveX controls. 

4. Enter  the administrator  username  and  password and  click  the Log  In  button.  The default 

administrator username is admin (case-insensitive) and password is Admin  (case-sensitive). 

5. 

6. 

To download root CA certificate, click on the link Root CA. 

For version information of the software e, click on Version below the textboxes. 
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Modifying Administrator Password  

We  strongly  recommend  you to  change  the  administrator  password  on  initial  login, so  as  to 

prevent  others  from  logging  in   to  the  administrator  Web  console  and  using  default   admin 

credentials to make unauthorized changes on the administrator account and initial configurations. 

To modify default administrator password, perform the following steps: 

1. Navigate to  System >  Users to  enter the Users  page. The  default administrator  account  is 

admin, super administrator of the system. 

2. Click the account name admin to edit information of the administrator account: 

3. Enter and confirm the new password and click the OK  button. 

� 

� 

Password of the account admin should not be shared with anyone. 

If  the   Sangfor   WOC  is   to   be  maintained   by  several   administrators,  create   multiple 

administrator accounts for segregation of duty. 
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Chapter 3    Deployment and Configuration 

After logging  in to the  administrator console, you  will see  the left tree  of configurable modules, 

including System,  Sangfor VPN,  IPSec VPN, WAN  Optimization, Bandwidth  Management, 

Firewall, High Availability and Maintenance. 

What needs to be noted is that some modules may be invisible to  you if the corresponding licenses 

are not purchased. 

During configuration, if there  is an OK, Save  or Save and Apply button  on a page, click it  after 

modifying or configuring  the parameters to  save or apply the  settings on that page.  This will not 

be illustrated again in the subsequent parts in this user manual. 
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Device Deployment  

The  first thing  you  need to  consider  before deploying  the  physical Sangfor  WAN  Optimiztion 

Controller (WOC)  in your network is  what deployment mode you  should use, in  that system and 

network  setting  are  subject  to  the  deployment  mode  you  choose.  Take CDP  and  WCCP  for 

example. The  two pages are  available only  in Acceleration Only  service mode and  Single arm 

deployment mode. 

Sangfor WOC supports Gateway Mode  (or in-line mode in another term), Bridge Mode,  Double 

Bridge mode, Single Arm mode and Double Arm mode with Acceleration Only functionality, as 

well as Gateway mode and Single Arm mode with VPN and Acceleation  functionalities. 

The  followings  sections  describe  what  each  mode  is  like  and  how   to  perform  the  essential 

configuration. 

Deploying WOC in Gateway Mode 

Posit your  Sangfor WOC  on  your network.  Connect it  to the  other network  (for details,  please 

refer to the section 

1. Connecting  Sangfor Device  in Chapter  1). The  network  topology with  WOCs deployed  in 

Gateway mode is as shown in the figure below: 

2. Log in to the Web administrator  console and go to System > Network > Deployment. Select 

service mode Acceleration Only or VPN and Acceleration, and deployment mode  Gateway 

mode, as shown in the figure below: 
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3. Configure  the  fields  on the  above  page.  The  following  are  the  contents included  on  the 

Deployment page with Gateway mode selected: 

� Service Mode: Service mode falls into Acceleration Only and VPN and Acceleration. 

Acceleration Only: If  this option is selected, only  acceleration feature is enabled,  which 

means the Sangfor VPN  feature does not work. Under  this service mode, you can  deploy 

the  WAN  Optimization  Controller  (WOC)  in Gateway  mode,  Bridge  mode,  Double 

Bridge mode, Single Arm mode and Double Arm  mode. 

VPN  and Acceleration:  If this  option is  selected, both  Sangfor  VPN and  acceleration 

features are enabled.  This service mode is suitable  for the environment that the  local and 

peer  WAN   Optimization  Controllers  are   deployed  in  public   networks  and  need   to 

establish VPN  connection in between. The  Sangfor VPN module  can help to build  VPN 

tunnel on which acceleration connection is established between the two terminals. 

� 

� 

LAN Interface: Configures the IP address of the internal interface, LAN interface, which 

is protected by the firewall. This  IP address must be identical as that of the physical LAN 

interface on the Sangfor WOC. 

WAN   Interface:   This   is   the   external   (public)   interface   of   the   Sangfor   WOC, 
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corresponding to an WAN link. 

Line: Select a line  and the configured IP address, network mask and  gateway are applied 

to that internet line. 

Line Type:  Defines how  the specified  WAN link  connects to  the Internet  and how  the 

public IP address  is assigned. Options  are Ethernet, PPPoE and  DHCP. Prarameters of 

each  type  vary.  You  can select  Ethernet  and  configure  the  IP  address,  netmask  and 

default  gateway by  hand, or  select PPPoE  to  have it  dial up  or  auto-dialup to  the the 

Internet, or simply select DHCP to  use DHCP to automatically assign a public IP address 

to the WAN interface. 

Dial Up: Before new PPPoE settings take  effect, all the services will restart. After restart, 

you can go  to this page again and  click the Dial Up button  to connect the Sangfor WOC 

to the  Internet.  If Auto  Dial-up is  enabled,  the WOC  will automatically  dial up  again 

once it disconnects from the Internet. 

Advanced:  Click this  button to  configure  the advanced  options  of PPPoE,  handshake 

times, timeout and maximum attempts, which are 20, 80 and 3 by default. 

Multi-IP: If WAN  interface uses static IP address,  you can bind multiple  IP addresses to 

it by clicking this button and add the IP address/netmask entry. 

� The IP address  binding to WAN interface cannot  be the same as  the WAN interface 

IP you  configured  previously, yet  should be  in the  same  network segment  as that 

WAN interface; otherwise, the binding IP address will not work properly. 
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None of the binding IP addresses should be used by VPN settings. � 

MTU: It is  Minimum Transmission Unit  in short. Default is  the Ethernet standard  value 

1500 bytes. In some network environment,  if the MTU of certain network device is lower 

than 1500,  the related  data  packets might  be discarded;  in that  case, you  can manually 

modify this MTU value and keep it relevant with other network devices. 

� DMZ Interface:  Configures the IP  address and netmask  of the  internal interface,  DMZ 

inteface. DMZ is a network segment  on a local area network. Some servers  are located in 

DMZ, such  as web  server, mail  server, FTP  server and external  DNS server  and so  on, 

providing services  for the  external networks.  The firewall  allows the  services from this 

network segment  to be delivered  over WAN and  protects them from  attacks at the  same 

time. 

� 

� 

IP addresses  of LAN  interface, WAN  interface  and DMZ  interface must  be coherent 

with the actual IP addresses of the physical interfaces. 

If the physical  DMZ interface is not  connecting to the DMZ,  keep the default settings 

unchanged. 

� DNS Servers: Indicates  the Domain Name Server  provided by the local Internet  Service 

Provider (ISP) to solve  domain names. Preferred DNS is required while  Alternate DNS 

is optional. 

4. 

5. 

Configure Sangfor VPN (for details, please refer to Chapter 4 Sangfor VPN). 

Go to WAN Optimization to complete WAN optimization settings (for details, please refer to 

the section Chapter 5 WAN Optimization). 

6. If your network is divided  into several network segments and deployed with a layer  3 switch, 

go to System >  Network > Local Subnet to add route  for each network segment (except the 

network  segment  in   which  the  LAN  interface   resides)  on  the  WOC  to   ensure  normal 

communication between this WOC and the hosts on other network segments. 

Deploying WOC in  Single Arm Mode  

Sangfor WOC can  be deployed in Single  Arm mode in two  situations, Internet environment and 

leased line environment, which are slightly different in network topology and configuration. 
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The following are the steps of how to deploy WOC in Internet  environment: 

Posit your  Sangfor WOC  in your  network. Connect  it to the  other network  devices (for  details, 

please refer to the section 

1. Connecting Sangfor Device in Chapter 1). 

The network topology with WOCs deployed in Single Arm mode is as shown below: 

2. Log in to the Web administrator  console and go to System > Network > Deployment. Select 

service mode  Acceleration Only  or VPN  and Acceleration,  and deployment  mode  Single 

arm. 
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3. Configure  the  fields  on the  above  page.  The  following  are  the  contents included  on  the 

Deployment page with Acceleration Only and Single Arm  selected: 

� Service Mode: Service mode falls into Acceleration Only and VPN and Acceleration. 

Acceleration Only: If this option  is selected, only acceleration feature is enabled, which 

means  the VPN  feature  does not  work.  Under this  service  mode, you  can  deploy the 

WOC in  Gateway mode,  Bridge mode,  Double Bridge  mode, Single  Arm mode  and 

Double Arm  mode. 

VPN and Acceleration: If this option is selected, both VPN and acceleration features are 

enabled. This service  mode is suitable for  the environment that the  local and peer WAN 

optimization  controllers  are deployed  in  public  networks  and  need  to establish  VPN 

connection in between. The Sangfor VPN module can help to build VPN tunnel on which 

acceleration connection is established between the two terminals. 

� 

� 

� 

LAN  Interface:  Configures  the  IP address  of  the  internal  interface,  LAN  interface, 

which  is  protected  by the  firewall.  This  IP  address  must  be  identical as  that  of  the 

physical interface on the Sangfor WOC. 

Arm  Interface:   Select  a  internet  line   that  this  interface   is  corresponding  to,  and 

configure the IP address, subnet  mask and default gateway. This section is  missing if the 

service mode is Acceleration Only. 

DMZ Interface: Configures  the IP address and  netmask of the  internal interface,  DMZ 

inteface. DMZ is  a network segment in  an enterprise network.  Some servers are located 

in DMZ, such as web server,  mail server, FTP server and external DNS server and so on, 

providing services  for the external  networks. The  firewall allows the  services from this 

network segment to  be delivered over  WAN and protects them  from attacks at the  same 

time. 

� DNS Servers: Indicates the Domain  Name Server provided by the local Internet  Service 

Provider (ISP) to solve domain names. Preferred DNS is required while  Alternate DNS 

is optional. 

4. 

5. 

Configure Sangfor VPN (for details, please refer to Chapter 4 Sangfor VPN). 

Configure   WAN  Optimization   module   (for   details,   please  refer   to   Chapter   5  WAN 

Optimization). 

6. Configure the  gateway IP address  on the internal computers  to have  the gateway of  internal 

computers direct  to the  LAN interface  of the  WOC, or  enable the  policy-based routing  or 

WCCP function on the frontend switch or router. 

The following are the steps of how to deploy WOC in leased line  environment: 

Posit your  Sangfor WOC  in your  network. Connect  it to the  other network  devices (for  details, 

please refer to the section 

1. Connecting Sangfor Device in Chapter 1). The network topology is as shown below: 
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2. Log in to the Web administrator  console and go to System > Network > Deployment. Select 

service mode  Acceleration Only  or VPN  and Acceleration,  and deployment  mode  Single 

arm.  The   Deployment  page  is   the  same  as  that   when  WOC  is   deployed  in  Internet 

environment. Please refer the Step 3 in the above section. 

3. 

4. 

Configure   WAN  Optimization   module   (for   details,   please  refer   to   Chapter   5  WAN 

Optimization). 

Configure the  gateway IP address  on the internal computers  to have  the gateway of  internal 

computers direct  to the  LAN interface  of the  WOC, or  enable the  policy-based routing  or 

WCCP function on the frontend switch or router. 

� 

� 

If your network is divided into several subnets, go to System > Network > Local Subnet   and 

Sangfor VPN  > Advanced  > VPN  Local Subnet  to  add the  all the  subnets into  the local 

subnet list except the one in which the LAN interface of the WOC resides. 

For  Single-arm WOC  deployed  in  leased  line environment,  routing  loop  may appear  and 

disable data transfer between the devices at both ends. You may ensure  the following to avoid 

routing loop: 

a. 

b. 

In Layer 2 environment, have the gateway of the internal PCs direct to the Sangfor WOC; 

In Layer  2  environment, add  a route  for each  PC that  directs  to the  peer terminal,  the 

local WOC as the gateway of the route; 

c. 

d. 

Enable policy-based routing and CDP on the frontend device; 

Enable WCCP function on the frontend device. 
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Deploying WOC in  Double Arm Mode  

Posit your  Sangfor WOC  in your  network. Connect  it to the  other network  devices (for  details, 

please refer to the section 

1. Connecting Sangfor Device in Chapter 1). 

2. Log in to the Web administrator  console and go to System > Network > Deployment. Select 

service mode Acceleration Only, and deployment mode Double arm. 
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3. Configure  the  fields  on the  above  page.  The  following  are  the  contents included  on  the 

Deployment page with Acceleration Only and Double arm mode selected: 

� 

� 

� 

Service Mode: Service  mode falls into  Acceleration Only and  VPN and Acceleration. 

However, Double arm mode is available only in Acceleration Only service mode, which 

indicates acceleration feature is enabled and VPN feature does not work. 

Working  IP:  Configures  virtual IP  address  of  the  double  arms. It  should  be  able  to 

communicate  with  the  peer  WOC.  The  local  WOC uses  this  IP  address  to  establish 

acceleration connections with other remote WAN Optimization Controllers. 

Arm Interface:  Configures the IP address,  subnet mask and  default gateway of  the two 

arm interfaces  respectively. The IP addresses  of Arm 1/Arm  2 and the  working IP could 

(or not) be on  a same network segment, but they should  be able to communicate with the 

internal network. 

� 

� 

Manage Interface: Select a interface as the Manage interface of the WOC. 

DNS Servers: Indicates  the Domain Name Server  provided by the local  Internet Service 

Provider (ISP) to solve  domain names. Preferred DNS is required while  Alternate DNS 

is optional. 
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4. Configure   WAN  Optimization   module   (for   details,   please  refer   to   Chapter   5  WAN 

Optimization). 

If  the  peer  WOC  initiates acceleration  connection  to  the  local  WOC  that  is  deployed  in 

Double single arm mode, you need to enable pre-connection on the peer WOC. 

Deploying WOC in  Bridge Mode  

Posit the  Sangfor  WOC in  your network.  Connect  it to  the  other network  devices (for  details, 

please refer to the section 

1. Connecting  Sangfor Device  in Chapter  1). The  network  topology with  WOCs deployed  in 

Bridge mode is shown in the figure below: 

2. Log in to the Web administrator  console and go to System > Network > Deployment. Select 

service mode Acceleration Only or VPN and Acceleration and deployment mode Bridge. 
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3. Configure  the  fields  on the  above  page.  The  following  are  the  contents included  on  the 

Deployment page with Acceleration Only and Bridge mode selected: 

� Service Mode: Service  mode falls into  Acceleration Only and  VPN and Acceleration. 

However, Bridge mode is available only in Acceleration Only service mode. 

Acceleration  Only:  Under  this  service  mode,  acceleration  feature  is  enabled,  which 

means the VPN feature cannot work. 

VPN  and Acceleration:  If this  option is  selected, both  Sangfor  VPN and  acceleration 

features are enabled.  This service mode is suitable  for the environment that the  local and 

peer  WAN  Optimization   Controllers  are  deployed  in   public  networks  or  lease   line 

environment and need to establish VPN connection in between. The Sangfor VPN module 

can help to build VPN tunnel on which acceleration connection is established between the 

two terminals. 

30-bit mask network: This option is for when the router and  core switch in 30-bit subnet 

and no more available IP address. After enable  this option you can insert another segment 

IP in bridge interface. (Make sure this IP is able to reach by route) After  that make sure to 

configure   a  manage   interface   to  manage   WANO  and   join   domain  for   Exchange 

optimization.  If  Domain  controller  is   different  range  with  the  manage  IP,  you   may 

configure a static route. 

� Bridge Interface: Select an  interface pair to form a  bridge between the external network 

and internal network. Options are LAN(eth0)->WAN1(eth2) and 

DMZ(eth1)->WAN2(eth3). 
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� 

� 

Logic Interface: Configures the IP address, subnet mask and default gateway of the logic 

interface, Br0. 

Manage Interface: Configures the IP  address of the Manage interface of the WOC.  You 

can  select  any  interface  as  the  Manage  interface  except  the  interface  pair  used   for 

bridging. 

� DNS Servers: Indicates  the Domain Name Server  provided by the local  Internet Service 

Provider (ISP) to solve  domain names. Preferred DNS is required while  Alternate DNS 

is optional. 

� Under Bridge mode, LAN interface (eth0) and WAN (eth2/3) interface cannot  be mixed 

up; otherwise, no acceleration effect will be achieved. 

� 

� 

The IP address of the logic interface must be on the same subnet  segment as the firewall 

device/ router for external network and the core switch for internal network. 

The Manage interface can only be used for managing the Sangfor WOC, not supporting 

other uses such as connecting to the Internet. 

To configure Bridge  mode, you need  to ensure that the  two WAN Optimization Controllers 

are  able to  communicate  with  each other  through  the VPN  tunnel  established  by a  VPN 

device or through a leased line. 
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Deploying WOC in Double Bridge Mode 

Posit your  Sangfor WOC  in your  network. Connect  it to the  other network  devices (for  details, 

please refer to the section 

1. Connecting  Sangfor Device  in Chapter  1). The  network  topology with  WOCs deployed  in 

Double Bridge mode is as shown in the figure below: 

2. Log in to the Web administrator  console and go to System > Network > Deployment. Select 

service mode  Acceleration  Only and  deployment mode  Double  bridge. The   Deployment 

page is as shown in the figure below: 
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3. Configure  the  fields  on the  above  page.  The  following  are  the  contents included  on  the 

Deployment page with Double Bridge mode selected: 

� Service Mode: Service  mode falls into  Acceleration Only and  VPN and Acceleration. 

However, Double  Bridge  mode is  available  only in  Acceleration  Only service  mode, 

which indicates acceleration feature is enabled and VPN feature does not work. 

� 30-bit mask network: This option is for when the router and  core switch in 30-bit subnet 

and no more available IP address. After enable  this option you can insert another segment 

IP in bridge interface. (Make sure this IP is able to reach by route) After  that make sure to 

configure   a  manage   interface   to  manage   WANO  and   join   domain  for   Exchange 

optimization.  If  Domain  controller  is   different  range  with  the  manage  IP,  you   may 

configure a policy route. 

� Propagate link  down: Select this  option if the  WOC is  deployed in redundant  network 
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environment (such  as VRRP).  Once  the system  detects that  any interface  of the  bridge 

pair falls  out,  it will  automatically disconnect  the  other interface  of the  bridge  pair, to 

ensure  smooth data  transmission  and  switch between  the  clustered  WAN optimization 

controllers. 

� Logic Interface:  Configures the  working IP address,  subnet mask,  default gateway and 

MTU of the two bridge pairs respectively. 

� If IP addresses of  the two logic interfaces Br0 and  Br1 are on a same  network segment, 

the Working IP should be on the same network segment. If IP addresses of the two logic 

interfaces Br0  and Br1  are NOT on  a same network  segment, the  Working IP   should 

not be on  the same network  segment as either  of them, and you  need to ensure  that the 

peer Sangfor WOC can connect to this working IP address. 

� If there  is  a layer  3 switch  on  the local  area network,  Default  Gateway(LAN/DMZ) 

must be filled in; otherwise, leave the two fields empty. 
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System Settings  

System settings include System Time, NTP Server, Web UI and Advanced  settings. 

System Time  

1. Navigate to System > System to enter the System Time page, as shown below: 

2. Configure the following: 

� Time Zone: Specifies  the time zone of  the country or region  where your Sangfor device 

is resides. 

� 

� 

Date: Specifies the date. To select date, click the icon. 

Time: Specifies the time. Enter the time into this field and set it  as the current time of this 

Sangfor WOC. Date format should be hh: mm: ss. 

3. Click the Save and Apply button to save the settings. This operation leads to service restart. 

NTP Servers  

NTP server is the server with which system time on the Sangfor WOC can synchronize. 
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Enter the  addresses of  the Network Time  Protocol (NTP)  servers, and then  click the  Sync Now 

button to synchronize time with the server right now. 

Web UI Settings  

Web UI settings include Web service port of the administrator console and the inactivity timeout. 

The following are the contents included on the Web UI  tab: 

� 

� 

� 

HTTPS   Login  Port:   Configures   the  HTTPS   port   used   for  logging   in   to  the   Web 

administrator console. If HTTPS port is modified, you need to log in through the new port. 

Page Timeout: If no operation is performed  on the administrator console for so long a period 

of time, the console user will be logged out. In unit of minute. 

Operation Timeout: If a  page fails to open after  loading so long a period of  time, it will get 

timed out. 

Advanced System Settings  

Advanced system settings includes listening port for acceleration service, device name and others. 

The following are the contents included on the Advanced  tab: 
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� 

� 

� 

Listening Port: Configures the listening port of acceleration service. It is TCP and UDP 5400 

port by  default. WOC  at both  ends must  be able  to access  its peer  listening port  normally; 

otherwise, acceleration connection cannot be established between the two WOCs. 

Device Name: Configures the  name of the WOC, which  distinguishes it from the peer or  the 

WOC at other sites. You can view device name and version information by clicking on   About 

at the upper-right of the page. 

Track MAC address: Select  this option so that the  MAC address could be tracked in  Single 

bridge mode,  even  there is  a layer-3  switch  is involved.  In that  case, you  need  not to  add 

packet-return route. 

Track MAC address feature takes effect only in Single bridge  mode. 

� 

� 

Enable High-Speed  TCP Protocol:  Select this  option to enable  High-Speed TCP  Protocol 

(HTP). HTP is a variable TCP protocol that is enhanced by SANGFOR. 

Enable HTP (tcp  packet) in  VPN TCP tunnel: Select  this option to  enable use of  HTP in 

VPN TCP tunnel. 
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Network Settings  

In  addition   to  deployment   settings,  you  may   need  to   complete  the   other  network  related 

configuration after configuring  the Deployment page,  such as local subnet,  static route, dynamic 

route, Windows Domain, VPN interface, VLAN, multi-line, CDP and WCCP settings. 

Local Subnet 

The  so-called  local   subnet  is  any  network   segment  thought  on  the   LAN  where  the  WAN 

Optimization  Controller (WOC)  is  deployed,  yet excluding  the  network  segment in  which  the 

LAN  interface of  the  WOC  resides. Connecting  VPN  users  can access  the  machines  in those 

subnets even those machines and the Sangfor WOC are on different subnets physically. 

Creating Local Subnet  

Suppose the enterprise network is divided into two subnets, 192.168.10.0/24 and  192.168.20.0/24, 

and the  Sangfor WOC  is deployed  in Single  Arm mode,  LAN interface  IP and subnet  mask is 

192.168.10.0/24. 

Perform the following steps to add the other subnet into the local subnet list. 

1. 

2. 

Go to System > Network > Local Subnet page and click New. 

Enter the  192.168.20.0 into  the IP Address  field and  255.255.255.0 into  the Subnet  Mask 

field. 

3. Click the OK button to save the settings. 
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Policy-Based Routing 

Policy route can base on the  policy (application type, source IP, destination IP, etc.) to  achieve the 

purpose multiple lines routing, load balancing and backup lines. 

The Policy-Based Routing page is as shown below: 

Lines : Define transfer line 

Name Description 
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Name of these line name 

Outgoing Interface Select corresponding physical network interface, vpn interface, 

pppoe interface. 

Next-Hop Next-Hop IP address, available on bridge mode only 

Link state detection Detect link status. DNS detection method suitable for dial-up lines 

and not able Ping link. Ping detection method suitable for leased 

line or vpn line. 

Detection Interval 

Max Attempts 

Interval of detection packet. 

Maximum attempts on detection packet. 

Routing Policy 
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Name Description 

Source IP Source IP group, define in Objects->IP Group. 

Destination IP group, define in Objects->IP Grou. 

Rule Description 

Dst IP 

Rule Desc 

Match Clause 

Line 

Matching policy, can match with protocol or application. 

Select route to which line 

Priority 
Precedence 

Static Route 

Static route is intended to route the data packets (both VPN relevant and irrelevant) that need to be 

forwarded by the WAN Optimization Controller  (WOC) and the data packets from or to the WAN 

WOC itself. 

The Static Route page is as shown below: 
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Creating Static Route  

Perform the following steps to add a static route entry: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Go to System > Routing > Static Route page and click New. 

Configure Destination IP, Subnet Mask and Gateway. 

Click the OK button to save the settings. 

Dynamic Routing 

Dynamic  RIP  settings  on  Dynamic  Route  page  will  enable  the  Sangfor  WAN  Optimization 

Controller  (WOC)  to notify  other  routing  devices  of  the routing  information  by  using  RIPv2 

protocol, and  therefore, to  ensure that the  RIP routing  information on the  routing devices  in the 

internal network can be dynamically updated. 

The following are the contents included on the Dynamic Routing  page: 

� Enable Routing Information  Protocol (RIP): Select this  option to enable dynamic  routing. 

The WOC will inform the routing device in the internal network of the network information of 
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the peer VPN network if it has established VPN connection with a remote network. 

� 

� 

� 

� 

Enable  password based  authentication:  Configures the  password  needed for  exchanging 

RIPv2 protocol information. You can configure it according to your specific case. 

IP Address, Port: Configures the IP address and port of the routing device to which the WOC 

sends routing updates initiatively. 

Trigger periodic  updates: Select this  option and the  WOC will  trigger an update  when the 

routing information changes; in that case, the Interval(sec) will get invalid. 

Log events: Select this option and the WOC will log the RIP routing update information. 

The routing  device itself does  not accept dynamic  update by RIP  protocol. If the  WOC needs to 

communicate with other routing devices in the  internal network that have enabled RIP, you should 

add static route on the WOC directing to that device. 
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Windows Domain 

You  can add  the  Sangfor  WAN Optimization  Controller  (WOC)  into the  windows  domain  of 

enterprise  network, so  that some  corporate  applications (such  as  Exchange, CIFS)  can  also be 

optimized. 

The following are the contents included on the Windows Domain  page: 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

Domain Name: Configures the domain name of Windows Domain. 

Domain Controller: Configures the domain controller of the Windows Domain. 

Username: Configures the admin account used for logging into the Windows Domain. 

Password: Configures the password of the admin for logging into the Windows Domain. 

Confirm Password: Enter the password again to confirm the password. 

Preferred DNS: Displays the DNS  server address configured on the Deployment  page. This 

DNS server address must be the same as that in the domain. 

� 

� 

Status: Displays the status whether it has joined any Windows Domain. 

Join: Click this button to have the WOC join the specified Windows Domain. 
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� 

� 

Exit: Click this button to have the WOC exit from the Windows Domain. 

Reset: Click this button to reset the settings on this page. 

Only the server-end Sangfor WOC needs to join Windows Domain. 

VPN Interface 

The VPN  Interface page allows you  to set the  IP address of the  virtual adapter for  VPN service. 

Go to  System > Network  > VPN Interface  to enter the  VPN Interface page,  as shown below: 

The following are the contents included on the VPN Interface  page: 

� VPN Settings:  If either  LAN interface  netmask and  DMZ interface  netmask is  selected 

and configured, the  local WOC will only inform  the peer VPN  device of its subnet mask  (of 

LAN or DMZ interface). 

� VPN  Interface: Select  the  Default  option if  you  want  to  use the  default  IP  address and 

subnet  mask; or  select  Specified  and  specify an  idle  IP  address if  the  default  IP address 

conflicts with any working machine. 

VPN interface is a virtual port; in reality, no such physical port exists. 
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VLAN Setting 

VLAN tab is visible  only when the Sangfor WAN Optimization Controller  (WOC) is deployed in 

Bridge  mode. 

The following are the contents included on the VLAN  page: 

� Enable  VLAN  support:  Select  this  option,  and  the  peer Sangfor  WOC  can  restore  the 

original VLAN  ID of the data  packet that has  been processed by  the local WOC  previously, 

and thus ensures the peer device to distinguish the data packet (which VLAN it belongs to). 

When  the LAN  interface  of  the local  WOC  receives a  request  data  packet from  the  peer 

device, the local  device removes the VLAN ID  of the packet and  sends the processed packet 

(accelerated) back  to the peer  device through  its WAN interface.  After that,  the peer device 

receives the returned packet and also handles the packet, and then forwards the processed data 

to its local  area network, at the same  time, the peer device  restores the original VLAN  ID of 

the data packet according to the records made by the local device. 

� 

� 

Enable VLAN ID Settings: Select  this option to apply the VLAN ID  settings. It requires the 

option Enable VLAN Support be selected. 

New: Click this button to add a new VLAN ID entry. Enter the VLAN ID and Destination IP 

(single IP address or IP range), so that  the data packet destined to this IP address labeled with 

the ID after being handled by the WOC. 
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CDP Settings 

C0DP setting is only  available when service mode is  Accelerator Only and deployment mode is 

Single arm, as shown below: 

Enter the gateway name and detection time. 

� The purpose of checking the Support CDP Protocol option is to enable the single-arm WAN 

Optimization  Controller  (WOC)  (VPN  function   is  not  supported)  to  associate  with  the 

CDP-supported frontend  device, so  as to implement  policy-based routing.  As the  front-end 

device will  be unable  to detect  the existence  of the  WAN Optimization  Controller (WOC) 

with  CDP  when  the  single-arm  WAN  Optimization  Controller  (WOC)  is  in failure,  the 

frontend device  itself will  invalidate the policy-based  routing and  restore the  previous data 

flow  direction,  so  as  to  avoid  impact  caused  by  the   failure  of  the  WAN  Optimization 

Controller (WOC). 

� At present, the only supplier supporting CDP is CISCO. 

WCCP Settings 

WCCP   (Web  Cache   Communication   Protocol)  is   a   communication    protocol    specifying 

communication   between  a router  and  Cache  Engine.  The  Cache Engine  is  a specific  device 

(such  as the SANGFOR  WAN Optimization   Controller)  for data  cache;  while the  router  is in 

association  with  the Cache Engine redirecting TCP data flow to  the Cache Engine, achieving the 

purpose of improving data transfer efficiency and shortening TCP process time. 

WCCP uses  UDP 2048 port  to perform data  communication, with  two versions, WCCP  V1 and 

WCCP V2. Currently, SANGFOR WOC only supports WCCP V2. To enable the WCCP function, 

the switch or router must support WCCP protocol; otherwise, the WCCP function is disabled. 

The following  table lists  the CISCO  device models  and hardware  versions that  support WCCP. 
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For devices of other venders, please contact your hardware device supplier. 

CISCO HARDWARE CISCO IOS 

ISR and 7200 Routers  12.1(14),     12.2(26),     12.3(13),     12.4(10),     12.1(3)T,  

12.2(14)T,12.3(14)T5, 12.4(9)T1  

12.2(18)SXF12  

12.1(27)E, 12.2(18)SXF10  

12.2(31)SG  

Catalyst 6500 with Sup720 or  Sup32  

Catalyst 6500 with Sup2  

Catalyst 4500  

Catalyst 3750  12.2(37)SE  

* The  information in  the above  table is  only for  reference. They  are subject  to change  without 

notice. Please refer to the CISCO official website. 

Enabling WCCP (Web Cache  Communication Protocol) can help to  restore the network structure 

in case of network fault. Network structure could be kept unchanged when the routing table on the 

core  switch is  modified because  of  the single  arm  deployment, ensuring  the  robustness of  the 

network. 

The typical network topology of WCCP deployment is as shown below. 

WCCP settings is only  available when service mode  is Accelerator Only and deployment  mode 

is Single arm. Go to System > Network > WCCP page and the WCCP page is seen, as shown in 

the figure below: 

The following are the contents contained on the WCCP  page: 

� Enable WCCP v2: Click it to enable WCCP. 
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� Transmission Mode:  Transmission mode specifies  the data encapsulation  method when  the 

Sangfor WOC and the router are communicating. Options are GRE and Layer 2. 

GRE  can  work   in  layer-3  network,   while  Layer  2  can   only  communicate  in  layer   2 

environment.  Selection  of  transmission  mode  is   subject  to  the  actual  topology,  and  the 

transmission method of the switch or router supported. 

The   following   table   contains  the   transmission   modes   supported   by   CISCO   devices 

respectively. For devices of other venders, please contact your hardware device supplier: 

CISCO HARDWARE 

ISR and 7200 Routers  

Catalyst 6500 with Sup720 or Sup32  

Catalyst 6500 with Sup2  

Catalyst 4500  

Redirection and Return Method 

GRE  

GRE or L2  

GRE or L2  

L2  

Catalyst 3750  L2  

* The information in the above table is only for  reference. They are subject to change without 

notice. Please refer to the CISCO official website. 

� 

� 

Weight:  When  there   are  several  local   Sangfor  WOCs  deployed  in   your  network,  this 

parameter helps  to  allocate weight  for these  devices with  TCP traffic,  according  to certain 

ratio. For example, if the weight  of device A is 100 and the weight of device B  is 200, device 

A is responsible for about 33.3% [100/(100+200)] percent of the total traffic while device B is 

responsible for  about 66.6%[200/(100+200)]  percent of the  total traffic.  When there is  only 

one Sangfor WOC, you can set the weight to any value. 

New: Click  this button to  add a  new router or  switch IP address  to enable  WCCP protocol; 

you can also add more than one IP addresses. 
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� 

� 

� 

Service  Group ID:  Configures WCCP  service group  to  which the  Sangfor  WOC and 

router/switch belongs. This  service group IP  must be the  same as that configured  on the 

router/switch; otherwise, the WCCP protocol cannot be used. 

Password, Confirm  Password: Configures  the password  for WCCP  interaction. If  the 

password  is  incorrect,  relevant information  of  WCCP  protocol  will  not be  interacted 

properly. DO keep the password the same as that set on the router/switch. 

Data Flow Type:  TCP and ICMI options  are available. It defines  the types of data  that 

the  router/switch redirects  to  the Sangfor  WOC.  If no  type  of data  traffic  is  selected, 

system will redirect  the types of  data according to the  routing table of the  router/switch. 

TCP data is recommended for general cases,  while ICMP is mainly used for checking the 

validity of WCCP function with ping/tracert  command. 

� 

� 

Priority: Priority is required  if there are several different service  groups. In case that the 

different service groups  have the same redirection  policy, select the service group  policy 

with higher priority to redirect the data. If there is only one service group, the  priority can 

be set to any value. 

Policy Mark: Enable Hash  policy when there are several Sangfor  WOCs, assigning data 

redirection  by  different  policies.  With  this  approach,  it   can  avoid  the  situation  that 

multiple connections originated from a same  IP address to a same server are redirected to 

a different WOC. Hash  policies can be created by defining  and combining the Source IP, 

Destination IP,  Source port, or  Destination port. If  there is only one  Sangfor WOC, you 

can ignore this option. 

� Port Mode:  All port mode and  Application mode are  available. WCCP can  define the 

ports  to redirect  data.  Select All  port  mode and  all  the  data at  TCP  1-65535 will  be 

redirected to the WOC;  select Application port mode, and  only the data at the  allocated 

8 TCP  ports are  to be  redirected. In  this mode,  ports are  separated from  each other  by 

comma (,). 

� 

� 

Route Device Address: Indicates the IP address of router/switch  interacting with WCCP. 

This route  device address should  be the  same as the  route device  address configured in 

System > Network > Deployment. 

Select the check box next to Enabled, and then click the OK button to save the settings. 

What should be noted is that, WCCP and CDP will not be available at the same time. 
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Configuring Multiline 

If Sangfor  WAN Optimization Controller (WOC)  is deployed in  Gateway mode and  connects to 

multiple WAN links,  or the WOC is  deployed in Single-arm mode  with multiline function being 

enabled, you need to add the lines on the Multiline page and configure the line selection policy, as 

shown in the figure below: 

1. 

2. 

Select the Enable Multiline  option. 

Click  New to  enter  the  Line  Attributes dialog  and  configure  the Internet  line,  as  shown 

below: 

3. Configure attributes of the Internet line. The following are the attributes: 

� 

� 

� 

Line: Select a line and configure the connection mode of the line. 

Line Alias: Enter a name for this Internet line. 

Testing  DNS1,  Testing  DNS2:  Configures  the  preferred  and  alternate  DNS  servers 

respectively. They are required and should be public IP addresses if line  type is Ethernet. 
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Otherwise, leave them empty. 

� 

� 

Connection Mode: Specify whether the line is directly connected to the Internet. 

Use  static  Internet  IP:  Enter  the  IP  address  according  to  your  case.  If  it  is  using 

dynamic IP address, unselect this option. 

� IP Address:  If  Use static  Internet  IP is  selected,  this field  is  required. Enter  the  IP 

address you want to assign to the WAN interface corresponding to this Internet line. 

4. Click the Advanced button to configure the advanced settings, as shown below: 

� Enabled  extranet connection  detection:  Select this  option  and enter  the  Interval in 

seconds if the network  is connected to multiple Internet lines and  you want line status to 

be detected  regularly. Not  recommended if  the Internet  lines are  activated and  in good 

status. 

Network Interface Card (NIC) 

For each  network interface  card on  the Sangfor  WAN Optimization Controller  (WOC), transfer 

rate and mode are configurable, as shown in the figure below: 

We recommend you select Auto-negotiation for general cases. 

If  the network  interface card  of  WOC is  incompatible with  that  of interface  on  other network 

devices, deselect Auto-negotiation and set the transfer rate and mode. 
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Users  

The  users  on Sangfor  WAN  Optimization  Controller  (WOC)  indicate either  the  administrator 

accounts that are  used to log in  to the WOC Web  administrator console or the  user accounts that 

are used by the client-end WOC to establish acceleration connections with the local WOC. 

Go to System > Users to enter the Users page, as shown in the figure below: 

To add a new user account, click the New button, and the attributes appear, as shown below: 

� 

� 

� 

Username: Enter a name for this user. This field is required. 

Password: Enter the password of this user account. 

Type:   Specifies   the   type   of   the   account.   Type   falls   into   WOC,   PACC,   System 

Administrator and Guest. The former two  options are client types of acceleration users that 

can be  referenced by acceleration  policy group while  the latter two  options are  the roles of 

administrator account, indicating varying privileges of  administrators (such as edit, view and 

so on). 

WOC  type of  user  account  is intended  to  establish  acceleration connection  between  two 

networks that are  deployed with Sangfor WAN  Optimization Controllers (hardware).  PACC 
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type of  user  account is  intended to  set up  acceleration  connection between  Sangfor WAN 

Optimization Controller (hardware)  and mobile user whose  PC is installed Sangfor  Portable 

Acceleration (PACC) client software. The attributes are as shown in the figure below: 

There is a built-in user named  Auto, which is used to discover inbound connections from  the 

peer WOC that can be accelerated. This user cannot be deleted nor be edited. 

Guest  type  of administrator  account  is  the  account  with  certain privilege  of  viewing  or 

editing the settings on the WOC. 

The  system  administrator  with  View  privilege  cannot  change  the  settings on  the  WOC 

Report Center. Only the administrator with Edit privilege can do so. 

The default account admin  is an administrator account with Edit privilege,  which cannot be 

deleted and nor its attributes be altered (except password). 

� Active Admin: Click  the button to  view the current active  administrators that are under  the 

realm of the logging in administrator account, , as shown below: 
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Creating User  

To add a  user account for a  branch site to establish  acceleration connection with the  local WOC, 

perform the steps below: 

1. 

2. 

Navigate to System > Users to enter the Users  page. 

Enter the username  (for example, wanotest)  and password, select type  WOC, and click  OK 

to save the settings. 

3. Navigate  to  WAN  Optimization  >  Server  >  Users  page,  select  the  newly-created  user 

account wanotest, and click Edit. Select the option Enable user and click OK. 

You can also create user account in WAN Optimization > Server > Users, simply by clicking the 

New button  and complete  the above  basic  configuration and  selecting the  desired policy group 

(for more information, refer to the section Creating User in Chapter 5). 

Creating IP Group  

An IP group may be composed of  single IP address, IP range or subnet. It is predefined object that 

can be referenced by acceleration policy and firewall rule. 

To add a new IP group, perform the following steps: 

1. Navigate to System > Objects > IP Group to enter the IP Group  page. 
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Click the New button and the attributes appear, as shown in the figure below: 2. 

3. Configure attributes of the IP group. The following are the attributes: 

� 

� 

� 

Name: Enter a name for this IP group. This field is required. 

Description: Enter brief description for this IP group. 

IP Address: Enter the IP addresses to be included in this IP group. IP address can either 

be  typed in  manually  or  filled  in automatically.  Select  action  Add,  address type  IP 

address, IP range or Subnet, enter the address into the IP Address field and click Add. 

If  you only  know the  domain  name, select  action Auto  parse, and  enter  the domain 

name into the Domain  Name field and click Parse  to have the WOC parse  the domain 

name and fill in the  corresponding IP address into the IP Address field. Max Attempts 

indicates the maximum number of attempts that parsing operation can be executed. 

4. Click the OK button to save the settings. 

Creating Application  

Application  will  be  predefined  and referenced  by  application  policy  and  firewall  rule.  Some 

common applications are already built in the system, as shown in the figure below: 
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To add a new application, perform the steps below: 

1. 

2. 

Navigate to System > Objects > Application to enter the Application  page. 

Click the New button and the attributes appear, as shown in the figure below: 

3. Configure attributes of the application. The following are the attributes: 

� 

� 

� 

Name: Enter a name for this application. This field is required. 

Description: Enter brief description for this application. 

Ports: Click  the New  button  to define  the protocol  and port  so that  packets with  the 

specified feature will (not) be associated with acceleration policy. 
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Protocol: Select protocol applied by this application. 

Port: Specifies the whether the following port range is included or excluded from this 

application. 

Start Port: Specifies the start port of the port range. 

End Port: Specifies the end port of the port range. 

New: Click this button again to add another port entry. 

Click OK to save the settings. 4. 

Scenario: Accelerating ERPApplication 

To accelerate  branch users’ access  to ERP system  at the head  office, create  the ERP application 

and associate it with an acceleration policy by performing the following steps: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Navigate to System > Objects > Application, click the New  button. 

Enter application name ERP and description. 

Click  the New  button above  the table  to  specify protocol  and port.  In this  scenario,  select 

protocol TCP,  Included port  and port  8000 (start  port and end  port are  8000) for  the ERP 

application. 

4. 

5. 

Click the OK  buttons. 

Navigate  to  WAN Optimization  >  Server  >  Policy to  create  an  acceleration  policy  and 

associate it with the ERP application created above by selecting ERP application. 

Creating Schedule  

A schedule  is a  combination of  time  segments, which  can be  referenced by  bandwidth  control 

policy. The date and time are based on the system time on the WAN Optimization Controller. 

To create a schedule, perform the following steps: 

1. Navigate to System > Objects > Schedule, as shown in the figure below: 
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2. 

3. 

Click  New  to  add  a  new  schedule.  Enter  the  name  into  the  Name field.  Description  is 

optional. 

Click and drag over the grids to select the desired time segments. 

4. 

5. 

To deselect and  remove a time  segment from the  schedule, click on and  drag over the  green 

grids (selected  time  segments) to  select  the time  segment that  you  want to  deselect. Click 

Deselect. 

Click OK to save the settings. 

Viewing Algorithms  

The  Algorithm   page  displays  data   encryption  algorithms   supported  by  the   Sangfor  WAN 

Optimization Controller (WOC). The encryption algorithms  listed here will be used to encrypt the 

data transferred  over the  VPN network constructed  by Sangfor  devices to ensure  the security  of 

the data transmission. You can upload other algorithms through this page. 

Navigate to System > Objects > Algorithm to enter the Algorithm page, as shown below: 
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Configuring IP Assignment Options (DHCP)  

Navigate to System > DHCP to complete the DHCP related configuration, as shown below: 

The following are the contents included on DHCP  page: 

� 

� 

Enable DHCP: Select this option to enable the DHCP service. 

Interface: Select  the interface through which  the IP address are  assigned, LAN interface or 

DMZ  interface. 

� 

� 

� 

Gateway: Enter  the IP address  of the  interface you have  selected above,  LAN interface  or 

DMZ  interface. 

DNS1, DNS2:  Enter IP address  of the preferred  and alternate DNS  servers provided by  the 

local Internet Service Provider (ISP). 

IP Address  Assignment: Configure  the IP address  range that  can be  assigned through  the 
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selected interface. To  add a new  IP range, click New  to enter the IP  range page and  specify 

the start IP and end IP, as shown in the following figure. 

� 

� 

The  IP address  should  not conflict  with  IP address  occupied  by any  runing  machine, 

including LAN and DMZ interface IP. 

The the  IP range should not  contain the IP addresses  ended with 0  or 255, for  thery are 

ntwork port and broadcase IP. 

� Reserved IP Address: Addresses  in this table are  assigned to specific hosts  and will not be 

automatically assigned to any other hosts. To reserve IP address for a host, click New to enter 

the Reserve IPAddress page, as shown  below: 

User Name: Specifies the username that you want to assign this IP address to. 

IPAddress: Enter the IP address that will be assigned to the specified user or host. 
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Obtain: If Reserve IP for the host with the following  MAC address or Reserve IP for the 

host with the following host  name is selected, click the corresponding Obtain button  to get 

the MAC address or host name of the host for which this IP address is reserved. 

� Lease: Indicates the DHCP IP address lease, the life cycle that an assigned  IP address will be 

used by the corresponding user. 

To view DHCP status, navigate to Status > DHCP Status, as shown in the figure below: 

Configuring Syslog Server  

By configuring an external Syslog  server, you can export the logs generated  on the Sangfor WOC 

to the Syslog server. 

Navigate to System > Syslog & SNMP to enter the Syslog page appears, as shown below: 

The following are the contents included on the Syslog  page: 

� 

� 

Enable: Select this option to enable the specified Syslog server. 

Syslog Server(s):  Enter the  IP address  of Syslog  server. Maximum  10 server  IP addresses 

support. 

� Lowest Severity: Select  an option from the pull-down list  and select a severity level  so that 

log messages higher that this severity level will be exported to the specified Syslog server. 
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Configuring SNMP Server  

Navigate to System > Syslog & SNMP > SNMP to enter the SNMP  page. 

The following are the contents included on SNMP  page: 

� 

� 

� 

Enable SNMP: Select this option to enable the SNMP service. 

Community: Enter the community name of SNMPv1 and SNMPv2. 

Accept SNMP  Packets From:  Specifies the  hosts  from which  the SNMP  packets will  be 

accepted by this WOC. Options are Any host and Specified hosts. 

� 

� 

USM User: Specifies the USM user of SNMPv3. 

Authentication:  Select   this  option   to  enable   identity  identification  and   configure  the 
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authentication algorithm and password.  Whether the authentications related fields need  to be 

configured is up to the SNMP settings on the SNMPv3 server. 

� 

� 

Privacy: Select his  option to enable encryption settings  and configure the privacy algorithm 

and  password.  Same  with  authentication,  whether  the  privacy  related  fields  need  to  be 

configured is up to the SNMP settings on the SNMPv3 server. 

Download MIB: Click this button to download  the Management Information Base (MIB) on 

the  WOC.  The   extension  of  the  downloaded  file   should  be  .tar.  Before   importing  to 

third-party SNMP software, you need to decompress it. 

Adding SNMP Traps  

SNMP traps helps to report the anomaly of the WOC to the SNMP server proactively. 

To add  a  SNMP trap,  navigate to  System  > Syslog  & SNMP  >  SNMP Traps,  click the   New 

button and configure the attributes of the SNMP trap, as shown below: 

To have SNMP traps work, ensure SNMP is enabled on SNMP  page. 
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Central Management  

Sangfor   WAN   Optimization   Controllers   (WOC)    scattered   over   WAN   can   be   managed 

centralizedly by one Sangfor CMC (Center  Management Console) device once they joined central 

management. 

Navigate to System > CM Options to enter the Central Management page, as shown below: 

The following are the contents included on Central Management  page: 

� 

� 

� 

User Account: Enter the username  and password for connecting to the CMC.  The name and 

password  should be  the  site name  and  password corresponding  to  the  site created  on  the 

CMC. 

Shared  Key, Confirm  Key:  Enter  and  confirm the  shared  key  used  for encrypting  data 

transferred between the site and CMC  device. The key should be the same as that configured 

for the corresponding site on the CMC. Ignore it if no shared key is specified. 

CMC Address  Probe: Enter  the physical  IP address  or domain  name (if  available) of  the 

CMC into the  Primary WebAgent field (in  format of IP:Port or  URL). The WebAgent will 

be used by the site to obtain information of the network in which the CMC device resides. 
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� 

� 

Test WebAgent: Click this button to check whether the configured WebAgent is valid. 

CMC Device Location: Select Yes if the CMC device and  this WOC are located in the same 

local area network. Otherwise, select No. 

� 

� 

Bandwidth Limit:  Specifies the  maximum inbound  and outbound  bandwidth of  the WAN 

links of the WOC. Once any limit is exceeded, the CMC will be informed of the event. 

Bandwidth  Usage Thresholds:  Specifies  the bandwidth  usage  threshold  and time  period 

during which alert will be generated if any threshold is exceeded successively. 

To view central management status, navigate to Status > CM Status, as shown below: 
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Chapter 4    Sangfor VPN 

For  the Sangfor  WAN  Optimization  Controllers  (WOCs) deployed  in  varying  networks  (head 

office  and branch  offices),  VPN tunnels  can  be established  among  them to  ensure secure  data 

transmission if each network is deployed Sangfor WOC. Even mobile employee can be escorted to 

access the network of  head office or another branch office  if employee’s computer is installed  the 

Mobile Sangfor VPN client, without worrying corporate data be intercepted or exposed. 

Both sides  can initiate  Sangfor VPN  connection. To  set up  an inbound VPN  connection from  a 

remote Sangfor WOC or  any computer that is installed Sangfor Mobile VPN  Client software, you 

need  to complete  the Server  configuration  on the  local  Sangfor WOC.  Server setting  includes 

basic  parameters (such  as  WebAgent  and listening  port),  creating  user account  for  the remote 

WOC and configuring virtual IP pool or specifying a virtual IP address. For more information, you 

can refer to the following sections: 

� 

� 

� 

Setting Up Inbound VPN Connection on page 67 

Basic Setting on page 67 

Creating VPN User on page 71 

To  set up  an outbound  VPN  connection to  a  remote Sangfor  WOC, you  need  to complete  the 

Client  configuration   on  the   local  Sangfor   WOC.   Client  setting   includes  creating   a  VPN 

connection. For more information, you can refer to the following section: 

� Setting Up Outbound VPN Connection on page 82 

Viewing VPN Status  

Navigate  to Status  >  VPN  to  enter the  VPN  Status  page,  and  you will  see  the  active VPN 

connections and traffic information. 

To stop the VPN service, click the Stop Service  button. 

To view tunnel  NAT (Network Address Translation) status,  click the Tunnel NAT Status   button. 

As shown  in the following figure,  the branch users  involved in tunnel  NAT, including username, 

source subnet, translated-to subnet, subnet type and network mask are seen in the table. 
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To search for a connection related to a  specific user, click the Search button to open the following 

dialog, enter the username and click Search. 

To filter  the columns, click  Display Options to  open the following  dialog and select  the desired 

items. 
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Setting Up Inbound VPN Connection  

Basic Setting 

The Basic Settings is fundamental for establishing inbound VPN connection, including WebAgent 

information, MTU  value  of VPN  data,  minimum compression  value, VPN  listening  port, VPN 

connection mode, broadcast packet and performance settings. 

Navigate to Sangfor VPN > Server to enter the Basic Settings page, as shown below 

The following are the contents included on the Basic Settings  page: 

� Primary  WebAgent,  Secondary  WebAgent:  Refers   to  the  address  of  the  dynamic   IP 

addressing file on the Web server. Enter the WebAgent addresses of the local WOC here. 

If  the  local  Sangfor  device  uses  dynamic  IP  (dynamic  addressing),  enter  the WebAgent 

website  address   which  typically  ends   with  .php   (please  contact   Sangfor  to  apply   for 

WebAgent for free, or obtain WebAgent file and set up your own WebAgent Server). 

If   the  local   Sangfor   device   uses   static  IP   address(es),   enter   IP:Port,  for   example, 

202.96.134.133:4009. For multiple lines (up to 4 lines) deployment, enter 

IP1#IP2#IP3#IP4:4009, for example, 202.96.134.133#58.67.23.33:4009. 

� 

� 

� 

Test:  Click this  button to  test  whether the  specified  primary/secondary WebAgent  can  be 

connected. 

MTU:  Indicates Maximum  Transmission  Unit (MTU)  of  VPN  data. The  default  value is 

1500, which is recommended. 

Min Compression  Value: Indicates the minimum  size of the  VPN data packet  that is to  be 

compressed. It is 100 by default. 
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� 

� 

� 

VPN Listing Port:  Indicates the VPN listening port of  the WOC. It is 4009  by default. You 

can change it according to the specific case. 

Permit to modify  MSS: Select this  option (recommended) so that  Maximum Segment Size 

(MSS) of VPN data packets could be modified when UDP transfer protocol is being used. 

Directly connect, Indirectly connect: Refers to the connection mode between  the WOC and 

Internet. If the  Internet IP address can  be obtained directly or  the VPN port can  be accessed 

from Internet by  configuring DNAT (Destination Network Address  Translation) rules, select 

Directly connect; otherwise, select Indirectly connect. 

� 

� 

Modify PWD:  Click this  button to modify  the password  for WebAgent  website to prevent 

unauthorized user from using the WebAgent to update masqueraded IP address. 

Shared Key: Click  this button to modify the  shared key, which will  encrypt the data sent to 

WebAgent  server for  updating  WebAgent addresses,  preventing  access from  unauthorized 

devices. If this shared key is specified  on the HQ VPN device, it should be provided to all its 

branch VPN  devices for  they must  use the  same shared  key (in  Sangfor VPN  > Client  > 

VPN Connection) to establish  VPN connections; otherwise, the VPN connections cannot  be 

established. 

� 

� 

Once the WebAgent password is set, please keep it carefully, for there is no way to get it 

back if it  is lost. The only solution  is to contact Sangfor to  generate a file that does  not 

contain the WebAgent password and use that file to replace the original one. 

The MTU  Value,  Min Compression  Value and  Permit to  modify  MSS options  are 

already configured with default values. Typically,  it is recommended to keep the default 

settings.  To  change   them,  DO  follow  the  instructions   given  by  Sangfor  technical 

engineer. 

� Advanced: Click  this button to  enter the  Advanced Settings page  and configure advanced 

parameters. The following are the contents included on Advanced Setting  page: 

� Threads:  Limit  the  number  of VPN  connections  for  the  current  Sangfor  device.  It 

supports  as  most as  1280  VPN  connections  and it  is  20  by  default. This  parameter 

should be modified under the instructions given by Sangfor technical engineer. 

� Enable Broadcast: Specify whether to transmit  the broadcast packets in VPN tunnel. If 

this option is  enabled, specify the port range  of the broadcast packet  to avoid broadcast 

storm at both  ends of  VPN. Some applications, for  example, My Network  Places, may 

need broadcast support. 

� Multicast: Select Enabled to  allow multicast packets to be  transmitted on VPN tunnel. 

Some video applications may need multicast support. 
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Sangfor VPN Users  

Sangfor VPN users are the user  accounts used by remote WOC at branch VPN site  or mobile user 

whose  PC   is  installed  Sangfor   Mobile  VPN  Client   to  connect  to   this  WAN  Optimization 

Controller securely. 

To allow  remote  WOC or  mobile user  to connect  this WOC  through  VPN tunnel,  you need  to 

create  user  account  which   defines  the  username,  password,  encryption  algorithm,  user   type 

(mobile or branch  user), parent group (whether to  inherit group attributes), hardware/DKey based 

authentication  (enable  or  not),  virtual  IP  address  (for  mobile user),  account  expiry  time  and 

advanced settings such as multicast, tunnel traffic control and tunnel NAT.  What LAN services are 

accessible to connecting user can also be specified. 

Navigate to Sangfor VPN > Server > VPN Users to enter the VPN Users page, as shown below 

To delete one or more users, select the users, click Delete and then click Yes on the popup prompt. 

If you are  using USB key, click Detect DKey  on the VPN Users page to  check whether the USB 

key is inserted  into the computer  properly. If the USB  key driver is not  installed, the system will 

prompt you to download it. You  can then click the Download DKey Driver link to  download and 

install the USB key driver. 
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Before generating  USB  key, please  install the  USB key  driver; otherwise,  the  computer cannot 

identify  the USB  key  hardware. To  avoid  program conflict  that  may cause  installation  failure, 

close third-party antivirus software and firewalls before installing the USB key driver. 

Searching for VPN Users  

To search for a specific user or group, select user or group from the drop-down list, enter  the name 

in the textbox  next to the Search  button and then  click Search. The matching  user/group will be 

highlighted in yellow, as shown below: 

To perform  advanced search, click  the Advanced  Search button and  then specify  more detailed 

information  of  the user,  including  parent  group,  group  attributes  (inherited  or not),  user  type 

(mobile/branch), USB  key (enabled/disabled), and  inactive time since  last login, as shown  in the 

following dialog: 
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Creating VPN User  

1. Navigate to Sangfor  VPN > Server to  enter the VPN Users page.  Click New User to  enter 

the Add User page, as shown below: 

2. Specify the following basic information. 

� 

� 

� 

� 

Username: Specify a name for the user. 

Password, Confirm Password: Set a password for the user and then enter it again. 

Description: Enter descriptive information for the user. 

Authentication: Select  an authentication method  for the  user. There are  three options: 

Local, LDAP and RADIUS. 

If LDAP/RADIUS is selected,  you need to go to the LDAP Server or  RADIUS Server 

page to configure the LDAP/RADIUS server. 

� 

� 

Algorithm: Select an algorithm to be adopted by the user. 

User Type: Specify the type of the user, Mobile user or Branch user. 
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� Added To,  Inherit group attributes:  The Added  To field is  used to classify  the user 

into certain group,  while Inherit group  attributes decides whether the  user adopts the 

public attributes of the group. 

Before  classifying a  user  into a  certain group,  please  add the  user  group. If  the  user 

inherits the  attributes of a  certain group, the  Algorithm, Enable My  Network Places, 

LAN Service and Advanced fields will not be editable. 

� 

� 

� 

Hardware  authentication:  Select whether  to  enable  certificate  based  authentication 

featuring hardware ID.  After selecting this option, click the  Browse button to select the 

certificate file (*.id) corresponding to this user. 

Enable DKey:  Select whether  to enable the  USB key  based authentication for  mobile 

VPN user.  After selecting  this option,  insert the  USB key  into the  computer and  then 

click the Generate button to generate the USB key. 

Assign Virtual  IP: Assign  a virtual  IP address  to mobile  user, which  will be  used as 

LAN IP address  after the user connects  to VPN. Enter an  IP address (which must be  in 

the virtual IP  pool), or set it to  0.0.0.0, which indicates the  system will randomly select 

an IP address from the virtual IP pool for the user. 

This option is selected by default for mobile user and unavailable for branch user. 

� 

� 

Come into Use in: Select a time period during which the current account is valid. 

Enable expiration: Select whether to specify an expiry date for the current user account. 

If it is selected, specify the date and time. 

� 

� 

Enable user: Select this option to enable the current user account. 

Enable My Network Places: Select this option if the user needs  to use the My Network 

Places service after connecting to the VPN. 

� Enable compression: Select  whether to use  algorithm to compress the  data transferred 

between the Sangfor device and the user. 

This  option is  an  exclusive technology  integrated in  Sangfor  VPN. It  will  efficiently 
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utilize  the  bandwidth  in low-bandwidth  environment  to  speed  up  data  transmission. 

However, it may not be applicable to all network environments. 

� Deny  Internet access  after  login: Select  whether  to block  users  from accessing  the 

Internet after they connect to the VPN. 

This option applies only to mobile VPN users. 

� 

� 

Allow  multi-user login:  Select whether  to allow  multiple users  to access  VPN using 

this account simultaneously. 

Deny password  change online:  Select whether to  allow mobile  VPN users to  change 

their  login  passwords   after  they  connect  to   VPN.  Unchecking  it  means   changing 

password online is not allowed. 

3. Click the LAN  Service button to  set the privileges of  the user after the  user connects to  the 

local area  network, that is,  to allow/disallow the user  to access  certain services provided by 

the internal network. By default, the user can access all LAN services. 

Before clicking  the LAN  Service button  to configure  LAN services  accessible to the  user, 

please go to  the LAN Service page to  define the services (for  detailed guide, please refer  to 

the section Configuring LAN Service in Chapter 4). 

4. Click the Advanced  button to configure advanced attributes for  the user, including multiline 

policy, multicast  service (whether  to enable  it or not),  tunnel-related parameters  and tunnel 

NAT. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Configure  multiline policy  (for  detailed guide,  refer  to the  Creating  Multiline Policy 

section in Chapter 4). 

Configure  multicast  service  (for  detailed  guide,  refer   to  the  Configuring  Multicast 

Service section in Chapter 4). 

Configure the tunnel parameters. 
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The following are the contents included on Tunnel Parameter  tab: 

� Timeout: In environments with high latency and  high packet loss rate, specify the VPN 

tunnel timeout. This setting will  prevail for each tunnel. It is 20  seconds by default. For 

poor network environment, enter a larger value. 

� Enable  tunnel  dynamic  probe:  This  function  will  work  only  if  the  local or  peer 

Sangfor device has deployed multiple lines. In that case,  the system will regularly probe 

the latency  and packet  loss of the  lines and  then select  the optimal line  for VPN  data 

transmission. 

� Enable  tunnel traffic  control:  When  multiple  branches or  mobile  users  connect  to 

VPN,  it  is  possible  that  one of  the  branches  or  mobile  users  preempts  all  the  HQ 

bandwidth  with  nearly no  bandwidth  left  for  others. To  avoid  that  situation,  enable 

tunnel traffic control and  specify a maximum inbound/outbound bandwidth  allowed for 

each user connecting to VPN. 

The  values   specified  for  maximum   inbound/outbound  bandwidth   are  approximate 

values instead of accurate  ones. For example, if bandwidth  is 100 KBps, the bandwidth 

of the  user will  be actually  limited to  a  range between  80 and  120 KBps,  fluctuating 

properly around 100 KBps. 

� Configure  the  tunnel  NAT function  (for  detailed  guide,  please  refer  to  Configuring 

Tunnel NAT in Chapter 4). This function avoids IP conflict caused by multiple branches 

with the same LAN subnet connecting to HQ VPN. 
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• 

• 

The tunnel NAT function is available only for branch users. 

Before configuring the tunnel NAT function, please go  to Virtual IP Pool to add a virtual 

IP pool for branch users. 

5. Click the OK buttons to save the settings. 

Creating User Group  

1. Navigate to Sangfor VPN > Server > VPN Users and click New Group to enter Add User 

Group page, as shown below: 
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2. 

3. 

Specify group name, description and algorithm, and select My Network Places. 

For  the LAN  Service  settings  and  Advacned settings,  please  refer  to the  above  section, 

Creating VPN User. 

Importing Users  

VPN users can be imported from a .txt or .csv file and LDAP server. 

Importing Users from Text File  

1. Click Import From Text to open the following dialog: 

2. 

3. 

Select a user group to which the users will be imported, specify whether to have the imported 

users inherit the attributes of the selected group by checking/unchecking the Inherit group 

attributes option, and specify the type for imported users (mobile user or branch user). 

Select the file from which the users are to be imported. 

� For   a   .txt   file,    the   user   information   should    be   entered   in   format   of    User 

Name,,Password, and no other information can be imported, as shown below: 

� For  a .csv  file, there  should  be an  empty  column between  the username  column  and 

password column, as shown below: 

4. Import the users from the file into the Sangfor WOC. 
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Importing Users from LDAP Server  

1. 

5. 

Navigate to Sangfor VPN > LDAP Server to configure the LDAP server (for detailed guide, 

please refer to the Configuring LDAP Server section in Chapter 5). 

Click Import Domain User on the User Management page, the system will connect to the 

LDAP server configured in Step 1 and read the users from it, as shown below: 

2. Check the users to be imported, specify other attributes and options for the users, and click 

the Import button. If the import succeeds, the imported users will be listed on the VPN User 

page, and the following prompt appears: 

3. To view attributes of a user, select the user and click Edit to enter the Edit User page. The 

authentication method of the imported user is LDAP. 

By default, the imported users will adopt the LDAP authentication with no password. 

Exporting Users  

1. Click Export and then select the type of user passwords (plaintext or ciphertext). 
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2. Click the Export  button. 

Virtual IP Pool  

Virtual IP Pool is a pool contains idle IP addresses that will be assigned to branch VPN users when 

they connect to the WOC device).  Virtual IP assignment helps to avoid IP conflict if two branches 

use the same network segment and connect to the local WOC at the same time. 

When a mobile VPN user connects in,  the WAN Optimization Controller (WOC) assigns a virtual 

IP address to  the user. All the operations  implemented by this  mobile VPN user on  the HQ VPN 

sites are  based on that virtual  IP address (source  IP), completely the  same as those  implemented 

by  a local  user.  What’s more,  the  mobile VPN  user  can also  be  specified with  some  network 

attributes such as DNS. 

The Virtual IP Pool tab is as shown below: 

Creating Virtual IP Pool for Mobile VPN Users  

The IP addresses  in the virtual IP pool  are idle IP addresses on  the local area network  or random 

IP addresses that will be  assigned to connecting users. If the  IP addresses are randomly specified, 

you should  ensure that  route entries  of the  specified IP  addresses are  forwarded to  the Sangfor 

WAN Optimization Controller (WOC)  by internal server, otherwise, the  mobile VPN user cannot 
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access the servers on HQ network even though the user has connected to the WOC successfully. 

1. Navigate to Sangfor VPN > Server > Virtual IP Pool, and click the New button to enter the 

Edit Virtual IP Pool  page. 

2. Select the user type Mobile user, and configure the start and end IP, as shown below: 

3. Click OK  and then click  Advanced to configure  the subnet mask  of the virtual  IP address, 

DNS and WINS servers, as shown below: 

4. Go  to the  Sangfor VPN  >  Server >  VPN Users  tab  to create  a new  VPN  user account, 

selecting user type Mobile  user. If the virtual IP  is 0.0.0.0, the HQ WOC will  automatically 

assign an idle  virtual IP address to  this mobile VPN  user from the IP  pool when the mobile 

VPN user  connects in.  Except using the  default (0.0.0.0),  we can also  type in  a specific IP 

address to assign that virtual IP address to this mobile VPN user. 

After configuring  the Advanced options,  the “SANGFOR  VPN virtual network  adapter” on  the 

mobile VPN  user’s computer  must be  configured  to Obtain  an IP  address automatically   and 

Use the following DNS server addresses,  otherwise, the advanced settings will distributed to the 

virtual network adapter of the mobile VPN user’s PC. 
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Creating Virtual IP Pool for Branch VPN Users  

The virtual IP  addresses in the virtual  IP pool will be assigned  to the branch VPN  users. When a 

branch VPN user connects in the HQ  WOC, the source IP address of the branch VPN user will be 

replaced by one of the virtual IP addresses in the pool, which helps to avoid IP conflict when users 

from two branch offices use the same IP address and connect to the HQ WOC at the same time. 

1. Navigate to Sangfor VPN > Server > Virtual IP Pool, and click the New button to enter the 

Edit Virtual IP Pool  page. 

2. 

3. 

Select the user type Branch user, and configure the start IP, subnet mask, number of subnets. 

Click  Get  to  have the  system  calculate  the  end  IP  automatically according  to  the  other 

settings on the page, as shown below: 

5. Click OK  and then click  Advanced to configure  the subnet mask  of the virtual  IP address, 

DNS and WINS servers, as shown below: 
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4. Go  to the  Sangfor VPN  >  Server >  VPN Users  tab  to create  a new  VPN  user account. 

Select user type  Branch user, and click  Advanced to enter the VPN  Advanced Attributes 

page and select Tunnel NAT tab. Add a tunnel NAT rule for the branch user. 

Creating Schedule  

A schedule  is a  combination of  time  segments, which  can be  referenced by  bandwidth  control 

policy. The date and time are based on the system time on the WAN Optimization Controller. 

To create a schedule, perform the following steps: 

1. Navigate to Sangfor VPN > Server > Schedule, as shown in the figure below: 

2. 

3. 

Click  New  to  add  a  new  schedule.  Enter  the  name  into  the  Name field.  Description  is 

optional. 

Click and drag over the grids to select the desired time segments. 

4. To deselect and  remove a time  segment from the  schedule, click on and  drag over the  green 
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grids (selected  time  segments) to  select  the time  segment that  you  want to  deselect. Click 

Deselect to deselect the time segment. 

5. Click OK to save the settings on this page. 

Setting Up Outbound VPN Connection  

To enable  VPN connection  to be initiated  from the  local Sangfor WAN  Optimization Controller 

(WOC) to a peer Sangfor, configure VPN Connection for that peer WOC. 

1. Navigate to Sangfor  VPN > Client >  VPN Connection to enter VPN  Connection page, as 

shown below: 

2. Click New to open the following dialog. 

3. Select Enable  connection to activate  the current connection  and then specify  the following 
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information. 

� 

� 

Connection Name, Description: Enter a name and description for the VPN connection. 

Primary WebAgent,  Secondary  WebAgent: Enter  the WebAgent  of the  peer device 

that the local device will connect to. Then click Test to test if the WebAgent is available. 

The testing  request is  initiated by the  local computer  instead of the  Sangfor device.  If 

the WebAgent is typed in format of  domain name, successful testing result indicates the 

webpage exists;  otherwise, it indicates the  webpage does not  exist. If the  WebAgent is 

entered in format of static IP, successful testing result only means the format (IP:Port) of 

the input  is correct,  that is,  successful testing  result does  not  mean the  device cannot 

connect to the WebAgent. 

� Shared Key, Confirm Key: Enter and  confirm the shared key, which must be  the same 

as that  configured on  the Sangfor  VPN >  Server >  Basic Settings  page  on the  peer 

Sangfor WOC. 

� 

� 

� 

Transfer Protocol: Select the protocol to be adopted for transferring VPN data. Options 

are TCP and UDP. It is UDP by default. 

Username, Password: Enter  the username/password provided by the  peer VPN device 

for establishing the VPN connection. 

Cross-ISP access  optimization: This  function applies  to the  situation where  the peer 

and local  Sangfor devices are  interconnected using Internet links  provided by different 

Internet Service  Providers  (ISPs) and  packet loss  occurs frequently.  Options are   Low 

packet loss, High packet loss and Packet loss rate is. 

Before enabling cross-ISP access optimization, ensure the  cross-ISP access optimization 

license has  been activated. Once  the license is  activated, this  function will apply  to all 

the branch VPN users or mobile users connecting to that Sangfor device. 

4. Click  LAN  Service  to configure  available  services  for  users  from  peer  VPN,  as shown 
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below: 

5. Click the  OK buttons  on the  Edit LAN  Service Access  Right page  and Edit Connection 

page to save the settings. 

If tunnel NAT is enabled, IP address included in  LAN services accessible to connecting users 

should be the translated-to addressees. 

Creating Multiline Policy  

Sangfor  WAN Optimization  Controller  (WOC)  allows  you to  configure  routing  policy  among 

multiple VPN  lines. With  this feature,  an optimal  line will  be selected  or multiple  lines will  be 

bound for VPN data  transmission according to the connection status of  the current WAN links, so 

that data  are always transmitted through  better links, greatly  enhancing data transmission  quality 

and link utilization. 

1. Navigate to Sangfor  VPN > Multiline  Policy to enter the  Multiline Policy page,  as shown 

below: 

2. Click New to open the following dialog. 
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3. Specify the following information. 

� 

� 

� 

� 

Name, Description: Enter a name and description for the policy. 

Local Lines: Specify the number of available lines at the local VPN end. 

Peer Lines: Specify the number of available lines at the peer VPN end. 

Threshold  for VPN-Data-Transfer  Line  Selection:  Specify  the threshold  based  on 

which VPN-data-transfer lines are selected. 

If the  latency difference  between any two  primary lines  is smaller than  this threshold, 

the  system will  determine that  all  the primary  lines  are VPN-data-transfer  lines,  and 

VPN data will be transferred through these lines simultaneously. 

If the  latency difference  between a  primary line  and any  other primary  lines is  larger 

than this  threshold,  the system  will determine  that the  line  of higher  latency is  not a 

VPN-Data-Transfer line and it will NOT be used for VPN data transmission. 

This threshold only applies to primary lines. 
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� Primary  Lines:  Specify  the   preferentially  used  lines.  If  all  the   primary  lines  are 

disconnected, the  Sangfor device  will switch  to secondary  lines for  data transmission, 

ensuring smooth  VPN connection. Once  any primary line  recovers, the Sangfor  device 

will switch back to the primary line to achieve optimal data transmission. 

� 

� 

Secondary  Lines: Specify  the  standby lines,  lines  other  than the  primary  lines. The 

secondary lines will  not be used for  VPN data transmission unless  all the primary lines 

are unavailable. 

Request Assignment:  Specify how the  VPN traffic is  assigned when there  are several 

VPN-data-transfer lines  available for data  transmission. There  are two options:   Assign 

sessions  evenly and  Assign  packets evenly.  The  former indicates  the  traffic  will be 

evenly assigned to  lines based on  sessions (that is, the  traffic of a  same session will be 

always  assigned  to  a  same  line),  and  the  latter  indicates  the  traffic  will  be evenly 

assigned to lines based on VPN data packets. 

4. 

5. 

Click OK to save the settings. 

Go to Sangfor VPN > Server > VPN Users > Add User/Edit User > Advanced > Multiline 

Policy to apply the multiline policy to a specific user. 

Scenario: Creating VPN Primary Lines and Secondary Line 

Sangfor WOC  at HQ  is connected two  WAN links,  CT1 and  CT2. The WOC  in remote  branch 

office connects to another two WAN links, CT and CNC. 

The requirement is  that CT line of branch  office and the two  CT lines (CT1, CT2)  of the HQ set 

up VPN connections  and transmit data  simultaneously, while the CNC  line and the two  CT lines 

(CT1, CT2) of the HQ VPN work as secondary lines. 

The network topology is as follows: 

Perform the following steps: 

1. Log  in   to  branch  WOC   administrator  Web  console   and  go  to   System  >  Network   > 

Deployment > Multiline to add the two lines, CT and CNC 

2. Log in to HQ WOC administrator Web  console and go to System > Network > Deployment  > 
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Multiline to add the two lines, CT1 and CT2. 

3. 

4. 

On the  HQ WOC  administrator Web  console, go  to  Sangfor VPN >  Multiline  Policy  and 

click the New button  to add a multiline policy. CT  and CT1, CT and CT2 are  primary lines, 

in  combination  to   set  up  VPN  connections,   while  CNC  and  CT1,  CNC   and  CT2  are 

secondary lines. 

Go to the Sangfor VPN > Server > VPN Users > Edit user and click Advanced >  Multiline 

Policy tab. Select the multiline policy you have configured in the above step. 

Scenario: Creating Multi-Line Policy for Single-Arm WOC 

Enterprise network is deployed two WAN links.  A Sangfor WAN Optimization Controller (WOC) 

is about  to  be deployed  in the  internal network,  in Single  Arm  mode. The  requirement is  that 

external users  can access the  enterprise network through VPN  tunnel, while the  existing internet 

lines can be taken full use of and fulfill load-balancing function. 

The network topology is as shown in the figure below: 

To achieve the above, we  need to deploy a front-end firewall or switch  to do policy routing based 

on source  IP address, enabling the  Sangfor WOC to  forward the packets  from varying source  IP 

addresses to different outlets of the network. 

Besides, perform the following steps to complete the related configuration: 

1. Configure  deployment mode  for the  HQ WAN  Optimization  Controller (WOC).  Go to  the 

System  > Network  >  Deployment  tab;  select service  mode  VPN  and Acceleration  and 

deployment  mode Single  Arm;  configure  the LAN  interface  IP address  and  two  other IP 

addresses (please  be noted that  IP addresses configured  for the LAN  interface must  be on a 

same network segment). The page is as shown below: 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

Configure multiple lines. Go the System > Network > Multiline  tab and add the two Internet 

lines. For more details, please refer to Configuring Multiline in Chapter 3. 

Go   to   the  Sangfor   VPN   >   Multiline  >   Multiline   Policy   page   and  configure   the 

corresponding multiline policy 

Go to the Sangfor VPN > Server > VPN Users tab to apply this policy to a specific user. 

� 

� 

You  need to  configure  the front-end  firewall  to map  the  port 4009  of  the two  WAN  IP 

addresses respectively to the binding IP addresses of Arm  interface. 

This  section  only  shows  how  to   configure  the  multiline  and  multiline  policy  for  the 

Single-arm WOC, other VPN configurations being ignored. 
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Configuring LDAP Server  

SANGFOR   WAN   Optimization   Controller   (WOC)   supports   the   connecting   users   to   be 

authenticated against a third party LDAP authentication server, so as to enhance the security of the 

VPN connection. 

The VPN  service  provided by  the Sangfor  device  supports third-party  LDAP authentication.  If 

third-party LDAP authentication is required, configure the LDAP server here. 

1. Navigate  to Sangfor  VPN  > External  Auth  Server  to enter  the  LDAP Server  page,  as 

shown below: 

2. Specify the  basic  information of  the third-party  LDAP server,  including server  IP address, 

port, administrator DN and password. 

Admin DN  field  requires the  full account  name of  the domain  administrator, for  example, 

Administrator@support.sangfor.com. 

3. 

4. 

Select Enable LDAP authentication to enable the third-party LDAP authentication. 

To  configure  advanced  parameters,  click  the  Advanced  button  to  specify  the  advanced 

information. 

Keep the default values  for User Filter and User Attribute, and  specify Root DN and  Base 

DN according to the your case, as shown in the following figure: 
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� 

� 

LDAP authentication  only supports  Microsoft Active  Directory and  Novell eDirectory, 

others such as OpenLDAP unsupported. 

Searching and verifying user are performed  according to the configured base DN when a 

user is  being authenticated. Only when  the base  DN is null  will the root  DN come into 

use. Importing users is performed based on root DN. 

5. To test  whether the  LDAP server could  be connected,  click Test  and the  following prompt 

appears. 

6. Click OK to proceed, and the following dialog appears. 

7. Enter name  and password  of a domain  user, and  then click  Test. If the  Sangfor device  can 

successfully connect to the LDAP server, the test result will show success. 
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Click Save and Apply to save and apply the settings. 8. 

Scenario: Mobile VPN User Connects in By Using LDAP Authentication  

The customer wants  the mobile workers  connect in the HQ  VPN by using  LDAP authentication, 

to ensure the security of its network. 

Detailed configuration procedures are as follows: 

1. 

2. 

Go to Sangfor VPN > External Auth Server > LDAP Server to configure the LDAP server. 

Type   in  the   full  name   of   the  domain   administrator   account  (in   this   example,  it   is 

Administrator@support.sangfor.com);  configure  the  attribute  of  the  user  (which  group   it 

belongs  to;  in  this   scenario,  it  is  under  group   Users),  and  so  type  in   the  information 

“CN=Users, DC=Sangfor,DC=com” into the Root DN  and Base DN fields. If the settings are 

tested correct, click OK to complete configuring the LDAP server option. 

3. Go to the Sangfor VPN > Server > Virtual IP Pool tab to configure virtual IP pool. Click the 

New button to enter the  Edit Virtual IP page. Select user type Mobile  user, enter the virtual 

IP range 192.168.10.100-192.168.10.110, as shown below: 

4. Go to the Sangfor VPN > Server > VPN Users tab and click Import From LDAP Server  to 

import users from the  LDAP server. The system will automatically  upload the users from the 

configured LDAP server. 

5. 

6. 

Select the needed  domain users and  select user type Mobile  user, encryption algorithm,  and 

enable the user, compression and My Network Places. 

Finally click the Import  button. 
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Configuring RADIUS Server  

The  VPN  service   provided  by  the  Sangfor   WAN  Optimization  Controller  (WOC)   supports 

third-party RADIUS authentication, Connecting  users are authenticated against an external LDAP 

authentication server. If third-party RADIUS authentication is  required, configure RADIUS server 

(including server IP address, port, shared key and authentication  protocol), and then select  Enable 

RADIUS authentication to enable the RADIUS authentication. 

Navigate to Sangfor VPN > External Auth  Server > RADIUS Server to enter RADIUS Server 

page, as shown below: 

Configuring VPN Local Subnet  

VPN local  subnets are used  in the situation that  the local area  network where the  Sangfor WAN 

Optimization Controller (WOC) is located has multiple subnets (exclusive of the network segment 

where the LAN  interface resides), and that  the connecting-in VPN users  need to access the  other 

LAN subnets. 

Navigate to Sangfor VPN > Advanced to enter the VPN Local Subnet  page. 

Click the New button to enter the Edit Subnet page. Enter the subnet segment and subnet mask. 
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Scenario: Allowing VPN User to Access Multiple Local Subnets  

Enterprise network A has three subnets (192.168.10.X, 192.168.20.X and  192.168.30.X). Users in 

branch office  B want to  connect to Sangfor  WOC device  and access the  three subnets. Network 

topology is as shown below: 

To  meet the  needs  of this  customer,  we have  to  configure VPN  local  subnet, by  Creating  the 

subnets (192.168.20.0/24 and 192.168.30.0/24) and the corresponding static route. 

Perform the following steps: 

1. Go to the Sangfor VPN > Advanced > VPN Local Subnet tab to add the subnets that branch 

users need to access, 192.168.20.0/24 and 192.168.30.0/24, as shown below: 

2. Go to System > Network > Static  Route tab to configure static routes for the two VPN local 

subnets respectively, as shown below: 
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The branch users then  are able to access the three subnets  on the HQ network once they  establish 

VPN connect in with it. 

The local subnet list  stands for a kind  of “declaration”. The subnets defined here  will be taken as 

VPN network segments by the VPN device and the client-end software. All the data going through 

the  VPN  device  or  software  will be  encapsulated  and  transmitted  through  the  VPN  tunnels. 

Therefore, you need to configure the static route, in addition to Creating the related subnets, so as to 

enable the VPN users to access these subnets. 

Configuring LAN Service  

The LAN  Service page defines  the LAN services  that may  be available to  connecting users. By 

specifying LAN service for users, you can control their access rights after they connect to the local 

VPN  site. You  can  prevent user  from accessing  to  a specified  service  provided by  a  specified 

computer. For example, allow  a user to only access  the OA server located at headquarters  on port 

80 and deny access to any other servers, or only allow  one specified user in a branch site to access 

the SQL server located at headquarters  and deny requests from any other IP addresses in  the LAN 

of the branch.  Navigate to Sangfor VPN >  Advanced > LAN Service to  enter the LAN Service 

page, as shown below: 
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The LAN  services defined here  can be referenced in  the following two  ways to implement  LAN 

service access control: 

� If  the  current  Sangfor  device  acts  as  branch  device,   reference  the  LAN  services  when 

creating  the  VPN  connection   (in  Sangfor  VPN  >  Client  >   VPN  Connection  >  Edit 

Connection >  LAN Service) to specify  the services can  or cannot be accessed  by the users 

from peer VPN. 

� If the  current Sangfor device  acts as  HQ device, reference  the LAN services  when creating 

the VPN  user account (in  Sangfor VPN  > Server >  VPN Users >  Add User/Edit  User > 

LAN Service) to specify the services can or cannot be accessed by the users from peer VPN. 

Besides, the LAN services defined  here can be referenced by outbound policy and  inbound policy 

(for more information, please refer to Creating Inbound/Outbound Policy (Phase II) in Chapter 9). 

By  configuring  LAN  services  and  then  applying  them  to  specific  users  to  allow/block  their 

accesses,  you can  achieve secure  management in  VPN tunnel.  By default,  the connecting  VPN 

users can access all the LAN services. 

Perform the steps below to configure a user’s access rights to the peer WOC: 

1. Navigate to Sangfor VPN  > Advanced > LAN Service  and click the New button to  create a 

LAN service. 

2. Select  TCP, UDP  or  ICMP tab  according  to  your case,  and  click New  to  specify  the IP 

source address and ports, as shown below: 
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� 

� 

If tunnel  NAT is applied  (that is,  the internal subnet  of the  branch is  translated into a 

virtual subnet), the destination  IP addresses here should be the  translated virtual subnet 

instead of its original one. For LAN service configured on the peer device, the source IP 

addresses should be the translated virtual subnet of the branch. 

After performing the  above steps, you have just  “defined” the LAN service.  To have it 

work, apply  it to  a specific user  and configure  whether its access  to the  current LAN 

service is allowed/denied 

3. Navigate to Sangfor  VPN > Server >  VPN Users, edit or  create a user account  to associate 

the LAN service to a specific user. 

Once a user  is associated with a  LAN service with restricted  access right, user can only  ping and 

access the specified  server located on the peer  network and its access to any  other servers will be 

denied, and vise versa. 

Configuring Multicast Service  

To  meet  customers’  needs   for  some  applications   such  as  Voice  over   IP  (VoIP)  and  video 

conference,  Sangfor device  is  designed  to support  multicast  services  being transmitted  among 

Sangfor  VPN  tunnels.  You  can  define  multicast  services  here,  whose   allowable  IP  range  is 

224.0.0.1-239.255.255.255 and port range is 1-65535. 

1. Navigate to Sangfor  VPN > Advanced > Multicast  Service to enter the  Multicast Service 

page, as shown below: 

2. Configure the multicast service. 

a. Click  New  to   enter  the  Multicast  Service   page,  and  then  specify   the  name  and 

description according the specific case, as shown below: 
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b. Click New to configure the applicable IP address range and port range, as shown below: 

c. Click OK to save the settings. 

3. Apply the configured multicast service to a specific user. 

a. Navigate to  Sangfor VPN  > Server  > VPN  Users to  enter the  VPN Users  page and 

then click New User to specify basic information for the user. 

b. Click the  Advanced  button and  then click  Multicast Service  tab.  Select Enable   and 

click  Right  to move  the  Video  Conference  service  into the  selected  list,  as  shown 

below: 
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c. Click Save. 

To have the multicast service work, you need to go to Sangfor VPN > Server > Basic Settings  > 

Advanced to enable multicast. 

Configuring Tunnel Route  

The Sangfor  WOC provides powerful  routing function  in VPN tunnel,  by which, you  can easily 

achieve interconnection among  multiple VPN sites  (software or hardware),  forming a “web-like” 

VPN network. 

1. Navigate to Sangfor VPN >  Advanced > Tunnel Route to enter the  Tunnel Route page, as 

shown below: 

2. Click Add to open the following dialog. 

3. Specify the following information. 

� Source IP,  Subnet Mask:  Enter the  source subnet  (IP address/netmask) of  the tunnel 

route. 

� Destination  IP, Subnet  Mask:  Enter  destination subnet  (IP  address/netmask)  of the 

route. 
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� Dst  Route User:  This option  indicates  the user  that has  been  used to  establish VPN 

connection with the HQ VPN  device. It determines to which Sangfor device  the packets 

applicable to this tunnel route will be forwarded, that is, the next hop of this  tunnel route. 

For example,  suppose Branch A  has established VPN  connection with Branch  B using 

the user account Test. If Branch A’s employees want to access Branch C through Branch 

B,  the tunnel  route configured  on Branch  A’s  VPN device  should use  the  destination 

route user Test. 

� 

� 

Enabled: Select it to enable this tunnel route. 

Access Internet  via destination  route user:  If this option  is selected,  all the  Internet 

traffic going  through this device  will be forwarded  to the HQ  VPN device through  the 

VPN connection established using the destination route user and then to the Internet. 

� To access Internet  via destination route user  (that is, to  enable Access Internet via 

dst route user), the remote Sangfor WOC must be deployed in Gateway  mode, and 

the local WOC in Gateway or Single arm  mode. 

� 

� 

Before creating  tunnel route, make  sure that  a user has  been created  in Sangfor  > 

Server > VPN Users which can act as destination route user. 

The configured tunnel  routes take higher  precedence to the static  routes learned by 

system.  Incorrect tunnel  route will  disable communication  between two  terminals 

over VPN tunnel. 

4. Click Save and Apply to save the settings. 

Scenario:  Creating  Tunnel  Route  to  Allow  VPN  Access  between  Branch  
Offices  

One  of  the  features  of  tunnel  NAT  is  forwarding  the Internet  access  data  from  branches  to 

server-end WOC which acts as the egress to the Internet. 
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As shown on  the above figure,  to forward the data  from the branch  Shenzhen  (192.168.20.0/24) 

to the server-end  WOC Shanghai (172.16.100.0/24), you  need to perform the following  steps on 

the Shenzhen  WOC. 

1. Log in to the administrator console of Shenzhen WOC and go  to Sangfor VPN > Advanced  > 

Tunnel Route to create a tunnel route, as shown in the figure below: 

2. Log in to administrator console  of Shanghai WOC and go to Firewall >  NAT > SNAT Rule 

to add source  network address translation rule  for the data packet coming  from Shenzhen, as 

shown in the figure below: 
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Configuring Tunnel NAT  

Tunnel NAT is NAT (network address translation) on VPN tunnel, which can prevent IP addresses 

of varying remote Sangfor WOCs from conflicting. It enables branch VPN users to connect  in and 

communicate smoothly with the HQ VPN site, without modifying IP addresses. 

Suppose  the HQ  Beijing (192.168.1.0/24)  network is  deployed  with a  Sangfor WOC,  in Route 

mode.   Hosts    in   Shanghai   branch   office    (192.168.2.0/24)   and   Shenzhen    branch   office 

(192.168.2.0/24) want to connect  to HQ Beijing through VPN  tunnel. The network topology is as 

shown in the figure below: 

As  the  subnets  of  the  two   branch  offices  are  the  same,  IP  address  conflict  will  occur   and 

connection may fail if they connect to Headquarters (HQ) at the same  time. To avoid that situation, 

ensure the following: 

� 

� 

Define a virtual IP pool for one of the branch offices 

Enable  the  tunnel NAT  function  and  configure  a tunnel  NAT  rule  to  translate  the source 

address on one branch office into a different virtual IP address. 

Perform the following steps to ensure the above: 

1. Configure the HQ  WOC and navigate to  Sangfor VPN > Server >  Virtual IP Pool to add  a 

virtual IP pool for branch users, as shown below: 
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2. Navigate to Sangfor VPN  > Server > Users to  create an account for the  device in Shenzhen 

branch office. 

a. Click New User and specify the basic user information, as shown below: 

b. Click Advanced and click Tunnel NAT tab, as shown below: 
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c. Check Enable to  enable tunnel NAT and then  click New. Set Source  Subnet/Netmask 

to 192.168.2.0/255.255.255.0 (subnet  on the branch office)  and Translate to Subnet  to 

192.168.20.0 (virtual subnet to which the branch  subnet will be translated, configured in 

step 1), as shown below: 

� 

� 

Source subnet and subnet mask must be matching. 

Only the  network  number portion  of the  subnet  will be  translated.  Host number  will 

remain unchanged. 

� For the  Translate to  Subnet field,  enter the  subnet or click  Auto Assign  to have  the 

Sangfor WOC calculate and get a subnet from the virtual IP pool. 

3. Click the OK buttons to save the settings. 
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The users  in  both Shenzhen  and Shanghai  branch offices  then can  access Headquarters  Beijing 

through VPN connections, without changing their original IP address settings. Meanwhile, users in 

Beijing can access the services provided by  the two branch offices, Shenzhen branch by accessing 

the 192.168.20.0/24 subnet and Shanghai branch by accessing the 192.168.2.0/24 subnet. 

However, in the  above case, the Shenzhen  and Shanghai branch offices cannot  access each other. 

To allow mutual  access between the two  branch offices, the following  should be ensured on  both 

Shenzhen and Shanghai WOCs: 

� Enable the tunnel NAT and configure a tunnel NAT rule to translate the other site’s subnet into 

a different one (the translated-to subnets of the two sites should be different) 

� Add a  tunnel route,  source IP  being the  original subnet  of the  other site  and  destination IP 

being its translated virtual subnet (specified in tunnel NAT rule) 

Generating Certificate  

The hardware-feature-based certificate authentication is one  of the patents owned by Sangfor. The 

SSL  VPN  hardware  device as  well  as  the  Sangfor  VPN  software  adopts  this  technology for 

identity authentication among different VPN nodes. 

The certificate  is generated based  on some  hardware features (such  as network adapter  and hard 

disk) of  the  Sangfor device  or  the computer  that has  installed  the Sangfor  VPN software.  The 

uniqueness   of   the   hardware   feature   makes   the   certificate   unique    and   unforgeable.   By 

authenticating the device based on the hardware feature, it ensures that only the specified device  is 

allowed to connect to the network, avoiding potential security hazards. 

Navigate to  Sangfor VPN >  Advance >  Certificate to enter  the Generate  Certificate page, as 

shown below: 

To  generate a  certificate  for  the  current device,  click  Generate  Certificate  and then  select  a 

location to generate and save the certificate into the local computer, as shown below: 

After the certificate is generated, send it to the administrator of the HQ VPN device, who will then 

select the hardware authentication and bind this certificate with the user account when  creating the 

user account for this device. 
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Chapter 5    WAN Optimization 

WAN Optimization  is a  section configuring acceleration/optimization  related features,  including 

but not limited to application proxy,  Byte Cache, setting up inbound acceleration connection from 

remote WOC hardware or PACC (Potable Acceleration) client software and outbound acceleration 

connection. 

Application Proxy  

Sangfor WAN Optimization  Controller (WOC) supports  HTTP proxy, CIFS proxy,  SMTP proxy, 

POP3 proxy, Exchange proxy, Oracle EBS, Citrix and RDP optimization. 

HTTP Proxy  

Navigate to WAN Optimization > HTTP to enable and configure HTTP proxy, as shown below: 

The following are the contents included on the HTTP  page: 
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Enable HTTP proxy: Select this option to enable HTTP proxy. � 

� 

� 

� 

Max. Cache Size: Configures the upper size limit of the object type file. 

Object Timeout: Configures the timeout of caching object file. 

Cacheable  Object  Types:  Configures  the HTTP  object  types  that  can  be  cached  by  the 

Sangfor WAN WOC. The default image file types are bmp, jpg, gif;  the default script file type 

is js. 

� Save and Apply: Having  completed configuring the page, click this button  to save and apply 

the changes. 

CIFS Proxy  

Navigate to WAN Optimization > CIFS to enable and configure CIFS proxy, as shown below: 

The following are the contents included on the CIFS  page: 

� Enable CIFS proxy: Select this option to enable CIFS proxy. 

� Optimize traffic  on port  139: Select  this option if  My Network  Places optimization  is not 

working properly or effect is not good. 

� 

� 

Enable SMB signing: Select this option to enable SMB signing. 

Enable open/download/read optimization: Select this  option so that file opening, download 

and reading from CIFS server can be optimized. 

� Enable save/upload/write  optimization: Select this  option so that  file saving,  writing from 

CIFS server can be optimized. 
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Enable directory optimization: Select this option to optimize access to folder. � 

� 

� 

Enable print optimization: Select this option to optimize printing. 

Enable readahead  for opening  file  (not recommended  if bandwidth  is low):  Select  this 

option so that the file can be read before being opened. 

� Enable File Cache: Select this option  if you want the files downloaded through My  Network 

Places be saved on the WOC for a long time. This  feature will save bandwidth if the same file 

need to be accessed  by a great deal of  users, for the file is available  on the local WOC. What 

should  be  noted  is that  the  file  cannot  be  the  type  that needs  regular  update;  otherwise, 

subsequent users will download the outdated file. This option is unselected by default. 

� 

� 

Session Cache Size: Configures  the size of cache object in  one session. The higher the  value 

is, the better the acceleration effect would be. 

Save and Apply: Having  completed configuring the page, click this button  to save and apply 

the changes. 

SMTP Proxy  

Navigate to WAN Optimization > SMTP to enable and configure SMTP proxy, as shown below: 

Select Enable  SMTP proxy option to  enable SMTP  proxy and click  Save and Apply  button to 

save and apply the changes. 

POP3 Proxy  

Navigate to WAN Optimization > POP3 to enable and configure POP3 proxy, as shown below: 

Select the  Enable POP3 proxy option  to enable the  POP3 proxy and  click the Save  and Apply 
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button to save and apply the changes. 

Exchange Proxy  

Navigate to WAN Optimization >  Exchange to enable and configure the  EXCHANGE proxy, as 

shown below: 

The following are the contents included on the Exchange  page: 

� 

� 

Enable Exchange proxy: Select this option to enable the Exchange proxy.  

MAPI  protocol:  It  is  abbreviation  of  Messaging  Application   Programming  Interface.  Select  

Enable protocol optimization to optimize encryption and decryption of MAPI data.  

� 

� 

Kerberos:  This  is  an  authentication  method  applied  to  communication  between  EXCHANGE  

server and client. Select  Auto-negotiation mode or  Delegation mode to optimize the process of  

authentication under the corresponding mode. Auto-negotiation mode is the default setting.  

Save and Apply:  Having completed configuring the page, click this button to save and apply 

the changes. 

Oracle EBS Optimization  

Navigate to WAN Optimization > Oracle EBS, as shown below: 
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The following are the contents included on the Oracle EBS  page: 

� 

� 

Enable Oracle EBS optimization: Select this option to enable Oracle EBS optimization.  

Enable  HTTP mode  optimization: Select  this  option to  optimize Oracle  EBS  running in 

HTTP mode. 

Oracle  EBS  supports   connection  modes  such   as  HTTP,  HTTPS,  SOCKET   and  so  on. 

However, Sangfor WAN Optimization Controller  (WOC) only optimizes Oracle EBS running 

in  SOCKET mode  initially;  if you  want  to optimize  Oracle  EBS  running in  HTTP mode, 

select Enable HTTP mode optimization; otherwise, Oracle EBS running in HTTP mode will 

not be optimized. 

� Save and Apply: Click this button to save and apply the changes. 

Scenario: Accelerating HTTP/HTTPS Access to Oracle EBS 

Oracle EBS server (192.200.200.225) is on the HQ network, as shown in the figure below: 

To acceleration the access to the Oracle EBS server, perform the following steps on  the server-end 

Sangfor WOC: 

1. Ensure  the two  WOCs  can access  each  other, and  the request  from  client-end users  goes 

through the server-end WOC. 

2. Go  to  the  WAN Optimization  >  Application  Proxy  >  Oracle  EBS  tab  and select  the 

options Enable Oracle EBS optimization and Enable HTTP mode optimization, as shown 

below: 

3. Go to  the System >  Objects > IP Group  tab to add  the IP address of  the Oracle server,  as 
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shown below: 

4. Go to the WAN Optimization > Server > Policy and create  an acceleration policy, as shown 

below: 

5. Go to the WAN Optimization > Server > Policy Group and create a new acceleration policy 

group and associate it with the corresponding branch user, as shown below: 
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To apply HTTPS proxy  to access to Oracle EBS server,  you need to create an  acceleration policy 

that associated with https ebs and configure the corresponding server certificate. 

Citrix Optimization  

Navigate to WAN  Optimization > Citrix  to enable and configure  Citrix optimization, as  shown 

below: 

Select the Enable  Citrix optimization option to  enable Citrix application optimization and  click 
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the Save and Apply button to save and apply the changes. 

Scenario: Accelerating Access to Citrix 

Citrix server (192.200.200.226) is on the HQ network, as shown in the figure below: 

To  acceleration the  access  to  the Citrix  server,  perform  the following  steps  on the  server-end 

Sangfor WOC: 

1. Ensure the  two  WOCs can  access each  other, and  the request  from client-end  users  flows 

through the server-end WOC. 

2. Go  to WAN  Optimization  > Application  Proxy >  Citrix  and select  the  options  Enable 

Citrix optimization, as shown below: 

3. Go to  System > Objects >  IP Group and add  the IP address of  the Citrix server, as  shown 

below: 

4. Go to the WAN Optimization > Server > Policy and create an  acceleration policy, as shown 
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below: 

5. Go  to the  WAN  Optimization  > Server  >  Policy  Group and  create  a new  acceleration 

policy group and associate it with the corresponding user, as shown below: 

RDP Optimization  

Navigate  to WAN  Optimization >  RDP to  enable  and configure  RDP optimization,  as shown 

below: 
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Select the Enable  RDP optimization option to enable  RDP optimization and click the Save  and 

Apply button to save and apply the changes. 

Scenario: Accelerating Access to RDP 

RDP server (192.200.200.227) is in on the HQ network, as shown in the figure below: 

To accelerate  access  to the  RDP server,  perform the  following steps  on the  server-end Sangfor 

WOC: 

1. Ensure  the two  WOCs  can access  each  other, and  the request  from  client-end users  goes 

through the server-end WOC. 

2. Go to WAN Optimization > Application  Proxy > RDP and select the options Enable RDP 

optimization, as shown below: 

3. Go to  the System  > Objects  > IP  Group tab to  add the  IP address  of the  RDP server,  as 

shown below: 
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4. Go to the WAN Optimization > Server > Policy and create  an acceleration policy, as shown 

below: 

5. Go to the WAN Optimization > Server > Policy Group and create a new acceleration policy 

group , as shown in the following figure: 
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Video Optimization  

Navigate to  WAN Optimization >  Video Proxy to  enable and configure  Video optimization, as 

shown below: 

Select the Enable Video optimization option to enable video optimization and click the Save and 

Apply button to save and apply the changes. 

Scenario: Accelerating on video Conference 

To accelerate  access  to the  Video conference  for  both site,  perform the  following  steps on  the 

server-end Sangfor WOC: 

1. Ensure  the two  WOCs  can access  each  other, and  the request  from  client-end users  goes 

through the server-end WOC. 

2. Go  to  WAN Optimization  >  Application  Proxy  > Video  Proxy  and  select  the options 

Enable Video optimization, as shown below: 

3. Go to the WAN Optimization > Server > Policy and create  an acceleration policy, as shown 

below: 
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4. Go to the WAN Optimization > Server > Policy Group and create a new acceleration policy 

group , as shown in the following figure: 

5. Go to  the WAN  Optimization >  Client >  Peer WOC on  Client-end WANO  create a  new 

peer WOC. 
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*Make sure Transfer Protocol is HTP(UDP packet) and enable reverse acceleration. 

6. Click on set parameter, select Video Packer Loss recovery method. 

a. Re-transmit  lost packets: recommended  for network that  packer lost rate  above 1% and 

latency below 100ms. 

b. Repair lost packet using  FEC: recommended for network that packet  loss rate above 1% 

and latency above 100ms. 

*Enable video  proxy will increase  additional redundant traffic  which will not  more than 

50% of the original data. 

Byte Cache  

Navigate to  WAN Optimization  > Byte Cache  to configure  data compression  mode, as shown 

below: 
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If Maximize Data Reduction is selected, bandwidth savings will be maximized but throughput of 

the WAN Optimization Controller (WOC) will be lowered down. 

If Maximize LAN  Throughput is selected,  throughput of the WOC  will be maximized but  data 

reduction capability will be affected. 
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Setting Up Inbound Acceleration Connection  

To set up an  inbound acceleration from a remote WAN optimization Controller  (WOC) or mobile 

worker whose PC  is installed Sangfor Portable Acceleration (PACC)  client software, you need to 

perform the  Server configuration on  the local Sangfor  WOC, which  includes  user, acceleration 

policy and policy group. 

The user  account is used by  remote WOC or  PC to create  and establish acceleration connection, 

and should  be associated  with certain acceleration  policy. For more information, you can refer to 

the following sections. 

Creating User  

1. Navigate to WAN Optimization > Server > Users. 

2. Click  the  New button  and  enter  the  username and  password,  select  client  type  WOC or 

PACC. WOC indicates that the peer is a physical WAN Optimization Controller while  PACC 
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indicates  that the  peer  is an  ordinary computer  on  which is  installed  the Sangfor  Portable 

Acceleration (PACC) client software. 

The following are the contents included on the Users  page: 

� Username: Configures name of the user account that will used by  the client to create and 

establish acceleration connection to the local Sangfor WOC. 

� 

� 

� 

� 

Password: Configures the password of the user account. 

Confirm: Enter the password again. 

Description: Give this account a brief description. 

Client Type:  Configures type of  the client  by which this  user account is  used to  create 

and initiate acceleration connection, physical  WOC or PACC software. If acceleration is 

initiated by  a remote  physical WOC,  the client  type should  be WOC. If  acceleration is 

initiated by  a PC  that  is installed  PACC client  software (by  mobile worker),  the client 

type should be PACC. 

� 

� 

Enable user: Select this option to enable this acceleration user account. 

Policy  Group:  Select  the  acceleration policy  group  that  is  associated  with  this  user 

account. To  add a  new acceleration policy  group, click  Add to enter  the Policy  Group 

page. 

To view the acceleration  policies that are included in  the acceleration policy group, click 

View in the Operation  column. 

� OK: Click this button to save the settings. 
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Acceleration Policy  

An acceleration policy defines the acceleration related settings, such as destination  IP, application, 

application proxy, compression algorithm and byte  cache. Before acceleration policy is associated 

with a user,  the application cannot  not be optimized  for that user. Some  acceleration policies are 

already built in Sangfor WAN Optimization Controller (WOC). The acceleration page  is as shown 

in the figure below: 

To delete an acceleraton poicy, select the policy and click the Delete  button. 

To create a new acceleration policy, click the New  button. 

The following are the parameters of an acceleration policy: 

� Policy Name: Indicates the name of the policy. 
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� 

� 

Dst. IP Group: Access to the address included in the destination IP group may be accelerated. 

You can click  Add to enter  Objects > IP Group  page to specify  new IP addresses or  select 

the desired IP group which is predefined on the IP Group page. For  more information, please 

refer to Creating IP Group in Chapter 3). 

Application:  Specifies the  application that  will  be optimized.  You can  click  Add to  enter 

Objects > Application page to create  new application or select the desired application which 

has been defined  on the Application page. For  more information, please refer  to Creating IP 

Group in Chapter 3). 

� 

� 

Description: Gives a brief description to this acceleration policy. 

Application Protocol:  Indicates  the protocol  to be  proxied; options  are Auto  proxy,  TCP 

proxy,  HTTP proxy,  FTP  proxy,  CIFS  proxy, POP3  proxy,  SMTP  proxy,  Exchange 

proxy, Citrix proxy, RDP proxy and Oracle Forms proxy). 

� Algorithm:  Configures  the   algorithm  used  by  the   acceleration  tunnel.  Options  are  No 

compression,  LZO  compression  and   GZIP compression.   Compression  effect  of  LZO 

compression   is  15%   higher   than  that   of   GZIP  compression,   but  it   consumes   more 

performance   of    the   WAN   Optimization    Controller   (WOC).   GZIP    compression   is 

recommended for general cases. 

� 

� 

Enable Byte Cache: Decides whether to enable byte cache feature. 

Enable SNAT:  Select this option,  and it  will disclose the  real source IP  address of the  data 

packet when  some applications require  reserving the source  IP; otherwise,  the IP address  of 

the local WAN  Optimization Controller (WOC) will  be taken as the  source IP address of the 

data packet (indicating  the data packet is forwarded from  this IP address). You have to  select 

this option if the LAN application masquerades the true source IP address of the data packet. 

� Session Limit: Defines the sessions to be  accelerated. The default is the maximum 800. Each 

policy for  PACC user  (mobile worker) supports  at most  50 sessions and  the excessive  ones 

will be bypassed. 

To select CIFS proxy, you have to select the Enable SNAT  option. 

Acceleration Policy Group  

An acceleration  policy group is  a collection of  acceleration policies, which  should be associated 

with user. Sangfor WOC is already built in with two default acceleration policies. 

Navigate to  WAN Optimization >  Server > Policy  > Policy  Group to enter  the Policy Group 

page. Click the New button to add a new acceleration policy group, as shown below: 
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The following are attributes of an acceleration policy group: 

Name: Configures the name of the acceleration policy group. 

Description: Enter descriptive information for this acceleration policy group: 

Policies: Includes  all the  policies created on  Policy page.  Select the desire  acceleration policies 

that this new policy group includes. 

Applicable Users: Select the desired user(s) to associate with the policy. 

Scenario: Setting Up Acceleration Connection for Branch User 

To enable user at the branch office  to set up acceleration connection to the headquarters (HQ) and 

access 172.16.100.0/24,  create an  acceleration  user named woctest  and  then associate  it with  a 

policy group consisting of HTTP and FTP services. 

Perform the following steps: 

1. Log  in  to the  Web  administrator  console of  HQ  WOC  and  go to  WAN  Optimization  > 

Server  > Policy  page.  Create application  and  destination  address. As  HTTP and  FTP  are 

default applications  for acceleration, you  need not  create acceleration policies  for these  two 
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applications. 

2. Go  to Policy  Group  page, create  an acceleration  policy  group named  woctest  group and 

associate it  with the HTTP and  FTP applications. In  this step, you  need not to associate  this 

acceleration  policy   group  with  the   acceleration  user   because  you  have   not  added   the 

acceleration user yet. 

3. 

4. 

Go  to  WAN  Optimization >  Server  >  User  page  and  create a  WOC  type  of  user  and 

associate it with the acceleration policy group wanotest group. 

User at the  head office then can  connect to the headquarters with  the user account wanotest, 

having the HTTP and FTP application accelerated. 
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Setting Up Outbound Acceleration Connection  

To set up  an outbound acceleration connection,  you need to  complete the Client setting,  namely, 

adding  profile  of  the  remote  Sangfor Optimization  Controller  (WOC)  to  which  you  want  to 

connect, and defining the data prefetching time. 

Creating Profile of Peer WOC  

Navigate to WAN Optimization  > Client > Peer WOC  page and click the New  button to create 

profile of the  peer WOC. In  setting up outbound acceleration  connection, the local  WOC acts as 

the client, connecting to the server-side Sangfor WOC. 

The following are the contents included on Peer WOC  page: 

� 

� 

Name: Enter name of the peer device to which the local WOC is connecting. 

Username: Enter  the WOC type  of user account  configured on  the peer WOC  for the local 

WOC to establish acceleration connection. 

� Password: Enter password of the WOC type of user account configured on the peer WOC  for 

the local WOC. 
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� 

� 

IPAddress: Enter LAN  interface IP address or bridge IP address of the peer device. 

Listening Port: Enter  the listening port  of the peer WOC.  Listing port of  the peer and local 

Sangfor   WOC   must   be   identical;   otherwise,   the   acceleration   connection   cannot   be 

established. 

� Transfer Protocol:  Configures  the  encapsulation mode  of  the  data packets  that  are to  be 

transferred and accelerated. Options  are High-speed TCP, HTP (udp packet) and HTP (tcp 

packet). 

High-speed  TCP is  suitable for  network  with low  latency and  no  packet loss,  HTP (udp 

packet)  is  a   transfer  protocol  based  on   UDP,  while  HTP  (tcp  packet)   utilizes  traffic 

congestion control  algorithm  based on  TCP protocol  and is  suitable for  network with  high 

packet loss  rate or  high latency.  However, High-speed  TCP is  recommended in  case VPN 

connection  and acceleration  connection need  to  be established  simultaneously  and transfer 

protocol TCP is used in VPN connection. 

� Set Parameters:  It is  only available when  the transfer  protocol is  HTP (udp packet).  You 

can set  network mode to Normal,  High packet loss  or Low latency  and set the   Maximum 

Transfer Unit (MTU) of UDP packets, as shown in the figure below: 

� 

� 

Description: Enter descriptive information for the peer WOC. 

Enable connection: Select  this option to enable the above  settings. This option is unselected 

initially. 

� 

� 

Advanced: Click it and the  options Network transparency and Enable Pre-Connection  are 

seen. 

Network transparency: Select this option  to enable the network transparency mode, and  the 

WOC will reveal the true IP addresses of the source and destination of the packets transmitted 

in the  acceleration channel. This  function is suitable  for the situation  that the access  control 

policy of either Sangfor  WOC (local or peer) has  referenced the true source IP or  destination 

IP address, and bandwidth is in restriction. 

Network transparency  should not be  selected if Sangfor  WOC is deployed  and configured 

in any of the following way: a). Gateway mode and VPN function is enabled; b). Single Arm 

mode, but the CDP or WCCP function is not enabled. 

� Pre-Connection: Select this option to enable pre-connection mode. 
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Pre-connection mode  indicates that, when  client PC sends  request to a  server, the client-end 

WOC receives  and responds  to the  request on  behalf of  the destination  server, in that  way, 

client PC  needs  not to  wait long  for the  response from  the destination  server.  This feature 

shortens the time for establishing connection as well as data transmission. 

By default,  post-connection is applied. Post-connection  is opposite to  pre-connection, which 

means the client-side  WOC does not  respond to the connecting  user on behalf  of the remote 

server but only responds after it receives response from the remote server. 

For  acceleration established  between  two Sangfor  WAN  Optimization Controllers  (WOC), 

pre-connection and  post-connection  are alternative.  For acceleration  connection  established 

between  the  Portable  Acceleration  (PACC)   client  software  and  physical  Sangfor  WOC, 

pre-connection is the only option. 

� 

� 

Auto-CIFS RST packet: Select this option and  the CIFS RST packet will be sent to both the 

client-end  and  server-end WOCs  to  disconnect  the  current  CIFS connection  when  a  new 

acceleration is established between  the two WOCs, so that new CIFS  connection can get into 

the acceleration channel and be accelerated. 

Enable  reverse  acceleration:  Select this  option  to  enable  reverse  acceleration,  and  then 

select  a   Reverse   User  that   is  configured   on  the   peer  WOC.   Generally,   acceleration 

established between two WOCs is one-way acceleration. To enable the peer WOC to establish 

acceleration connection to  the local WOC  proactively without an additional  license, you can 

enable reverse acceleration. 

HTP is a high-speed and  reliable transmission protocol based on UDP, developed  exclusively 

by SANGFOR.  It  can deal  with networks  with  high packet  loss rate  and  high latency  and 

achieve good transmission efficiency in wireless and Long-Fat-Pipe environment. 

Scenario: Branch Sets Up Acceleration Connection to HQ 

Suppose the  Sangfor WAN  Optimization Controller  (WOC)  is deployed  on the  network of  HQ 

Beijing and the WAN Optimization module is configured already. Now, another  WOC needs to be 

deployed on Hong Kong branch and set up acceleration connection to HQ Beijing WOC. 

The network topology is shown in the figure below: 
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We  provide  that   all  other  settings   are  completed.  The  following   only  focuses  on  creating 

acceleration connection, others being ignored. 

Log  in to  the  administrator console  of  the  HK WOC  and  navigate to  WAN  Optimization > 

Client > Peer WOC to create the profile, as shown in the following figure: 

Scenario 22: Enable Network Transparency Mode 

The  customer deploys  the Sangfor  WOC  in Bridge  mode, on  the  network where  a bandwidth 

management device  is deployed  at frontend of  the WOC.  Bandwidth control policies  have been 

configured on the BM device for the internal IP address. 

The network topology is as shown in the following figure: 
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Next, we  need to  ensure  that source  IP, source  port, destination  IP, destination  port of  the data 

packets keep  unchanged when they  flow through  the WOC, and  bandwidth control policies  still 

take effect. 

Log in to the administrator console  of the client-end WOC and navigate to WAN Optimization  > 

Client  >   Peer  WOC,  edit  the   related  WOC  (or   create  one)  and  select   Enable  Network 

Transparency. 

Prefetching  

Prefetching  is a  feature  that  Sangfor WAN  Optimization  Controller  (WOC) fetches  data  from 

remote server  and  save them  to Byte  Cache directory  on the  Sangfor WOC  at designated  time 

automatically, before users initiate  the request. Therefore, the first users  who ask for the data will 

obtain them  from the  local  Byte Cache  directory directly,  rather than  connecting to  the  remote 

sever. Such feature could greatly enhance user experience. 

Navigate to  WAN Optimization >  Client > Prefetching  and click the  Prefetch Time button  to 

set the time when the data from specified servers will be obtained and saved on the WOC. 

� 

� 

Days: Specifies the weekdays on which prefetching will be implemented. 

Time: Specifies the time period during which data will be fetched from the respective servers. 

Time is based on WOC system time. Please make sure that the system time of WOC is accurate. 
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To create a prefetch rule, click the New  button. 

� 

� 

Address: Specifies the server address on which the desired data are located. 

Username, Password: Configures  the username and password  required for logging in to  the 

server. 

� 

� 

Description: Describes the contents to be prefetched. 

Enable: Select this option to enable the settings on this page and this prefetch rule. 

� 

� 

HTTP and  FTP prefetching are supported.  Only login to  FTP server  requires username and 

password. 

The  address  and  file name  should  be  half-width  characters,  or  else  prefetching will  fail 

because of decoding failure. 

Scenario: Prefetch Data from FTP Server 

Suppose   acceleration  connection   between   HQ  Beijing   and  Hong   Kong   branch  has   been 

established. However, the employees at Hong Kong branch frequently download report files of the 

previous day from the FTP server of  HQ Beijing. Since the report files are large and  bandwidth is 

in great shortage, file download is very slow. 

To solve  this problem, Hong  Kong branch  enables the prefetching  feature on  the Sangfor WOC 

and set the prefetch time (early  morning every day) so that report files could be  downloaded from 

the FTP  server in  HQ Beijing. The  downloaded files  are cached  on the local  WOC and  will be 

instantly available to the employees at Hong Kong branch. 

The deployment topology is shown below: 
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We  provide  that  all other  settings  are  completed.  The  following  only focuses  on  prefetching 

settings, others being ignored. 

First of all, confirm the following information with the Beijing network administrator: 

IP address of FTP server,  username and password for logging  into the FTP server (not required  if 

authentication is not required). Suppose the IP address of the FTP server is 10.1.1.3, username and 

password for FTP download are beijing and FTP  respectively. 

Perform the following steps: 

1. 

2. 

Log  in to  the  administrator console  of  HK WOC  and  navigate to  WAN  Optimization  > 

Client  >   Prefething.   Set  the   Prefetch  Time   during  which   the   report  files   will  be 

downloaded from the specified FTP server. 

Enter the IP address of the FTP server and the username/password, as shown below: 
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Certificates  

Server Certificate  

Through  Server Certificate  page,  you can  import  the server  certificate  of  the HTTPS  server. 

Before  server  certificate  is   imported,  you  may  be  asked  to  install   the  ActiveX  control  for 

importing certificate when  visit the login  page to the WOC  administrator Web console.  Click on 

the pop-up and click the Install button, as shown below: 

Navigate to WAN  Optimization > Certificates  page to enter the  Server Certificate page. Click 

the New button to add and configure the digital server certificate, as shown in the figure below: 

The following are the attributes of a server certificate: 

� Destination IP: Specifies the IP address and port of the HTTPS server. 
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� SSL  Version:  This  option   is  intended  for  Oracle   EBS  applications.  Select  the   version 

according  to  your   specific  case.  If  Oracle   EBS  uses  digital  certificate,   both  the  WAN 

Optimization Controller (WOC) and the Oracle server should join the windows domain. 

� 

� 

Enable: Select this option to enable the server certificate. 

Import  certificate  that   contains  key:  Select  this   option,  upload  the  digital  certificate 

through the Certificate File field, and enter the certificate password. 

� Import certificate  with  separate key:  Select this  option if  the Certificate  Authority (CA) 

has issued a certificate without key to a  HTTPS server. Then import the digital certificate that 

contains  no key,  import  the private  key  through  the Private  Key  File field  and  enter  the 

certificate assword, as shown below: 

� Generate private key  and self-signed certificate: Select this option  if you want to generate 

private  key and  self-signed certificate  with  a local  CA.  Then specify  the  private key  size, 

domain name of the server, and the certificate parameters. As shown in the figure below: 

� OK: Click this button to save the settings of this server certificate. 

This function supports only the HTTPS applications that adopts SSL one-way authentication. 
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CA Certificate  

You  can import  the  root  certificate  issued  by the  Certificate  Authority  (CA)  through the  CA 

Certificate  page. 

Navigate to WAN Optimization > Certificates > CA Certificate, and click the New  button: 

Enter  name of  the  certificate,  upload  the digital  root  certificate,  select Enable  and  click  OK 

button to save the settings on this page. 

Scenario: Accelerating Access to HTTPS Server 

To accelerate the branch user’s access to  the HTTPS server in the headquarters (HQ), the network 

and WAN Optimization Controller (WOC) are deployed as follows: 

Perform the steps below to configure the HQ WOC: 

1. On the  System > Objects  > IP Group page,  create an IP  group covering the  LAN network 

segments of the headquarters. 
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2. On  the WAN  Optimization  > Server  > Policy  page  and create  an  acceleration policy  on 

HTTPS.  Select  HTTP Proxy  application  protocol  and Accelerate  SSL  option,  as  shown 

below: 

3. On the  WAN  Optimization >  Server >  Policy Group  page,  create an  acceleration policy 

group and associate it with the HTTPS acceleration policy, as shown below: 

4. On the WAN Optimization > Server > Users page, create an acceleration user  for the branch 

and associate it with the HTTPS policy group created in the previous step, as shown below: 
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5. 

6. 

Go  to  WAN  Optimization  >  Certificates  >  CA  Certificate  page,  import  the   CA root 

certificate of the HTTPS server. 

Go  to WAN  Optimization  >  Certificates >  Server  Certificate  page, import  the  HTTPS 

server certificate issued by the CA, as shown below: 

In this  scenario, the server  certificate that the  HTTPS server  acquired from the  CA contains 

no private  key, so we  select the Import Certificate  With Separate  Key option, and import 

the server certificate and the private key file. 
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Exclusion Rule  

By configuring exclusion rules,  you can exclude connections to or  from some IP address, subnets 

or network segments from the global acceleration  policy. By default, connections to or from all of 

the IP addresses are accelerated. 

Navigate to WAN Optimization > Advanced to enter the Exclusion Rule page, as shown below: 

The following are the contents included on the Exclusion Rule  page: 

� 

� 

Dynamic Exclusion Rules Status: This feature is intended for debugging only. 

Accelerate all except  those matching the  exclusion rules below: Select  this option and  all 

the data packets will be accelerated except those matching any of the exclusion rules. 

� Accelerate none  except those matching  the exclusion  rules below: Select  this option and 

no data packet will be accelerated except those matching any of the exclusion rules. 

There are  exclusion rules already built  in the Sangfor WOC  that define the  source/destination IP 

address and  some common  ports. The first  entry (source  IP 0.0.0.0, destination  IP 0.0.0.0:1720) 

indicates that data packets  sent from any IP address and  destined for any IP address on  port 1720 

will not be accelerated, but be bypassed. 

Creating Exclusion Rule  

1. Navigate to WAN Optimization > Advanced > Exclusion Rule and click the New  button. 
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2. Enter source  IP address,  destination address  and destination  port.  So that  data packets  sent 

from the  source IP address and  destined for destination  IP address on the  specified port will 

be excluded from the global acceleration policy. 

3. 

4. 

Select Enable. 

Click OK and click Save and Apply. 

Scenario: Acceleration Exclusion Rule for Specific Subnet 

Provided the  customer has  established a  VPN connection  between HQ Beijing  and Hong  Kong 

branch.  However,   it  is   required  that   only  Hong   Kong  accountants’  (on   network  segment 

192.168.30.0/24) access to Beijing server be accelerated. 

The network topology is as shown below: 

We provide that all other settings are completed. The following only focuses on creating exclusion 

policy, others being ignored. 

Perform the following steps: 

1. Log  in to  the  administrator  console  of HK  WOC  and  navigate to  WAN  Optimization  > 

Advanced >  Exclusion Rule.  Select the option  Acceleration none  except those matching 

the exclusion rules below, as shown below: 
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2. Click the New button to create a exclusion rule, as shown in the following figure: 

3. Click the OK and Save and Apply  buttons. 

If pre-connection  is  enabled, the  exclusion rule  should be  configured  on the  peer WOC  or the 

Portable  Acceleration (PACC)  client software.  If pre-connection  is  not enabled,  you can  either 

configure the exclusion rule on the local WOC or peer WOC/PACC. 
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Viewing WAN Optimization Status  

WAN optimization status is available on the home page of the Web administrator console. 

The overlaid chart in the above figure shows the overall WAN data and LAN data flow through the 

Sangfor WOC. While the table presents the top  applications that contribute the  most reduced data 

over the past 24 hours. Ranking is based on reduced data. 

To view all the acceleration connections currently established, click the Acceleration Connections 

tab: 

To view all the sessions currently established, click the Acceleration Sessions  tab: 
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Chapter 6    Bandwidth Management 

For  the data  flowing  through  the Sangfor  WAN  Optimization  Controller (WOC),  data  can  be 

categorized automatically and be blocked based  on the bandwidth channel settings and bandwidth 

control  policies configured  on  the WOC.  With  this feature,  you  can  guarantee core  enterprise 

businesses with  enough bandwidth  while use  of non-work-related  applications  are restrained  or 

totally  blocked.  Bandwidth management  feature  is  only  available  when  the  Sangfor WOC  is 

deployed in Gateway mode, Bridge mode, Double Bridge mode or Single Arm  mode. 

Application Identification  

It  is  well  known that  download  software,  such  as  BT,  Emule, etc.,  consume  a  great  deal  of 

bandwidth resources, and use of IM software, such as QQ, MSN, during office hours lowers down 

work  efficiency and  workforce  productivity.  Though company  seniors  issue  regulations or  set 

firewall to stop  their employees from using these  software tools, their efforts  are still in vain,  for 

these  software tools  are  designed  to  be able  to  shy  away  from ordinary  firewalls.  A  kind of 

solution  is  needed   badly  that  employees  are   allowed  to  access  the   Internet  but  are  under 

restrictions. 

Sangfor application identification feature  came into being for this  reason. You can set application 

identification  rules to  identify  all the  data  packets (including  P2P  traffic) flowing  through  the 

Sangfor WOC and achieve granular traffic control, by specifying  packet feature, including but not 

limited to transfer protocol, port, packet direction and data packets size.  Data packets with any the 

specified feature that are  sent from or destined for  external networks will be blocked or  bypassed 

according to the application identification  rule referenced by the associated bandwidth  channel or 

access  control policy.  For  the introduction  of  how to  configure  bandwidth channel  and  access 

control policy,  please refer  to the following  two sections,  Access Control Policy and  Bandwidth 

Channel. 

Application identification rule falls into internal rule and custom rule. The internal rules  cannot be 

exported or modified except the category, while the custom rule can be added, deleted and edited. 

If  conflict  exists between  any  custom  rule  and  internal  rule,  only one  of  them  will  take  the 

precedence, which is determined  by the rule priority setting in  Rule Priority page. You can click 

the Rule Priority button and modify the rule priority. 
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To add an application identification rule, click the New  button. 

To delete an application identification rule, select the rule and click the Delete  button. 

To  enable or  disable an  application  identification rule,  select  the rule  and  click the  Enable  or 

Disable  button. 

To  import application  identification  rules  from a  file,  click the  Import  button.  File extension 

should be ccf). 

To export the application identification rules, select the rules and click Export. 

To search for  a specific rule, enter  the keyword of a rule  name into the search  field and click the 

search icon. 

Add Application Identification Rule  

1. Navigate to Bandwidth Management > Objects to enter Custom Rule  page. 

2. Click the New button to add a new application identification rule, as shown below: 

3. Configure the following: 

� Application Category: Select or enter the application category. 
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Application: Select or enter the application name. � 

� 

� 

Description: Enter descriptive information of the application identification rule. 

Status: Select Enabled to enable this rule. 

4. 

5. 

Click the New button (above the table) to specify packet features. 

Click OK to save the settings. 

Since BT and IM software tools differ from each other and keep updating always, some application 

identification rules may get invalid for some latest versions of these software tools. SANGFOR will 

periodically update the internal rule library regularly. To ensure the internal rule to be auto-updated 

timely,  please   make  sure   that  the  Auto-Update   page  is   configured  properly,   Application 

Identification/URL Library license is valid and your Sangfor WOC is connected to the Internet. 

Intelligent Identification  

Intelligent  identification rule  identifies  P2P applications  in  clear text  or  cipher text,  encrypted 

Skype data  according  to the  Skype behaviors,  and SSL  certificate, Sangfor  VPN data  and data 

related by  proxy. Navigate to  Bandwidth Management >  Objects > Intelligent  Identification, 

and you will see the intelligent identification rules. 

� Application  identification rule  can also  identify P2P  applications,  but it  is only  limited  to 

plaintext P2P data. However,  the intelligent identification rule P2P Action  can identify both 

plaintext and encrypted P2P data. 

� Skype data are also encrypted.  To filter Skype data, you need to enable  the Skype  intelligent 

identification rule. 
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URL Group  

URL group needs  to be  associated with access  control policy and  bandwidth channel  to achieve 

URL filtering and bandwidth management. 

Sangfor WOC  is built in  with some  URL groups when it  is delivered  from the factory.  You can 

also add new URL into the URL library. 

Navigate to Bandwidth Management > Objects > URL Group to enter the following page: 

The following are the contents included on the URL Group  page: 

� 

� 

� 

Expiry Date of  Update Service: Indicates the date on  which update service for URL library 

will expire. 

Current  URL Library  Released At:  Indicates  the  time when  the  current URL  library  is 

released to public. 

URL Library File: Click the  Browse button to select the URL library  file from the local PC 

and then  click Upload  to update  the current  URLs manually  if your  Sangfor  WOC cannot 

connect to the Internet. 

� Enter URL to Look Up Its Category: Enter  a domain name and click the Go button to  look 

up  what   category  does   the  URL   belongs  to   in  the   URL  library.  For   instance,  enter 

www.sina.com and click Go, and the search result shows News. 

To add a new URL group, click the New  button. 
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� 

� 

� 

� 

Name: Enter a name for the URL group. 

Description: Enter descriptive information for the URL group. 

URL: Enter the URL address(es). Wildcard character is supported. 

Domain Name Keyword:  If this field is configured, the  URL group will be matched  in case 

the domain name keyword is included in the URL address. 

Up to  100 URL groups (internal and  custom URL groups) are  supported. As to  the custom URL 

groups, you can have  as many as 10 URL groups enabled at  the same time. Multiple URL groups 

can be disabled as well. 

File Type Group  

File type group needs to be associated with access control policy to control HTTP/FTP upload and 

download  and   bandwidth  channel   to  control   the  upload   and  download   bandwidth  of   the 

configured file types (in the file type group). 

Sangfor WOC is built in  with file type groups when it  is delivered from the factory. You can  also 

add new file type group. 

To  add a  new  file  type  group, navigate  to  Bandwidth  Management >  Objects  >  File Type 

Group and click the New  button. 
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� 

� 

� 

Name: Defines the name of the new file type group. 

Description: Gives a brief description to this file type group. 

File Extension: Configures the extension of file type, one entry per row. 

A file type cannot be included in two groups. 

User Group  

Users in  internal network  can be  divided and  included in a  user group,  based the  IP address  or 

MAC address. To add a new  user group, navigate to Bandwidth Management > Objects  >  User 

Group and click the New  button. 
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As shown on the above page, you create user group based on IP address or MAC address. 

The IP address  can be single  IP address, IP range  and subnet; MAC  address can be  single MAC 

address and  MAC range. IP  address and MAC  address are with  OR logic, which  means, if  data 

packet  matches either  IP  address or  MAC  address of  this  user group,  the  related user  will  be 

regarded as a user in this user group and may match the policies associated with this user group. 

If there is a  layer 3 switch in the  local area network, the MAC address  contained in the header of 

the data packet will be the MAC address of the layer 3  switch. In that case, you need to add a user 

group based on IP address, for the MAC address will NOT take effect then. 

Scenario: Creating User Group 

The network topology is as shown in the figure below: 

To  add  the  following   three  user  groups,  Finance  Department   (192.168.0.0/24),  Managers 

(192.168.1.100, 192.168.2.100, 192.168.3.100 and 192.168.4.100) and General Staff (all other  IP 

addresses), perform the following steps: 

1. Go to  Bandwidth Management  > Objects  > User  Group and  create a  user group  named 

Finance Department. 
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2. Create a user group named Managers. 

3. Create a user group named General Staff, as shown below: 
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While creating  a new  user group, please  note that an  IP address  or MAC address  can belong  to 

several user  groups. If you  want to distinguish  some users from  a subnet, a  user group covering 

most of IP addresses of the subnet must be composed of some shorter ranges of IP addresses. 
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Access Control Policy  

An  access  control  policy specifies  the  Internet  access  privilege  of  LAN  users,  such as  what 

applications, services and URLs are accessible, which  types of files are allowed to be uploaded or 

downloaded, etc. 

To have  an access control  policy take effect, you  need to associate  it with some  user group.  For 

information about user group, please refer to the above section. 

Creating Access Control Policy  

1. 

2. 

Navigate to Bandwidth Management  > Access Control to enter  the Access Control Policy 

page. 

Click the New button to add a new access control policy. 

3. Configure the following: 
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� Create: Select One  policy or Multiple  policies to create one  or multiple policies  based 

on the  settings  on the  current page.  If Multiple  policies is  selected, you  need  to enter 

more than one entries in the Policy Name(s)  field. 

� 

� 

� 

Policy Name: Enter name for the access control policy (policies) you want to create. 

Description: Enter descriptive information for the access control policy. 

Expiry Date:  Specify on which date  the access control  policy will expire. You  can also 

select Never expire to set the valid period of the policy as infinite. 

� 

� 

Status: Select Enabled to enable the policy, otherwise, the policy will never take effect. 

User Group: Select  the user group  to which the  access control policy is  applied, All  or 

Specified. If  Specified  is selected,  you need  to select  the  desired user  group from  the 

Available textbox and move them to the Selected  textbox. 

4. Specify the application, services, proxy types on Access Control  tab. 

The applications  on Access  Control >  Application  tab come  from the  internal application 

identification library and custom application identification rules. Data  packet flowing through 

the Sangfor  WOC will be  inspected and analyzed  based on  the packet feature.  If it matches 

any of the application entries, it may be allowed or denied according to the specified action. 

The services in Access Control > Service come from the applications predefined in System  > 

Objects > Applications,  while destination IP addresses  come from the IP  groups predefined 

in  System >  Objects  >  IP Group.  Data  packets flowing  through  the  Sangfor WOC  will 

inspected and analyzed based on  the packet feature. If it matches any  of the service entries, it 

may be allowed or denied according to the specified action. 

On Access  Control  > Advanced  tab, you  can decide  whether  to allow  users to  use proxy 

server (HTTP  proxy and  SOCK proxy)  in public networks  or certain  ports. If  use of  proxy 

server is allowed, the users will shy away from Sangfor WOC. 

5. Specify URL categories and file types on Web Filter  tab. 
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The URL categories on Web Filter  > URL Filter tab come from the URL groups  predefined 

in Bandwidth Management >  Objects > URL Group. Select the  action Deny, and you can 

prevent  the  associated  LAN users  from  using  HTTP  GET  or HTTP  POST  to  access  the 

websites that are categorized into that URL category. 

Sangfor WOC  is integrated with  a bunch  of URL groups.  To update the  URL groups in  the 

URL library,  you need  to purchase the  Application Identification/URL Library  license or 

add URL groups by yourself. 

Different from  the  Web Filter  > URL  Filter >  Basic tab  that includes  rules filtering  web 

browsing  behaviors, Web  Filter >  URL  Filter >  Advanced tab  includes  rules restraining 

user’s HTTP POST behaviors. In other words,  if you want to allow users to  browse a website 

but cannot write post at the  website, configure a URL filter rule in Web Filter > URL Filter  > 

Advanced. 

By configuring  file type  filter rule, you  can prevent  users from uploading  and downloading 

certain types  of files  through HTTP/FTP  from any website  except the  whitelisted websites. 

The available  file types are  predefined in Bandwidth  Management >  Objects > File  Type 

Group. 
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6. Specify number of concurrent sessions that an IP address can keep in a connection. 

On Flow  > Connection  tab, you can  enable and  set the  maximum number of  sessions of  a 

single IP can  keep with the  external networks. If  number of concurrent  sessions exceeds the 

maximum, the excessive sessions will be disconnected. 

Scenario: Creating Access Control Policy for Specific Users 

The requirements are as follows: 

a.) Finance Department:  Deny these employees  to access  the Internet but  allow their access  to 

the Intranet of the Headquarters (172.16.0.0/16). 

b.)    General Staff:  Allow  these  employees  to  access  the  Internet  but  deny  them to  use  P2P 

download tools; each user can have maximum 300 concurrent sessions. 

c.) Managers: Allow these employees to access the Internet. 

Perform the following steps: 

1. Go to System  > Objects > IP Group and  click the New button  to create an IP group, which 

covers the hosts at the head office. 
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2. Go to Bandwidth Management > Access Control > Policy to create an access control policy 

named Finance Department; select the user  group Finance Department (suppose the group 

has been created), as shown below: 

3. Configure a rule to deny the user group Finance Department to access the Internet, as shown 

below: 
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Internet behaviors  of the  users in  a  group can  only be  distinguished based  on IP  addresses 

instead of  their behaviors. For  instance, they may  use the ping  command, browse  webpage, 

access FTP server or even video when accessing the head office and  public networks. For this 

reason, Service rules have to be configured to control their access to specific services. 

4. Configure an access  control policy named General  Staff, and select the  user group  General 

Staff (suppose the group has been created), as shown below: 

5. Configure  a rule  to deny  the user  group  General Staff  to use  the  P2P download  tools, as 

shown below: 
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6. Click  on  Flow >  Connection  tab  and enable  sessions  control  and  configure Concurrent 

Sessions Per IP to 300, as shown below: 

7. Create an access control policy named Managers and configures no rule. 
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Bandwidth Control  

Control  over bandwidth  is achieved  by  building bandwidth  channels  to restrain  the  amount of 

bandwidth  that can  be  occupied by  specific  applications  and users.  It,  however, can  be  either 

minimum   amount  of   bandwidth   (assured  bandwidth)   or   maximum  amount   of   bandwidth 

(maximum bandwidth) that is available to the associated users. The use of  assured bandwidth is to 

guarantee  enough   bandwidth  is  available   to  some  key  applications.   The  use  of   maximum 

bandwidth  is  to  set  upper  bandwidth  limits  for  less  important  applications  or  users,  so  that 

majority of bandwidth is not occupied by non-work-related applications. 

Some Basic Concepts 

Bandwidth  channel: We  divide the  total  bandwidth into  many uneven  portions  in proportion, 

based  on  application,  source  and  destination. Each  portion  is  taken  as  a  bandwidth  channel, 

Assured Channel or Limited Channel. 

Limited  channel: Defines  the maximum  amount of  bandwidth  the associated  applications and 

users can use.  Even when the network  is busy, the bandwidth  assigned to this channel will  be no 

more than the preset maximum amount. 

Assured  channel:  In  addition   to  defining  the  maximum  amount   of  bandwidth,  an  assured 

bandwidth channel also specifies the minimum  amount of bandwidth (assured) that is available to 

the  associated  applications  and  users.  Even  when  the  network  is  busy,  this  channel  will  be 

assigned no less  than the minimum amount  of bandwidth and  no more than the  preset maximum 

amount. 

Virtual line:  Virtual line is  applicable to  Sangfor WOC deployed  in Bridge  mode. The truth  is 

that Internet line is split into several lines virtually and allocates a  portion of its total bandwidth to 
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each virtual line.  These virtual lines then  are associated with bandwidth channels  that play a role 

of restraining bandwidth of specific applications and users. 

Priority: If the bandwidth control feature is enabled, the data  packet going through the WOC will 

try to  match a  bandwidth channel,  according to the  packet features.  If satisfied,  the data packet 

will match  the bandwidth  channel. A same  data packet  can match only  one bandwidth  channel. 

Since the bandwidth  channels are been  matched from top to  bottom, you should  better move the 

bandwidth channels with  more detailed and specific  features to the top  of the bandwidth channel 

list. 

Virtual Line  

Under Bridge mode, all the data packets are taken as data of a same link from the viewpoint of the 

Sangfor WOC, no matter  how many Internet lines the frontend device  is connected to, or whether 

Sangfor  WOC is  in  Double  Bridge mode  and  has two  egresses.  What’s  more, the  bandwidth 

control is only  specific for all  Internet lines as a  whole. Therefore, if  you want to distinguish  the 

links in  granular bandwidth management,  you need  create virtual lines  and associate  virtual line 

with bandwidth channel. 

For example, if  there is only one  virtual line (Line 1)  configured in Bandwidth  Management  > 

Bandwidth Control > Virtual Line > Bandwidth, the Outbound and Inbound bandwidth of the 

Line 1 should be  the total of all the  Internet lines (provided that the frontend  device is connected 

to several  Internet lines, or  the WOC  is in Double  Bridge with multiple  egresses). In  that case, 

you cannot accomplish  bandwidth control over the  multiple Internet lines unless another  or more 

virtual lines are added. 

To  import or  export virtual  lines,  click the  Import/Export tab  and  perform the  corresponding 

operations. The file that contains virtual line information should be ini  file. 

Creating Virtual Line  

Suppose the Sangfor WOC is deployed in Bridge mode, and  the firewall has two egresses, Line 1 

(10Mb/s)  and  Line   2  (4Mb/s).  Routing  policies  on   the  firewall  are:  202.96.0.0/24---Line1, 

58.251.0.0/24----Line2. 

The network deployment is as shown in the following figure: 
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To achieve  bandwidth control over P2P  traffic on the  two Internet lines,  that P2P traffic on  each 

Internet line should not occupy more than 20% of total bandwidth, perform the following steps: 

1. Go to the Bandwidth Management > Bandwidth  Control > Virtual Lines > Bandwidth  to 

add two virtual lines representing the two physical Internet lines respectively, one line 10Mb/s 

and the other line 4Mb/s (the actual bandwidth of the two Internet lines), as shown below: 

2. Go to the Bandwidth Management >  Bandwidth Control > Virtual Lines > Virtual Lines 

and click the New button to configure the two virtual lines. 

To configure rule  for virtual line  is to have the  data go to different  virtual lines according  to 

the  line selection  rule, and  to  have the  virtual  lines and  external  lines be  well  associated. 

Generally, the frontend device  is configured with line selection rule; therefore,  you need only 

to configure the virtual line rule with the frontend device’s route settings. Just follow the route 

settings on  the firewall  to configure  the virtual  line rule. In  this scenario,  since the  data on 

Line 1 are forwarded to 202.96.0.0/24, we configure Line 1 as follows. 
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� 

� 

Internal IP: Configures the source IP address and source port of the data packets. 

External  IP:  Configures  the  destination  IP  address  and  destination  port of  the  data 

packet. 

� 

� 

Protocol: Specifies the transfer protocol. 

Physical Interface: Configures the bridge pair that forwards the matching data packet (in 

multi-bridge mode). 

� Egress Line: Configures a virtual  line on which the packets will transmitted  if the above 

four conditions are satisfied. 

3. Repeat the above  steps to configure another  virtual line, Line 2,  so that the virtual  line rules 

exactly the same as the routing rules on the firewall device. 

The virtual lines on Virtual Lines tab are matched from top to button. 
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Bandwidth Channel  

Bandwidth channel falls into assured bandwidth channel and limited bandwidth channel. 

Creating Assured Bandwidth Channel  

Assured  channel  can  guarantee  the  normal running  of  some  key  applications.  In  addition  to 

defining  the  maximum  amount  of bandwidth,  you  can  also  specify  the  minimum  amount  of 

bandwidth (assured) that is available to the applications and users.  Even when the network is busy, 

this channel  will be assigned  no less than  the minimum amount  of bandwidth and  no more than 

the preset maximum amount. 

Provided that a company have a leased line (10Mb/s), to ensure members in Finance Department 

with bandwidth no less than 2Mb/s to access to the remote HQ even when the network is busy, yet 

transfer rate is no more than 5Mb/s, perform the following steps: 

1. Navigate to Bandwidth Management > Bandwidth Control > Virtual Lines > Bandwidth, 

to add a virtual lines and the bandwidth is 10 Mb/s, as shown below: 

2. 

3. 

Navigate  to Bandwidth  Management  >  Bandwidth Control  >  Bandwidth Channels  to 

enable bandwidth control. 

On Bandwidth  Channels  page,  click  New  to  configure  an  assured  bandwidth  channel 

named Finance Department, as shown below: 
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� Channel Name: Enter name  for the bandwidth channels. Multiple  names supported, one 

entry per row, and each  name cannot exceed 96 characters. In  this scenario, it is  Finance 

Department. 

� 

� 

Application: Configures the specific applications applied to this bandwidth channel. 

Applicable User: Configures the  valid users and user groups. You can  select All to have 

all the  users and  groups applied  to this  policy, or  select Specified  to have  some of the 

users or user groups  applied to this policy. In  this scenario, it is the  members in  Finance 

Department.   If  you   have  not   added   the  members   into  the   user   group  Finance 

Department, go to  Bandwidth Management >  Objects > User Group  to add the user 

group. 

� Channel Type: Configured the type of bandwidth channel, Assured Channel or  Limited 

Channel.  In  this  scenario, we  need  to  create  Assured  channel,  the members  of  the 

Finance Department need to be assured with at least 2Mb/s yet not more than 5Mb/s. 
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Assured Outbound  Bandwidth and Assured  Inbound Bandwidth  are 20%, and   Max 

Outbound Bandwidth  and Max  Inbound Bandwidth ratio  are 50%,  because the total 

bandwidth is 10Mb/s, assured bandwidth is 2Mb/s and maximum bandwidth is 5Mb/s. 

� 

� 

Priority:  Options  are  High, Medium  and  Low.  The  bandwidth  channel  with  higher 

priority is preferred to be assigned with idle bandwidth (from other bandwidth channels). 

Channel  Bandwidth  Assignment:  Configures   the  bandwidth  for  the  users  and  the 

specific service/application that apply to this bandwidth chancel (policy). The only option 

is Assign  evenly  by IP.  Please  note that  the user  indicates the  user  who is  producing 

traffic  on  this   channel,  excluding  the  users  that   apply  to  this  channel  but   are  not 

producing any traffic. 

� Max  Bandwidth Per  IP:  Click  the Enable  option  and  configure the  Outbound  and 

Inbound bandwidth. In this  scenario, it does not require such  bandwidth limit, therefore, 

there is no need to select and configure this option. 

� 

� 

� 

Schedule: Configures the time period during which this bandwidth channel will be valid. 

Virtual Line: Configures the virtual line to which this bandwidth channel applies. 

Destination  IP Group: Configures  the destination  IP address  to  which this  bandwidth 

channel applies. 

4. Click the Save  button. 

� The ratio sum of the assured  bandwidth ratio might be over 100%. When it is  over 100%, the 

assured bandwidth of  each channel will reduce  according to the  proportions. For example, if 

we configure  two channels, Line  1 is assured  with 30% and  Line2 is assured  with 90%, the 

bandwidth  actually  allocated  to  Line1  is  30/(90+30)%,  that  is,  25%,  and  the  bandwidth 

actually allocated to Line2 is 90/(90+30)%, that is, 75%. 

� Channel with higher  priority would preferentially use  the idle bandwidth  of other bandwidth 

channels. 

Creating Limited Bandwidth Channel  

Limited channel defines the maximum amount of  bandwidth the associated applications and users 

can use. Even  when the network is  busy, the bandwidth assigned  to this channel will be  no more 

than the preset maximum amount. 

Provided that  a company have  a leased line  (10Mb/s), to  keep P2P traffic  by the managers  who 

often  use  download  software  (such  as  Thunder)  to  occupy  no  more  than  2Mb/s  and  not  to 

influence businesses of other departments, perform the following steps: 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

Navigate to Bandwidth Management > Bandwidth Control > Virtual Lines > Bandwidth, 

to add a virtual lines and the bandwidth is 10 Mb/s. 

Navigate  to Bandwidth  Management  >  Bandwidth Control  >  Bandwidth Channels  to 

enable bandwidth control. 

On Bandwidth  Channels page, click New  to configure a  limited bandwidth channel  named 

Managers, as shown below: 

� 

� 

Channel Name: Enter name  for the bandwidth channels. Multiple  names supported, one 

entry per  row and each  name cannot exceed  96 characters. In  this scenario, the  name is 

Managers. 

Application: Configures  the specific  applications applied to  this bandwidth  channel. In 

this  scenario,   it  should   be  Download  Tool/All,   P2P/All,  P2P  Stream   Media/All, 

Streaming Media/All.  What is  more,  you can  select Website  Type or  File Type.  The 

former helps  to filter the  access to specific  type of websites,  and the later  helps to filter 

file downloaded using HTTP and FTP. 
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� 

� 

Applicable User:  Configures the valid  users and groups.  You can select  All to have  all 

the users  and user groups  applied to this policy,  or select Specified  to have some  of the 

users  or  user  groups   applied  to  this  policy.  In   this  scenario,  it  is  the  members   in 

Managers.  If you  have  not added  the  members into  the  user group  Managers,  go to 

Bandwidth Management > Objects > User Group to add the user group. 

Channel Type: Configures the type of bandwidth channel, Assured Channel or  Limited 

Channel. In  this scenario,  we need  to create  Limited channel, to  assign no  more than 

2Mb/s to the user group Managers to use P2P applications. 

Max  Outbound   Bandwidth  and   Max  Inbound   Bandwidth  is   20%  of   the  total 

bandwidth. 

� 

� 

Channel  Bandwidth  Assignment:  Configures   the  bandwidth  for  the  users  and  the 

specific  application  that  apply to  this  bandwidth  chancel.  The  only  option is  Assign 

evenly  by  IP.  Please  note  that  the  users  include  only  the  applicable  users  who are 

producing traffic on this channel. 

Max  Bandwidth Per  IP:  Click  the Enable  option  and  configure the  Outbound  and 

Inbound bandwidth. In this  scenario, it does not require such  bandwidth limit, therefore, 

we do not need to select and configure this option. 

� 

� 

� 

Schedule: Configures the time period during which this bandwidth channel will be valid. 

Virtual Line: Configures the virtual line to which this bandwidth channel applies. 

Destination  IP Group: Configures  the destination  IP address  to  which this  bandwidth 

channel applies. 

5. Click the Save  button. 

Creating Bandwidth Control Exclusion Rule  

Exclusion rule works in the situation that some data do not need any bandwidth control. 

For instance,  if the  Sangfor WOC  is deployed  in Bridge  mode  and some  servers is  located on 

DMZ, requests  sent to these servers  from the internal  users do not  need to go  through the WOC 

nor across the  Wide Area Network (WAN),  and therefore bandwidth control does  not need apply 

to such  data traffic.  To exclude such  data from  global bandwidth channels,  you can  configure a 

corresponding exclusion rule. 

Provided  that  the  Sangfor  WOC works  in  Bridge  mode  and  some  servers  (IP  addresses  are 

192.168.3.3,  192.168.3.5, 192.168.3.10)  are  in DMZ,  to  have  the  access data  to  these servers 

excluded from the existing bandwidth channels, perform the steps below: 

1. Navigate to  System > Objects  > IP Group page  and click New  to add the  IP group named 

Server that  includes the  server  IP addresses  192.168.3.3, 192.168.3.5  and 192.168.3.10,  as 

shown below: 
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2. Navigate  to  Bandwidth Management  >  Bandwidth  Control  > Bandwidth  Channels  > 

Exclusion Rules and click the New button to add an exclusion rule named Server. 

3. Configure the following contents on the above page. 

� 

� 

Rule Name: Enter a name for the exclusion rule. In this scenario, the name is Server. 

Application Category: Select the  application category which you  want to exclude from 

the existing bandwidth channels. 

� Destination  IP: Select  the IP  group.  In this  scenario,  it is  Server. Packets  sent  to or 

coming  from  the  addresses  in  this  IP  group  will  shy  away  from  limitations  by  the 

bandwidth channels. 

4. Click the Save  button. 
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Viewing Bandwidth Usage  

The  graphs in  the above  screenshot  shows the  outbound  and inbound  bandwidth  usage the  on 

specified bandwidth channel and virtual line over the past 5 minutes. 

To view  detailed traffic  status of a  bandwidth channel,  click the  Trends link in  the  Bandwidth 

Management table, as shown below: 

To  view  the  number  of  total  and  dropped  packets  and  queue  length  information  on  certain 

bandwidth channel, click the name in the Bandwidth Channel  table. 

To view the active applications or users on a bandwidth channel, click the number link on Apps  or 

Users column in the Bandwidth Channel  table. 

To view the connections  established over a bandwidth channel,  click the Connections link in  the 

Bandwidth Channel table and enter into the Connections tab, as shown in the following figure: 
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To view the most active  application categories, applications and users in  specified direction or on 

certain network  interface over  the past  5 minutes  or at  real time,  go to  Bandwidth Monitor   > 

Flow Rankings > Last 5 Minutes or Top Applications and Top Users tab respectively. 

All unrecognizable traffic is categorized into Unknown and VPN traffic into VPN. 

To view data traffic on certain network interface, go to Bandwidth Monitor > Throughput  tab: 
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Troubleshooting  

Troubleshooting feature  enables  you to  check in  which stage  a data  packet  is denied,  for what 

reason, and to quickly find and correct the configuration mistakes made on certain module. 

Navigate to Bandwidth Management > Troubleshooting to enter the Troubleshooting  page: 

Select Options and the filtering criteria appear. The following are the filtering criteria: 

� IP  Address:  Specify the  IP  addresses  so  that  the  packets  sent  to  or coming  from  these 

addresses will be  dropped and referred to  in the Packet Drop  List. By default, All  (network 

segments) is selected. 

� 

� 

� 

Protocol Type: Specify the transfer protocol so that matching packets will be dropped. 

Port: Specify the port so that matching packets will be dropped. 

Enable  Drop List  Only:  Click this  button  to enable  the  Packet  Drop List.  In  that case, 

access control  policy still takes  effect normally, and packets  that are expected  to be rejected 

will be  dropped. You can  view information of  the dropped data  packets by clicking  the link 

View Packet Drop List. To refresh the packet drop list, press the F5  key. 

� 

� 

Enable Drop List and Bypass: Click this button to enable the packet  drop list and bypass. In 

that case, the access control policy becomes  invalid, even the data packets that expected to be 

dropped will pass through  the Sangfor WOC. However, you  can still view the information of 

the  data packets  that  should be  dropped  (but bypassed)  by clicking  the  link View  Packet 

Drop List. To refresh the packet drop list, press the F5  key. 

Close Drop List: Click this button to disable the packet drop list and bypass. 
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Proxy Server  

It turns out that majority of the firewall features on Sangfor WAN Optimization Controller (WOC) 

will become invalid  if internal users  use proxy tools to  access the Internet, for  firewall allows or 

rejects connection only based on destination IP address and port of the data packet. 

To  have  the  firewall  work  in  that  situation,  you  need  add  the  proxy server  IP  addresses  in 

Bandwidth Management  > Advanced >  Proxy Server,  so that the  Sangfor WOC can  identify 

the  data forwarded  to those  proxy servers,  tell  the real  destination IP  addresses and  ports,  and 

apply the rule to those IP addresses and ports accordingly. 

Excluded IP  

Packet  whose  source  or   destination  is  in  any  of   the  excluded  IP  addresses  in  Bandwidth 

Management >  Advanced >  Excluded IP  will pass  through the  Sangfor WOC,  without being 

monitored or being controlled by the WOC. 
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Internal Rule Auto Update  

The auto update  settings in Bandwidth Management  > Advanced > Auto  Update are intended 

for the update of the internal application identification rule and URL library, as shown below: 

The following are the contents included on the Auto Update  page: 

� Library Update:  Select the  checkbox under Enabled,  so that  the internal URL  library and 

application identification  rules can  be updated  automatically. You  can also  click Update   to 

update  immediately the  library  if  it  has not  expired  or  click  Roll Back  to  restore  to  the 

previous version of library. 

� Proxy  Server:  To   update  the  internal   URL  library  and  application  identification   rules 

regularly automatically,  you need  to  ensure that  the Sangfor  WAN Optimization  Controller 

(WOC)  can  connect  to the  Internet.  If  the  Sangfor  WOC  cannot  connect  to the  Internet 

directly and  needs HTTP proxy,  select and  configure the HTTP  proxy server,  among which 

proxy  server IP  address  and port  are  required. If  the  proxy server  requires  authentication, 

select Require authentication and configure the Username and Password  fields. 

� Update  Server:  To  ensure  update   speed,  select  an  update  server  that  receives   Internet 

services from the same ISP as the Sangfor WOC. 
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Chapter 7    Firewall 

The  Sangfor   WAN  Optimization   Controller  (WOC),   integrated  the   enterprise-level  stateful 

firewall  with  high  availability,   can  protect  enterprise  network  against   attacks  initiated  from 

Internet or other external networks connected through VPN. 

What  is  more,  the  built-in  anti-DoS  feature  defend  Sangfor  WOC against  DoS  attacks  from 

extranet as well as inside the intranet. 

Configuring Source NAT Rule  

SNAT is Source Network Address  Translation in short. A source NAT rule can convert  the source 

IP addresses of the  outgoing packets forwarded to external  networks by the Sangfor WOC.  There 

is no built-in source NAT rule on Sangfor WOC. You need to add SNAT rule manually. 

Provided that  a network segment  of the local  area network  is 192.168.1.0/24, to  proxy the LAN 

users on  this network segment  to the  Internet, perform the  following steps  to add a  source NAT 

rule: 

1. Navigate  to  Firewall  >  NAT to  enter  the  SNAT  Rule  page.  Click  the  New  button  and 

configure the rule, as shown in the figure below: 

� Status: Select Enabled to enable this source NAT rule. 
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Rule Name: Specifies name of the source NAT rule. � 

� Egress  Interface: Select  a  network interface  of  the Sangfor  WOC.  Data packets  sent 

through this  network interface may  match this SNAT  rule. In this  scenario, it  should be 

Any. 

� 

� 

Source Address:  Specifies  the source  IP address.  If  the source  IP address  in  the data 

packet is  as specified,  it may  match this  rule. In  this scenario,  the source  IP address is 

192.168.1.0 and subnet mask is 255.255.255.0. 

Translate Source To: Specifies the public  IP address to which the source IP address  will 

be  translated. You  can  select WAN  Interface  IP, which  means the  IP  address of  any 

WAN interface of the Sangfor WOC, or specify an IP address or IP range. 

2. Select the option  Advanced Options to expand  more settings, such  as Destination Address 

and Protocol, as shown below: 

� 

� 

Destination Address: Specifies the  destination IP address. Only when  the destination IP 

address in  the data packet  is as specified  may the source  IP address be  translated to the 

specified public IP address. 

Protocol: Select  the transfer  protocol. Only  when transfer  protocol is as  specified may 

the source IP address be translated to the specified public IP address. 

3. Click the Save and Apply  button. 

Configuring Destination NAT Rule  

DNAT is  Destination Network  Address Translation  in short. A destination NAT rule can convert 

the destination IP addresses of the incoming packets forwarded to internal network by  the Sangfor 
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WOC. There is no  built-in destination  NAT rule  on Sangfor WOC.  You need to add  DNAT rule 

manually. 

Provided that  a server  (IP address:  192.168.1.100) on  local area  network needs to  provide Web 

services for external  networks on port 80,  to achieve application delivery, follow  the steps below 

to configure a destination NAT rule: 

1. Navigate to Firewall > Firewall Rules to add a new firewall  rule, which allows Web services. 

For detailed guide, Please refer to the following section Creating Firewall Rule. 

2. Navigate to  Firewall >  NAT >  DNAT Rules page  and click  the New  button to  add a  new 

DNAT rule, as shown in the figure below: 

� 

� 

� 

Status: Select Enabled to enable this destination NAT rule. 

Rule Name: Specifies name of the destination NAT rule. 

Ingress  Interface:   Select  a  network  interface   of  the  Sangfor   WOC.  Data  packets 

received on this  network interface may match this  DNAT rule. In this  scenario, it should 

be a WAN interface. 

� 

� 

Protocol: Select the transfer  protocol. In this scenario, it should  be TCP and source port 

be 0 and destination port be 80. 

Translate Destination  To:  Specifies the  public IP  address to  which  the destination  IP 

address will be translated.  You can select IP of Interface and  select a WAN interface, or 

specify an IP  address or IP range. In  this scenario, the address  is 192.168.1.100 and port 

is 80. 

� Source Address:  Specifies  the source  IP address.  If  the source  IP address  in  the data 

packet is  as specified,  it may  match this  rule. In  this scenario,  the source  IP address is 

192.168.1.0 and subnet mask is 255.255.255.0. 
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3. Select the  option Advanced Options  to expand more settings,  such as  Source Address  and 

Destination Address, as shown below: 

� 

� 

Source Address: Specifies the source IP address. Only when  the source IP address in the 

data packet is as specified may the  destination IP address be translated to the specified IP 

address. 

Destination Address: Specifies the  destination IP address. Only when  the destination IP 

address in the  data packet is  as specified may the  destination IP address  be translated to 

the specified IP address. 

4. Click the Save and Apply  button. 

For  the  destination  NAT  rule  configured   for  internal  hosts  to  provide  services  for   external 

networks, those internal hosts  must take the Sangfor WOC  as the gateway or ultimate gateway to 

the Internet. Otherwise, the DNAT rule will not take effect. 

Creating Firewall Rule  

The Sangfor  WAN Optimization  Controller (WOC)  is integrated  with stateful  inspection packet 

filtering technology,  which helps to  filter data packets during  a specified time  schedule based on 

protocol, source IP address and destination IP address. 

The firewall rules cover the rules applied to access to the  local Sangfor WOC, and rules applied to 
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access among the LAN, DMZ, WAN and VPN interfaces. 

Perform the following steps to add a firewall rule: 

1. Navigate to Firewall > Firewall Rules. 

2. Click the New button to add a new rule, as shown below: 

� 

� 

� 

� 

Rule Name, Description: Enter a name for the rule. 

Description: Enter descriptive information for the rule. 

Sequence Number: Configures the position of this firewall rule in the rule table. 

Action: Specifies the action to be taken if packets match the criteria of the firewall rule. 
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� 

� 

Application:  Select the  application  to  which this  firewall  rule  applies. The  available 

applications are  predefined in System  > Objects  > Application. You  can click Add   to 

add a new application (please refer to the section Creating Application in Chapter 3). 

Source IP: Select  the source IP group  of the packets to which  this firewall rule applies. 

The IP groups  available here are predefined  in System > Objects >  IP Group. You can 

click  Add  to add  a  new  IP  group  (please refer  to  the  section  Creating  IP Group  in 

Chapter 3). 

� Destination IP: Select the  destination IP group of the packets to which  this firewall rule 

applies. The  IP groups available here  are predefined in System  > Objects >  IP Group. 

You can click Add  to add a new  IP group (please refer to  the section Creating IP Group 

in Chapter 3). 

� 

� 

Valid Time: Select a  schedule during which this firewall  rule is in effect. The schedules 

available here  are predefined  in System >  Objects >  Schedule (please  refer to section 

Creating Schedule in Chapter 3). 

Direction:   Select  the   data   forwarding  direction.   The   following   are  the   possible 

directions: 

LAN<->DMZ:  Data  access  between  the   LAN  interface  and  DMZ  interface  of  the 

Sangfor WOC. 

DMZ<->WAN:  Data  access  between  the  DMZ  interface  and  WAN  interface of  the 

Sangfor WOC. 

WAN<->LAN:  Data  access  between  the  WAN   interface  and  LAN  interface  of  the 

Sangfor WOC. 

VPN<->LAN: Data access between the VPN interface and LAN interface of  the Sangfor 

device. There are six  filter rules built in each Sangfor device,  which allow all TCP, UDP 

and ICMP  data from VPN  interface to  LAN interface and  from LAN interface  to VPN 

interface. 

VPN<->WAN:  Data  access  between  the   VPN  interface  and  WAN  interface  of  the 

Sangfor WOC. If the peer Sangfor WOC has configured a tunnel route to access the local 

Sangfor WOC or  access Internet through the local  Sangfor WOC, to control the Internet 

access of  the peer, you  can configure the firewall  rules with VPN<->WAN  direction on 

the local Sangfor WOC. 

VPN<->DMZ:  Data  access  between   the  VPN  interface  and  DMZ  interface   of  the 

Sangfor WOC. 

� 

� 

Enable rule: Select it to enable the current firewall rule. 

Archive logs: Select it to achieve the firewall rule event if the data  packets matching this 

firewall rule  go through  the Sangfor WOC.  We recommend  you deselect this  option to 

for fear of generating massive logs. 

3. Click Save to save the settings. 
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Anti-DoS  

The firewall shoulders  the responsibilities of protecting the  local area network (LAN) from  being 

attacked by  external users. However,  apart from outside attacks,  attacks from the  LAN may also 

bring  the  security issues.  For  instance,  it  often  happens  that  a  virus-infected  computer sends 

massive data packets to the gateway, which may result in bandwidth congestion or gateway crash. 

The anti-DOS feature built in the Sangfor WOC can effectively solve  this issue. It can monitor the 

number of  data packets sent from  a certain IP  address to the  gateway. When the  number reaches 

the threshold specified, the  requests will be regarded as DoS attack  and IP address will locked for 

a certain period of time. 

Navigate to Firewall > Anti-DoS to enter the Anti-DoS page, as shown below: 

The following are the contents included on the Anti-DoS  page: 

� 

� 

Enable Anti-DoS: Select this option to enabled anti-DoS feature. 

Max  TCP  connections  an  IP  initiates   in  a  minute:  Specifies  the  maximum   of  TCP 

connections that each IP address is allowed to initiate to the same port of  an IP address in one 

minute. If the threshold here is reached, the IP address will be locked for a specified period. 

� Max SYN packets sent by a  host in a minute: Specifies the maximum of SYN packets  that 

each  host is  allowed to  send in  one  minute. If  the threshold  here  is reached,  the IP/MAC 

address will be locked for a specified period. 

� 

� 

Once attack is detected, lock host  for (minute): Specifies the period that the attacking host 

will be locked after the attack is detected. 

Internal Subnets: Indicates the subnets in the  local area network that can access the Internet 
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through the Sangfor WOC. When a  data packet is sent from an internal IP address, the  WOC 

will first check whether the  source IP address of the packet is in the Internal  Subnets list. If 

not, the packet will  be dropped. If yes, the  Sangfor device will further monitor  and calculate 

the number of data packets from that IP address. Once the number of data packets reaches the 

above threshold, IP address will be locked for a period of time. 

Null  list  indicates  all  IP  addresses  are  regarded as  internal  addresses,  which  means  the 

Sangfor WOC  will skip  checking for  source IP  address, directly  monitor and  calculate the 

number of outgoing packets. 

� LAN Routers: The function of LAN Routers is similar to that of Internal Subnets. 

� Trusted  IP Addresses:  The  attacks  initiated  by any  IP  addresses  in  the  list will  not  be 

defended against.  If no  entry is  added, the  attack initiated  from any  IP address will  not be 

defended against. 

ARP Protection  

To protect the local area  network from ARP spoofing, you can configure  the static ARP table and 
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broadcast interval of the local MAC address on the ARP Protection page, as shown below: 

The following are the contents included on ARP Protection  page: 

� 

� 

Enable ARP protection: Select this option to enable the ARP protection. 

Static ARP table: Select the  option and add the IP/MAC address  of the machine in the local 

area network. 

� 

� 

MAC  Broadcast Interval:  Indicates  the time  interval  that interface  IP  address and  MAC 

address of the local Sangfor WOC are broadcasted across the local area network. To broadcast 

the interface IP address and MAC address right now, click the Broadcast Now  button. 

Save and Apply: Click this button to save and apply the above settings. 
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Chapter 8    High Availability 

To ensure the robustness and stability of your network, SANGFOR allows you to deploy up to two 

Sangfor WAN  Optimization  Controllers (WOC)  in your  enterprise network.  HA feature  is only 

available and works when, 

a. Two Sangfor  WOCs are deployed  in the enterprise  network, one acting  as active device  and 

the other as standby device. 

b. The separate HA software package has been installed on both Sangfor WOCs. 

After  deploying  the physical  WOCs,  navigate  to  High  Availability  > HA  to  enable  HA  and 

configure the HA options, as shown in the figure below: 

� 

� 

To enable  high availability, the  Sangfor WOC should  be deployed  in Route mode  or  Single 

Arm  mode. 

Both Sangfor WOCs should enable high availability. 

Click the Enable button to enable HA and configure the following: 
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� 

� 

Device Name: Displays the name of the current Sangfor WOC. To edit the name, click Edit. 

Status: Displays whether  the active device and  standby device communicate with each  other 

smoothly. Click the Switch to Standby or Switch to Active button switch the status. 

� 

� 

Last Switch: The previous time that status of the two Sangfor WOCs is switched. 

Update Mode: Indicates the  mode when the device can be  upgraded. When the update mode 

is enabled,  active/standby status of  cannot be altered. Thus,  it is recommended  to enable the 

update  mode  only  when  you  want  to  update  the  two  Sangfor  WOCs.  After  updating  is 

completed, close the update mode. 

� 

� 

Timeout: Click  this  button to  specify the  timeout  for automatic  switch between  the  active 

device and standby device. The default value is 10 seconds. 

Network  Interface  Detection:  Click  this  button  and  select  the  network  interfaces.  This 

setting  will detect  the  connection status  of  the  selected interface(s).  Once  any interface  is 

disconnected, the active/standby switch will occur, ensuring smooth running of the network. 

� Serial  Port Inspection:  Click this  button  and enable  serial  port fault  detection.  When the 

serial  port fails  (for  example,  serial  cable falls  out),  it  probably causes  that  both  Sangfor 

devices become active simultaneously. To  avoid the IP conflict, this function (if  enabled) will 

detect the  status of the  peer device according  to the network  packets transferred through  the 

selected interface and automatically switch a device to standby and the other to active. 

The interfaces selected on both Sangfor  WOCs should be connected to a same layer-2 switch, 

or else, this function will not work. 
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Chapter 9    IPSec VPN 

Sangfor  WAN Optimization  Controller  (WOC)  allows third-party  VPN  device  to  interconnect 

with the existing  networks, establishing a standard  IPSec VPN connection. To set  up IPSec VPN 

connection with a third party, you need to configure the parameters used in Phase I, Phase II. 

Configuring Peer Device (Phase I)  

In Phase I, you configure the profile of the peer VPN  device that needs to establish standard IPSec 

VPN  connection  with  the  local Sangfor  WOC.  This  is  the  first  phase  of  the  standard  IPSec 

negotiation. 

1. Navigate to  IPSec VPN  > IPSec  VPN and  click the New  button to  add profile  of the  peer 

VPN device: 
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2. Configure the fields  on the above page. The  followings are the contents  when Main mode  is 

selected: 

� 

� 

Name: Specifies name of the first phase. 

Mode:  Specifies  the  mode  of  negotiation  in  Phase  I.  Options  are   Main  mode  and 

Aggressive mode. 

� 

� 

Standard  IPSec VPN  connections  can only  be  set up  with  Sangfor WOC  deployed  in 

Route mode. Bridge mode and Single Arm mode are not supported. 

Both parties cannot use dynamic IP address simultaneously. 

� 

� 

Description: Enter descriptive information. 

Address  Type: Select  Static  IP,  Dynamic IP  or  Dynamic Name,  and  configure  the 

pop-up field. 

� Encryption Algorithm:  Specifies  encryption algorithm  for Phase  I. Options  are  DES, 

3DES, AES and SANGFOR_DES. 

We recommend you select  the encryption algorithm SANGFOR_DES if  both parties are 

Sangfor devices. 

� 

� 

Auth  Algorithm:  Select authentication  algorithm  for  Phase  I.  Options are  MD5  and 

SHA-1. 

Pre-shared  Key,  Confirm  Key:  Configures and  confirm  the  shared  key  of  the  two 

parties. 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

D-H group: Specifies Differ-Hellman group of the two negotiating parties. 

SA Lifetime: Specifies the lifetime of the Phase I, in unit of second. 

Max Attempts: Configures the maximum number of attempts of Phase I negotiation. 

Enabled: Select this option to enable the peer device. 

Allow  proactive connection:  Select this  option  and the  other  party can  initiate IPSec 

VPN connection to the local Sangfor WOC. 

3. Click the OK  button. 
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Creating Inbound/Outbound Policy (Phase II)  

Phase  II  covers the  configurations  of  outbound  policies and  inbound  policies  for  establishing 

standard IPSec VPN connection. 

Inbound policy  defines the  rules for  the  packets sent  from the  peer device  to the  local Sangfor 

WOC, while outbound policy defines the rules for the packets sent from the local Sangfor WOC to 

the peer device. 

To add an inbound policy, 

1. Navigate  to IPSec  VPN  > Phase  II  and  click the  New  button under  Inbound  Policy,  as 

shown in the figure below: 

2. Configure the fields on the above page. The followings are the contents: 

� 

� 

Name: Specifies the name of the inbound policy. 

Service: Specifies the LAN services. The  LAN services are predefined in Sangfor VPN  > 

Advanced > LAN Service. 

� 

� 

Description: Enter descriptive information for the inbound policy. 

Source: Select  the type  of source,  Single IP  or IP range,  of the  peer device,  and then 

enter the IP address or IP range accordingly. 

� 

� 

Peer Device: Select a peer device. The peer device is predefined in Phase I. 

Enable policy: Select it to enable this inbound policy. 

3. Click the OK button to save the settings. 
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To add an outbound policy, 

1. Navigate to  IPSec VPN  >  Phase II  and click  the New  button under  Outbound Policy,  as 

shown in the figure below: 

2. Configure the fields on the above page. The followings are the contents: 

� 

� 

Name: Specifies the name of the outbound policy. 

Service:  Specifies the  LAN  services. The  services  are  predefined in  Sangfor  VPN > 

Advanced > LAN Service. 

� 

� 

Description: Enter descriptive information for the outbound policy. 

Source: Select  the type  of source,  Single IP  or IP range,  of the  peer device,  and then 

enter the IP address or IP range accordingly. 

� Peer Device: Select a peer device. The peer device is predefined in Phase I. 
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� Security  Option:  Select  the  security  policy  for  negotiation  of  the  two  parties.  The 

security policies are  predefined on the  Security Option page. For  detailed guide, please 

refer to the following section. 

� 

� 

� 

SA Lifetime: Configures the lifetime of this outbound policy. 

Enable policy: Select it to enable this outbound policy. 

Enable Perfect Forward  Secrecy: If the peer device  is configured with PFS,  select this 

option. 

3. Click the OK button to save the above settings. 

Security Options  

Security options are the parameters used for establishing the standard IPSec VPN connection. 

Perform the following steps to add new entry of security options. 

1. Navigate to IPSec VPN > Security Options and click the New button, as shown below: 

2. Configure the fields on the above page. The followings are the contents: 

� 

� 

� 

� 

Name: Specifies the name of the security options. 

Protocol: Specifies the data transmission protocol used in Phase II, AH or ESP. 

Description: Enter descriptive information for the security options. 

Auth Algorithm: Specifies  the authentication algorithm  used in negotiation in  phase II, 

MD5 or SHA-1. 

� Encryption Algorithm: Specifies  the encryption algorithm  used in negotiation in  phase 

II, DES, 3DES, AES or SANGFOR_DES. 
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Click the OK button to save the settings. 3. 

The encryption algorithm in a security options is for the use of the connection negotiation in phase 

II. If  the  security policies  on different  connecting peer  devices vary,  you need  to  add all  those 

policies into the Security Options  page. 

Scenario: Setting Up IPSEC VPN Connection with CISCO PIX 

Cisco device and  Sangfor WAN Optimization  Controller (WOC) are connected  through standard 

IPSec  VPN.  The  branch  (10.3.0.0/16)  needs  to  access  the  server  on   the  headquarters  (HA) 

network (10.1.10.0/24). Network segment of the headquarters is 10.1.0.0/16). 

The network topology is as shown in the figure below: 

The following are configurations on the Cisco VPN device: 

crypto   ipsec    transform-set   sangfor esp-des   esp-md5-hmac    crypto   map   mymap   10 

ipsec-isakmp 

crypto map mymap 10 match address  102 

crypto map mymap 10 set pfs group2 

crypto map mymap 10 set peer  111.111.111.111 

crypto map mymap 10 set transform-set  sangfor 

crypto map mymap interface  outside 

isakmp enable  outside 
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isakmp key test123 address 222.222.222.222 netmask  255.255.255.252 

isakmp identity  address 

isakmp policy 10 authentication  pre-share 

isakmp policy 10 encryption  des 

isakmp policy 10 hash  md5 

isakmp policy 10 group  2 

isakmp policy 10 lifetime  28800 

access-list 102 permit ip 10.3.0.0 255.255.0.0 10.1.0.0 255.255.0.0 

access-list  nonat   permit   ip  10.3.0.0   255.255.0.0  10.1.0.0   255.255.0.0  global   (outside)  1 

222.222.222.222 

nat (inside) 0 access-list  nonat 

nat (inside) 1 10.3.0.0 255.255.0.0 0 0 

Perform the steps below to configure the IPSec VPN parameters on Sangfor WOC: 

1. Navigate to IPSec VPN > Phase I and add the profile of Cisco VPN device, as shown below: 

2. Configure security options, as shown below: 
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3. Configure Phase II, outbound and inbound policy, as shown in the figures below: 
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Chapter 10  Maintenance 

Licensing Sangfor WOC and Function Modules  

Though the  device license is  attached to  the purchase of  Sangfor WAN  Optimization Controller 

(WOC),  the availability  of  some other  function  modules,  such as  WAN  optimization, Sangfor 

VPN, IPSec VPN,  bandwidth management, application  identification/URL library update service 

and software update service are activated with separate license keys respectively. 

You can go  to the Maintenance > Licensing  page, license the device  and each function module, 

as shown in the figure below: 

The following are the contents included on the Licensing  page: 

� 

� 

� 

� 

Gateway ID: This  is one of the  identities of a Sangfor  device and delivered to  the customer 

together with the product suit. 

Number  of  Branch Sites:  This  is  the  maximum  number of  Sangfor  WAN  Optimization 

Controllers deployed in remote networks that this WOC can support. 

Number of Lines: This  is the maximum number of  Internet lines that the purchased Sangfor 

WOC can support. 

Number  of  Branch  VPN   Sites:  This  is  the  maximum   number  of  VPN  sites  that   the 

purchased Sangfor WOC can support. A type of license related to Sangfor VPN. 
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� 

� 

Number of  PACCs: This  is the  maximum number  of Portable  Acceleration (PACC)  client 

software users  that the  purchased Sangfor WOC  can support.  To have accelerated  access to 

the enterprise  network, the  mobile workers need  only to  install the PACC  on their  PCs and 

establish acceleration connection with the physical Sangfor WOC deployed in that network. 

Number of PDLANs: This is  the maximum number of mobile VPN users  that the purchased 

Sangfor WOC  can support.  Sangfor VPN allows  mobile workers  to securely  connect to the 

enterprise   network,  meanwhile   being  accelerated.   To   establish  secure   and  accelerated 

connection  to the  enterprise network,  the  mobile workers  need  only to  install  the Sangfor 

Mobile VPN Client software  on their PCs and initiate  VPN connection to that Sangfor WOC 

(for more information, please refer to Appendix B: PACC & Mobile VPN Client . 

� 

� 

� 

WAN Optimization:  Enter the license key  and click the  Save and Apply  button to activate 

the WAN optimization feature. Activated means the function is available. 

Cross-ISP Access Optimization: Enter the license key  and click the Save and Apply  button 

to activate the module. 

Sangfor VPN:  Enter  the license  key and  click the  Save and  Apply  button to  activate the 

Sangfor VPN  module. For  more information  about Sangfor  VPN, please refer  to Chapter  4 

Sangfor VPN. 

� 

� 

Bandwidth  Management: Enter  the license  key  and click  the  Save and  Apply  button to 

activate the BM module. 

Application  Identification/URL Library:  Enter  the  license  key and  click  the  Save  and 

Apply button to  activate the update service  of the internal application  identification rule and 

URL library. 

� Software Upgrade: Enter the license key and click the Save and Apply button to activate the 

software  upgrade service,  so  that you  can  update  your Sangfor  WOC  if there  is  any new 

version available. 
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Backing Up or Restoring System Settings  

Navigate to Maintenance > Backup/Restore > System to back up or restore system settings. 

To  back up  the  current  system settings,  click  on  the Click  to  Back Up  link  under  Back Up 

System Configurations and select a directory on the local PC. 

If you have  ever backed up  system settings onto  your PC and want  to restore the  current system 

settings to that version, click the  Browse button under Restore Backed-up Configuration, select 

and upload the backup file. 

The system settings saved onto the local PC include WAN Optimization settings. 

Backing Up or Restoring WANO Settings  

You can  back up  WAN  optimization settings  and save  them onto  the Sangfor  WOC separately 

(rather  than onto  the  local  PC), or  restore  the current  WANO  settings  to the  backup,  without 

exerting any impact on system or other function modules. 

1. 

2. 

Navigate to Maintenance > Backup/Restore > WAN Optimization. 

To  back up  the  current WAN  optimization configuration,  click  the Backup  tab,  select the 

desired  backup  and  click  the  Back  Up  button. The  newly  backed  up  configuration  will 

replace the selected one, as shown below: 
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3. To replace the current WAN optimization configuration with backed up file, click  the  Restore 

tab, select the desired backup  or factory defaults and click the Restore button, to  as shown in 

the following figure: 

4. To replace the current WAN  optimization configuration with auto-backup file, click the   Auto 

Backups  tab, select  the  desired  backup and  click  the Restore  button,  to as  shown  in  the 

following figure 
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Shutdown  

To soft  restart or shut  down to Sangfor  WOC, navigate  to Maintenance >  Shutdown and click 

Restart  Device  or Shut  Down  Device  button respectively.  You  can  also  format the  partition 

allocated to byte cache. 

Some WOC models DO NOT support soft shutdown. 
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Web Console  

Through Web  Console, you  can execute some  common commands,  including but  not limited to 

Ping, arp,  ip route,  and to  check the  connectivity with remote  host, inspect  network failure  or 

device fault, and so on. 

To view all  the commands supported on Web  Console, enter help into the  Webconsole# field, as 

shown in the following figure: 

Scenario: executing Ping  command 

Scenario: executing ip route  command 
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Viewing Logs  

Running  events  and  error   message  about  the  Sangfor  WOC  can   be  logged  and  viewed  in 

Maintenance > Logs, as shown in the following figure: 

To view  a specific  log, select  the date  on  which the  event occurred  approximately, or  click the 

Filter button to specify the Display Options and service types, as shown below: 

The Sangfor  WAN Optimization Controller  (WOC) will only save  the logs for  14 days, the  logs 

generated in earlier days will be deleted automatically. 
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Appendix A: Internal Report Center 

Sangfor WAN Optimization Controller  (WOC) is built in with  a Report Center, in which  you can 

make traffic analysis,  data reduction reports based  on the data transmitted through  and optimized 

by the Sangfor WOC. 

To  enter the  Report  Center, click  on  the REPORTS  icon  at the  upper  right page  of  the Web 

administrator console of Sangfor WOC. 

The above is the homepage of Sangfor WOC Report Center, presenting the following information: 

� 

� 

Data reduction over the past 24 hours in graph 

Top 10 applications that have contributed the most reduced data 

To retrieve  most  active applications,  subnets  and hosts,  and generate  reports,  click the   Traffic 

Analysis  tab. 

To  get  data  reduction   ratio  based  on  application,  subnet   and  internal  host,  click  the   Data 

Reduction  tab. 

To subscribe  to  reports on  daily, weekly  or monthly  basis or  make custom  report, click  on  the 

Reports  tab. 

To view  admin logs or  firewall logs related to  the Web administrator  console, click on  the  Logs 

tab. 

To clean up  the database and  configure the SMTP  server and other logging  options, click on  the 

System  tab. 
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Appendix B: PACC & Mobile VPN Client  

VPN connection and/or acceleration  connection can be established between two physical  Sangfor 

WAN Optimization Controllers (WOC),  or between physical WOC and  computer that is installed 

Sangfor  client  software.  The  client  software corresponding  to  WAN  optimization  is  Portable 

Acceleration (PACC)  client, while  the client  software corresponding  to Sangfor VPN  is Mobile 

VPN Client  (or  PDLAN). You  can install  the individual  version of  PACC  and PDLAN,  or the 

integrated version of PACC and PDLAN. 

Network topology, software  installation and configuration of  them are slightly different. We  only 

describe software  installation, network topology and  configuration of the  integrated version, and 

the network topology of the  use of PACC. Before installing the client software,  please ensure that 

your PC meets the following requirements: 

� 

� 

Memory: 256MB or above (VPN-only Client); 512MB or above (PACC&PDLAN Client) 

Hard disk: remaining partition is 50MB or above (VPN-only Client); 1GB or above 

(PACC&PDLAN Client) 

� Operating  system: Windows  2000 server,  Windows XP,  Windows  2003 server,  Windows 

Vista and Windows 7 (32bit and 32bit) 

Software Installation  

1. Double-click  the  executable file  to  install  the  integrated version  of Portable  Acceleration 

(PACC) client and Mobile VPN client software, as shown below: 
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Before  installing  the   client  software,  terminate  the  antivirus  program   running  on  your 

computer;  otherwise,  installation  may  fail.  You  can  run  the  antivirus  software  after  the 

installation finishes. 

2. Follow the instructions and the Wizard to install the client software, as shown below: 

3. Click the Next button to go on the next step, as shown below: 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

Click the Yes button to accept all the terms in the License Agreement and go on the next step, 

as shown below: 

Click the Browse  button to select an  installation directory and then  click the Next button  to 

go on the next step, as shown below: 

Select Sangfor Dkey  Driver if the  user is to use  DKey. Click the  Next button to go  on the 

next step, as shown below: 
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During  installing  process,  it will  require  disconnecting  from  the  Internet.  To ensure  that 

installation  goes  smoothly, disable  the  Local  Area  Connection  of the  computer.  You  can 

enable it after installation completes. 

7. Click the Continue button and installation process completes. Restart your computer. 

8. Enable the Local Area Connection to have the computer connect to the Internet. 
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Network Deployment  

Deployment of WOC for Use of PACC&PDLAN 

HQ WOC in Gateway Mode  

The Sangfor  WOC at head  office is deployed  in Gateway  mode, and mobile  worker establishes 

VPN  and acceleration  connection  to the  HQ  WOC simultaneously,  as  shown in  the  following 

network topology: 

HQ WOC in Single-Arm Mode  

The HQ WOC is deployed in  Single arm mode, on the local area network. The front-end  firewall 

maps the TCP/UDP 4009 (default)  port to the WOC, and the  mobile worker establishes VPN and 

acceleration connection to the WOC simultaneously, as shown in the following network topology: 
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Deployment of WOC for Use of PACC  

HQ WOC in Bridge Mode  

The  Sangfor WOC  at head  office  is deployed  in Bridge  mode,  and mobile  worker establishes 

acceleration  connection to  the  HQ WOC.  The  frontend  firewall maps  the  TCP and  UDP  port 

(5400 by default) to the WOC, as shown in the following network topology: 

HQ WOC in Single Arm  Mode  

The Sangfor WOC at head office is deployed in Single Arm mode, and mobile  worker establishes 

acceleration  connection to  the  HQ WOC.  The  frontend  firewall maps  the  TCP and  UDP  port 

(5400 by default) to the WOC, as shown in the following network topology: 
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Configuration  

The first time  you run the  integrated version of  Portable Acceleration (PACC) client  and Mobile 

VPN Client software, the Configuration Wizard will pop up. Follow the instructions to complete 

the basic configuration of WAN optimization and Sangfor VPN. 

1. Select Configure Manually  if you have  not backed up any  configuration, or select   Import 

configuration file to simply  import configuration to set up outbound VPN  connection to the 

remote Sangfor WOC. The latter is recommended for general cases, as shown below: 
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The file should be the one exported from the HQ  WOC that contains the user account created 

for this mobile user. 

2. If Configure  Manually  is selected,  click the  Next button  to  enter the  Specify Webagent 

page. 

3. Enter  the primary  and secondary  Webagent of  the HQ  WOC  and click  the Test  button to 

check the validity of the WebAgent, as shown below: 

If HQ WOC  uses a static IP address, enter  the IP address in format  of IP:port. If HQ WOC 

uses multiple static IP addresses, enter the IP addresses in format of IP1#IP2:port. 

For the Webagent address(es), contact the network administrator of the head office. 

4. Click  Next and  enter  the  username/password that  will  be  used by  this  mobile worker  to 

connect to the HQ VPN site, as shown below: 
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5. Click the Next button and then confirm the correctness of settings, as shown below: 

6. Click the Finish button and confirm changes to the new configuration.  Open the software and 

the console appears, as shown below: 
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System Settings  

System settings are  global, which involves login to  the client software and  creating objects (such 

as schedule, algorithm and certificate) that may be referenced by other VPN or PACC settings. 

� 

� 

System  Management: You  can  set password  for  starting  the client  software,  back up  the 

current configuration, set password for the backup file, and restore to backup configurations 

Password: Click the Modify button to configure or modify the password.  Next time you start 

the client software, you need to enter this password.  If you do not want to set password, leave 

the new password fields empty. 
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� Backup Config,  Restore Config:  Click  the button  to back  up or  restore configuration.  To 

backup configuration, click  the Backup Config  button and set password  for the backup file. 

If you  do  not set  password, the  file will  not be  encrypted. To  restore configuration  from a 

backup file, click the Restore Config button and browse the configuration file you previously 

backed up. 

� 

� 

Schedules:  You  can  combine  commonly  used  time  ranges  into  a   schedule  that  will  be 

referenced by the LAN  service. To add a schedule, click Add  and to enter the Add Schedule 

page. Drag over the grids to select the desired time ranges and enable them. 

Algorithms:  Configures  the   VPN  encryption  and  authentication   algorithms.  To  add  an 

algorithm, click  the Upload  button and  select the  DLL file of  the algorithm.  To remove  an 

algorithm, select the algorithm  and click the Delete button. The built-in  algorithms cannot be 

deleted. 

If you want to add and use your own encryption or authentication algorithm, please make sure 

the encryption/authentication algorithms used on  the HQ VPN and the client  software are the 

same. Different  encryption/authentication  algorithms will  incur failure  in establishing  VPN 

channel. 

� Certificates:   Generate   digital   certificate   for   your   computer,   which   is   intended   for 

authentication if you  are asked to go through  hardware based authentication by  the HQ VPN 

administrator. This certificate should be sent to the HQ network administrator and imported to 

the  HQ   VPN  device.  Only   after  the  HQ   administrator  has  had   the  hardware-featured 

certificate bound with  the user account, can  this user establish VPN  connection with the HQ 

VPN site smoothly. 

Mobile VPN Settings  

By completing  the  mobile VPN  settings,  you can  establish VPN  connection  between the  local 

computer and the remote Sangfor WOC. 
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� Primary/Secondary WebAgent:  Configures the URL address  to fulfill addressing.  You can 

enter the URL of the trial version provided by SANGFOR. For the URL of the official version, 

enter the URL of your Web server. 

� 

� 

Advanced: Click  this button to  enter Shared Key page  and configure the  shared key of  the 

WebAgent. 

LAN Service:  Click this button to  configure the LAN  services that will be  accessible to the 

HQ VPN network. 

We recommend  you adopt  the default  MTU, Min  Compression Value  in general  cases. If 

you need change these values, contact SANGFOR technical support technician. 

� User Account: Configures  the user account and  other parameters of a  VPN connection. The 

settings on  this page, in  association with  those on Basic  Settings page, will  be taken as  the 

defaults, connecting the local computer to the specified Sangfor device. 
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� 

� 

� 

Username, Password: Enter the username and password configured for on HQ WOC for 

this user. 

Protocol: Configures  the transfer protocol of  the VPN data. Options are TCP and  UDP. 

When the VPN connection appears unstable, try altering the protocol. 

Cross-ISP  Access   Optimization:  If   different  Internet  Service   Providers  (ISP)   are 

providing  services to  the  HQ VPN  site  and  your network,  and  the Cross-ISP  Access 

Optimization License  of the HQ VPN  WOC is activated,  you may select this  option to 

optimize cross-ISP access based on the current packet loss rate. Packet loss rate must first 

be assessed by other means. 

� VPN  Connections: Configures  the profile  of  the VPN  connection,  so that  the  mobile 

worker can connect to remote VPN site. 

Setting Up Outbound VPN Connection  

Since the settings in Basic Settings and User Account can establish outbound  VPN connection to 

only one  remote Sangfor device,  you need  to add profile  of another VPN  connection in   Mobile 

VPN > VPN  Connections if you  want to establish  outbound VPN connection to  another remote 

Sangfor device. 

To add a new VPN connection, perform the steps below: 

1. Go  to  Mobile  VPN  >  VPN  Connection  and  click  the New  button  to  add  a  new  VPN 

connection, as shown below: 

2. Enter name  and description for  this VPN connection  (better the name  of the HQ  VPN site), 
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and then click the Next button to go on the next step, as shown below: 

3. Configure Webagent and transfer protocol, LAN  services and then click the Next button to go 

on the next step, as shown below: 

4. Enter the  username and password  used for establishing  outbound VPN connection  and click 

the Next button, as shown below: 
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5. Check the correctness of the information and then click the Finish  button. 

If the mobile worker needs only to  connect to one Sangfor device, no connection needs to be 

added in Mobile VPN > VPN Connections. 

PACC Settings & WAN Optimization Status  

You can view WAN optimization status and configure optimization related options. 
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The following are the contents included on the PACC Status  page: 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

Status: Shows the running status of PACC. 

Data cache: Indicates whether data cache feature is enabled. 

Cache size: Indicates the current size of data cache. 

Cache directory: Indicates the current directory of data cache. 

Protocol: Indicates the protocol currently used. 

Network type: Indicates how your network is connected to the Internet currently. 

Speed up CIFS: Indicates whether CIFS optimization is enabled. 

Overall Real-time  Status:  Shows the  information of  connected Sangfor  WOC, such  as IP 

address,  real-time  flow(chart),  sessions,  flow  before/after  acceleration  and  data  reduction 

ratio. 

� 

� 

Application Status: Shows the optimization status of applications. 

Real-time flow in 60 seconds: Shows the real-time traffic going through PACC in the past 60 

seconds.  Grey stands  for the  traffic  amount before  acceleration  and Orange  stands  for the 

traffic amount after acceleration. 

� 

� 

� 

Start,  Stop:  Click  the   button  to  start  or  stop  the  Portable   Acceleration  (PACC)  client 

software. 

Change PW:  After  the acceleration  connection is  established, you  can click  this  button to 

modify the login password. 

Setting: Click  this button to  enter the PACC  Setting dialog  and configure the  PACC client 

software. 

� Network  type:  Specifies  how  user’s  PC  connects  to  the  Internet. If  it  is  connected 
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wirelessly   (through   CDMA,   GPRS,   etc.;   yet   excluding   WiFi,   etc),    choose   the 

corresponding option (Wireless network) and it will optimize the wireless networks.  Auto 

detect is the default selection. 

� Enable  datacache:  Select   this  option  and   select  a  directory  to   enable  byte  cache 

function. 

� 

� 

Clear: Click it to clear the files in the Cache  directory. 

Cache  size: Configures  the size  of the  local  hard disk  space allocated  for use  of  byte 

cache. 

� 

� 

Enable  LSP  Service:  Select  this  option  and  it will  capture  the  data  packets  of  the 

applications  that   are   being  accelerated,   except  those   of  My   Network  Places   and 

Exchange. 

Enable  TDI Service:  Select  this option  and it  will  optimize My  Network  Places and 

Exchange. The option takes effect after computer reboot. 

� Exclusion Rule: Configures the server-end IP addresses whose data transmission will not 

be optimized. The PACC users’ requests  of accessing these excluded IP addresses will not 

get into the  acceleration channel. To  add an exclusion rule,  click Add and  configure the 

following : 

� 

� 

Port Range: Enter the ports to be excluded from the acceleration policies. 

IP Type: Specifies the  type of the IP addresses  to be excluded from the  acceleration 

policies. 
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� 

� 

� 

Gateway: Indicates IP address or URL of the remote Sangfor WOC. 

Port: Indicates the listening port of server. By default, it is 5400. 

Username,  Password:   Type  in  the   correct  username  and  password  that  have  been 

configured on the remote Sangfor WOC for this user. 

� 

� 

Save profile: Save  the information you  have specified above  for next login, so  that you 

will not be bothered to enter the information again next time you log in. 

Auto  login:   Select  it   so  that   you  can  log   in  automatically   next  time   when  you 

double-click the icon to start the client software. 
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Appendix C: Sangfor Firmware Updater  

Sangfor Firmware Updater is intended to update version and restore  configurations of any Sangfor 

device, IAM, SSL VPN, WANO, AD. The following are feature of Sangfor Firmware Updater. 

1. Simplified update process 

Firmware  Updater  works  as an  update  wizard,  support  online  update  feature  that helps 

search  for  updates  and  analyze  versions  of available  updates  for  the  connected  Sangfor 

device in the local area network. 

Using  online  update  method  to  update Sangfor  device,  network  administrators  need  not 

handle  some troubles  such as  preparing  Sangfor device,  checking  current version  of  their 

Sangfor device, downloading  update package, etc., but only  choose an available version  and 

click buttons. 

In addition to online update,  administrators can browse and upload an  existing package from 

the  computer  to  update  the  Sangfor  device  manually  or restore  the  configuration  if  the 

package is backed up previously. 

2. The program  file that can  launch Sangfor Firmware  Updater is  included in a  compressed 

file and  available once the  compressed file  is decompressed, without  being installed  on the 

computer. 

Updating Your Sangfor Device  

1. 

2. 

Download the SANGFOR-Updater6.0.zip file from the Sangfor official website. 

Double-click  the  executive file  SANGFOR  Firmware  Updater.exe,  and then  specify  or 

search for the Sangfor device that you want to connect to and update, as shown below: 
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The following are the contents included on the above page: 

� IP Address: Enter the LAN interface  IP address of the Sangfor device that  you want to 

connect to and update. IP:Port format is supported. 

� Password: Enter  the  password for  connecting to  the Sangfor  device specified  above. 

The  default  password   is  dlanrecover  (case-sensitive),   or  password  of  the   default 

administrator account (Admin or admin) for connecting to the administrator console. 

� 

� 

Remember  password:   Select  this  option   to  remember  the   password  so  that   the 

password need  not be entered once  again when you  connect to this  device via Sangfor 

Firmware Updater next time. 

Search: Click this button to search for  Sangfor devices in the local area network. If any 

Sangfor device is found, it will be displayed on Select Device page, as shown below: 

3. Click the Options button to configure Package Deletion option and network related  settings, 

as shown below: 
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The following are the contents included on the Options  page: 

� Preserve downloaded package(s) for future use: Select  this option and the previously 

downloaded  packages  (in Download  folder)  will  be  preserved  and  can be  used  for 

future update or configuration restoring. 

To open Download folder and view the downloaded package(s), click the View  button. 

To delete all the downloaded packages in Download folder, click the Clear  button. 

� 

� 

� 

Update Server: Select an  update server, Shenzhen or Shanghai,  which will always be 

used to get updates,  or select Auto-Select to have the system select  update server every 

time. This option only works when update method is online update. 

Get updates using the HTTP proxy server  below: To specify a HTTP proxy server to 

get updates for the connected  Sangfor device, select this option and enter the  IP address 

and port of the HTTP proxy server in the IPAddress and Port fields respectively. 

Require authentication: To  have the HTTP proxy server  require authentication, select 

this  option and  enter  the username  and  password into  the  Username  and Password 

fields respectively. 

4. Click  the  Connect  button to  connect  to  the  specified  Sangfor  device  and  select Online 

update method or Load package from Disk, as shown in the figure below: 

Under Current Device  are the version information (e.g.,  M5.2 of SSL VPN) and IP  address 

(e.g., 10.111.111.2) of the currently connected Sangfor device. 

Under Update Method are  two options, Online update and Load  package from Disk. The 

former  is  the   previously  mentioned  feature  that   can  automatically  get  updates  for   the 

connected Sangfor device, and the  latter enables administrator to choose a package  to update 

the  current device  or  restore  the configurations  on  the current  Sangfor  device  with those 

contained in the chosen package. 
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Currently, online update only supports  update of version SSL M5.0 and above. For update  of 

lower versions  and  other series  of Sangfor  devices, please  select the  update method   Load 

package from Disk. 

5. Search for newer version and download update package, or load package. 

� Select new version and download package. It happens when method is Online update. 

a. Click  the Select  button  and the  firmware  updater  will check  for  updates.  After 

updates  checking   and   analyzing,  the   available  and   updatable  version(s)   are 

displayed on the Select Version page, as shown in the figure below: 

b. 

c. 

Select the checkbox next to a version and click the OK button to close this page. 

Click the Next button  to download package of the selected version.  The download 

process is as shown in the figure below: 
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To stop downloading the package,  click the Pause button which will then turn  to a 

Resume  button. 

To cancel downloading the package, click the Cancel  button. 

d. While package  download is  completed, click  the Next  button to  confirm version 

information and update the current device, as shown in the figure below: 

� Load update  package.  It happens  when  update method  is Load  package  from Disk. 

Browse  a package  from local  PC, click  the  Open button  and Next  button,  as shown 

below: 

6. Confirm the  update information  and click the  Update button  to update the  current Sangfor 

device, as shown in the figure below: 
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Please DO  NOT cancel  updating  during the  update process.  Otherwise, the  current device 

will meet unexpected error. 
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Appendix D: Acronyms and Abbreviations  

AC Alternating Current 

Address Resolution Protocol 

Bandwidth Management 

Certificate Authority 

Central Processing Unit 

Demilitarized Zone 

Destination Network Address Translation 

Domain Name Server 

Denial of Service Attack 

Headquarters 

ARP 

BM 

CA 

CPU 

DMZ 

DNAT 

DNS 

DoS 

HQ 

HTTP 

HTTPS 

ICMP 

IM 

Hyper Test Transfer Protocol 

Secure Hyper Text Transfer Protocol 

Internet Control Message Protocol 

Instant Message 

IP Internet Protocol 

ISP Internet Service Provider 

Local Area Network 

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 

Maximum Transmission Unit 

Network Interface Card 

Operating System 

LAN 

LDAP 

MTU 

NIC 

OS 

RADIUS 

SMTP 

SNAT 

SSL 

TCP 

UDP 

UI 

Remote Authentication Dial In User Service 

Simple Message Transfer Protocol 

Source Network Address Translation 

Secure Sockets Layer 

Transmission Control Protocol 

User Datagram Protocol 

User Interface 

URL 

VLAN 

VPN 

WAN 

WANO 

WCCP 

Uniform Resource Locator 

Virtual Local Area Network 

Virtual Private Network 

Wide Area Network 

Wide Area Network Optimization 

Web Cache Communication Protocol 
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